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nABSTRACT
This edition of the Cheuelere Assigne attempts to provide S 
an accurate and intelligible text together with an adequate 
apparatus. The poem has been re-transcribed from the original 
MS, compared throughout with the two major previous editions, 
and provided with a punctuation based on modern usage. Brief 
descriptions of the MS and of earlier printed editions have 
been given. The Introduction to the Early English Text Society 
edition of 1868 includes a certain amount of linguistic and 
metrical material, but in the present work these subjects have 
been treated afresh in the light of more recent information.
The Phonology and Dialect have been examined, the Morphology 
described, and the Versification analysed. Particular 
attention has been paid to Syntax and Style, and a detailed 
Glossary provided. The 1868 edition also gives some account 
of the poem* s sources, and an attempt has here been made to 
add to this information by describing a few of the more impor­
tant analogues, and examining the poem’s connection with the 
legend of the Swan-Knight and with the French Crusade cycle.
A comment on the major folk-lore elements has been added. The 
Textual Notes are intended chiefly to aid in problems of 
meaning and to illustrate points of interest, and the edition 
concludes with a Bibliography of relevant books and articles.
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INTRODUCTION
The main abbreviations used in the Introduction are as
follows:
EDD: The English Dialect Dictionary, ed. J.Wright,
London, 18$W - 1905.
EETS: The Early English Text Society,
Gibbs: The Romance of the Cheuelere Assigne, ed, H.H.
Gibbs, EETS, (Extra Series, \7i, ) 1532.
JEGP: The Journal of English and Germanic Philology.
ME: Middle English
MED: Middle English Dictionary, ed. H.Kurath and
S.H.Kuhn, Ann Arbor, 1952-
Mod. E: M o d e m  English.
Mustanoja: A Middle English Syntax, by T.E.Mustanoja, 
Helsinki, I960.
NED: The Oxford English Dictionary, (formerly A New
English Dictionary,) ed. J.A.H.Murray, etc., 
Oxford, 1933.
Oakden, I: Alliterative Poetry in Middle English, The Dial­
ectal and Metrical Survey, by J.P.Oakden, 
Manchester, 193Ô.
Oakden, II: Alliterative Poetry in Middle English, A Survey
of the Traditions, by J.P.Oakden, Manchester, 1935.
OE: Old English.
OF: Old French.
ON: Old Norse.
PMLA: Publications of the M o d e m  Language Association
of America.
WS: West Saxon.
For other abbreviations see
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THE MiAIHJSCRIPT
l) Description.
The text of the Cheuelere Assigne is preserved in one MS 
only, Cotton Caligula A II, in the British Museum. The MS 
has been described by Edith Rickert in her edition of The 
Romance of Emarë,(EETS, Extra Series, No. XCIX, 1906, pp. ix-xi). 
The following information is derived partly from this edition, 
and partly from personal examination.
The MS contains 210 numbered paper folios, measuring about 
8i", and consists of two originally separate quarto MSS, 
formerly marked Vespasian D8 and Vespasian D21. Miss Rickert 
(p. ix) shows that, on the evidence of the earliest catalogues, 
they must have been bound together with the present designation 
before 1654. Vespasian D8 extends from f .5 to f.l39> and 
Vespasian D21 from f.l44 to f.210, the old designations being 
written on ff. 3 and 140, and scored through. Pf. 1 and 140 
each contain a seventeenth century elenchus on the recto, while 
ff. 2 and 141 are blank. Miss Rickert points out that these four 
folios are of different paper from the rest. She considers 
that they were blank pages inserted when the two MSS were bound 
together, (although one of them bears the old designation, as 
noted above,) and that ff. 142 and 143 may be the original 
parchment cover of Vespasian D21.
The MS has been twice numbered. The earlier numbering 
began at the first written leaf (f.3) and ignored all blank
leaves. This was corrected after 1802,(the catalogue of that 
year using the old system,) and the corrected numbering begins 
at the leaf containing the first elenchus and includes all 
leaves up to 210.
The second part of the MS, Vespasian D21, contains statutes 
of the Carthusian order, 1411-1504. F.143v. bears the words
Thomas Cooke don, and below, Thomas Cooke de Mylton. Miss 
Rickert has traced the Cooks of Milton, a Cambridgeshire 
family, and suggests that the MS may have come from Denney 
Abbey.
Vespasian D8 bears the words Donum Jo. Rogers on f.3r. , 
in a sixteenth century hand, but as Miss Rickert points out 
(p. x) the name is too common to make indentification possible. , 
This part of the MS consists chiefly of romances and religious 
lyrics. The beginning of the first item and the end of the 
last are missing. The writing is neat and legible and there 
are traces of yellow colour in most "titles and initial capitals. 
Ff. 14-69 and a few later leaves also contain some decoration 
in red.
A summary of the contents is as follows:
a) 14 long romances and religious narratives:
1) Sussan, ff. 5r. - 5r., (beginning lost.)
2) Eglamour of Artas, ff. 5v. - 13r.,
3) Octouian imperator, ff. 22v. - 35r.,
4) Launfal miles, ff. 35v. - 42v.,
5) Lybeaus disconus, ff. 42v. - 57r..
76
7
8 
9
10
11
12
15
14
b) 20
Emare, ff. 71r. - 76v.,
Ypotys, ff. 79v. - 83r..
Owayne myles, ff. 91v. - 95r..
Tundale, ff. 95v. - 107v..
The Sege of ierusalem, ff. lllr. - 125r.,
Cheuelere Assigne, ff. 125v. - 129v.,
Isumbras, ff. 130r. - 134r., 
lerome, ff. 155v. - 157r..
Eustache, ff. 157v. - 139v., (end lost.) 
religious and didactic poems, including 3 by Lydgate;
1) The Ohorle, ff. 17r. - 22r..
2) The Nyghtynghale, ff. 59r. - 64r.<
3) Deus in nomine tuo saluum me fac, ff. 64v. - 65r..
The remaining 17 are chiefly short lyrics, but the longer 
include :
Stans Puer ad Mensam (untitled,) ff. 14r. - 16v., Carta Ihesu 
Christ!, ff. 77r. - 79r., te Gtajcyonyg of Rome ff. 83^. - 86v., 
and the Trentale sancti Gregorii, ff. 86v. - 88r.. 
c) 4 Prose pieces;
1) 4 prescriptions, f. 13v..
'^) A treatise on the pestilence by John of Bordeaux, ff. 
65v. - 66v..
3) A form of confession, with a companion poem, apparently 
unfinished, ff. 69v. - 70r.,
4) A short Latin chronicle, ff. 109r. - llOv.,
—  T 
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The MS appears to be written in the same hand throughout, 
with two major exceptions:
1) The four prescriptions on f . 13 v. are in a later (I6th 
Century) hand.
2) The Latin chronicle on ff. 109r. - llOv. is written in 
the same hand as the majority of the MS up to the reign of 
Henry VI, but a second hand has added entries on the death of 
Henry VI and the reign of Edward IV. A further entry in a 
third hand, which seems to deal with the reign of Richard III, 
has been heavily erased.
The MS can be dated fairly accurately to the middle of the
15th Century. Lydgate’s Nightingale (ff. 59r. - 64r.) has been
(1)
dated by Glauning to the year 1446, thus providing an earliest
possible date for the copying of the MS. A latest limit can
be deduced from the chronicle entry on Henry VI noted above.
(2)
Although Henry did not die until 1471 most scholars consider 
that the main part of the MS was written in about 1460, although 
Miss Rickert prefers a broader estimate, dating it between 1446 
and 1460. The choice of 1460 as the latest limit is perhaps 
to be explained by the fact that the part of the Henry VI entry 
which is written in the main hand refers to him as reigning 
’cum plenitudine et caritate populi’, a phrase which would
(1) Lydgate’s Minor Poems. The Two Nightingale Poems, EETS, 
Extra Series,LXXX(1 9 0 0 ), pp. xxxvi-xxxix.
(2) See Glauning p. xi. (Op.cit., note 1.)
hardly have been used in the later part of his reign.
Cheuelere Assigne is to be found on ff. 125v. - 129v..
It is written out in verse lines, the only punctuation being
the dot used to mark the caesura. The first and every following
eighth line are distinguished by a small paragraph mark in the
left margin, but these cannot be regarded as indicating stanza
(0
divisions as the sense does not allow it. P 125v. is titled 
Cheuelere Assigne,ff. 126v., 12?v., and 128v. Cheuelere, and 
f. 126r., curiously, Matabryne. The end is marked by the word 
Explicit, with the same small ornament as is used in the titles. 
Margins are visible at the top of the page (f"), on the left 
(^”), and on verso pages only on the right (i”). There are no 
margins at the bottom. Ff. 125v. and 127r. contain 42 lines 
to the page, ff. 126r. and 126v. 43, ff. 127v. and 128r. 40, 
ff. 128v. and 129r. 41, and f. 129v. 38.
2) Spelling
A few peculiarities may be noted:
i) Interchange of > â* G.g. worses (beside worde),
formeth (pp., beside formed, pret.); federes.
ii) Interchange of 2. f : e.g. rysth (beside ryste),
goldesmyste (beside goldsmythe), thylie.
iii) Occasional insertion of inorganic 3: e.g. goldesmysth 
(beside goldsmythe.)
iv) Occasional omission of 3: e.g. hye (beside hyse.)
( i ) F o r  U i\3 iS l«3r>^  Î n p o e r v - v  ^ c e   ^ p-  ' ,  ar>.c£
L%vi (tS^ l)-pp. "2.1^5 “ 2. If
to
Note on Date of Composition of the Poem.
In dating the actual composition of the poem, allowance
must he made for the fact that the extant version seems to be
an East Midland copy of a Northern or North-Western Original.
There was probably at least one intermediary version. @%d-pc-rhap6
( 2 )
more-. It therefore seems reasonable to follow French and Hale 
(among others,) in placing the date of composition at the end 
of the 14th Century.
(1 ) See below, p. it,.
(2) Middle English Metrical Romances, 1950, p. 859
PREVIOUS EDITIONS
The Cheuelere Assigne has been edited three times before*
1) By E.V.Utterson, for the Roxburghe Club, in 1820. This 
first printed edition of the poem is not a critical one. The 
transcription leaves the aboreviations unexpended end contains
a number of errors. It includes a glossary of a few dozen words, 
(sometimes inaccurate,) and a short preface. No comparisons 
have been made with this edition in the present study.
2) By H.H.Gibbs, for the Early English Text Society, in 
1868, (Extra Series, No.VI, re^^rinted 1898, 1932.) This edition 
includes en accurate transcription, in which Utterson’s errors 
are corrected, end a fuller preface end glossary. There is a 
brief sketch of some of the main features of the orthography, 
phonology, end morphology, as well as a more detailed analysis 
of the alliteration, but the value of these accounts is 
necessarily restricted by the limited extent of the information 
then available. Morris’s verdict on the aielect, however, 
quoted by Gibbs (on pp. xvii-xviii) remains unchallenged.
The account of the sources is similarly limited, as in the 1868 
edition Gibbs knew of only one of the many French enelogues, 
although in the reprint he wes able to add e little more infor- 
metion, derived from A.Paulin Paris’s Histoire Littéraire de la 
France, Vol. xxii, (1852.) The edition also includes a descrip­
tion of an ivory casket decorated with scenes from the poem,
/z
and some copies also contain photographs of it.
3) By V/.H.French and C.E.Hale, in Middle English Metrical 
Romances, New York, 1930, pp. 859-873. As this edition is 
part of a large anthology the apparatus is necessarily minimal. 
The more difficult words are glossed at the foot of the text, 
and the notes contain some useful references.
3^PHONOLOGY
The following brief examination is based on the criteria 
suggested by Moore, Meech and Whitehall^with the addition of 
a few extra points. The MS of the poem being late, the forms 
are chiefly those of the East Midland area, which were rapidly 
establishing themselves as the standard forms by this time. 
There are, however, a few non-standard features which suggest 
that the poem may have originated outside the East Midland area,
I ; Points showing development to the standard forms.
1) OE a as o throughout.
e.g. bote (360), broode (297), cloth (97).
( 2)2) Pres. Ind. pi. in -n or -e throughout, 
e.g. leuen (87), leue (92), swymmen (198).
3) The occurence of shall, sholde etc. rather than sal, solde, 
etc.
e.g. shall (336), sholde (202).
4) The occurrence of hem, ham, her(e), etc. as the acc. and 
poss. of the 3pl. pers. pron. , rather than them, their, etc, 
e.g. hem (45), ham (152), her (105).
(1) ’Middle English Dialect Characteristics and Dialect 
Boundaries,’ University of Michigan Publications, Language 
and Literature, XIII (1935), pp. 1-60.
(2) For kKrec possible exceptions, see pp. 21 -zi.
5) Initial f retained throughout, and not voiced to v. 
e.g. for (3), falle (24), fader (31).
—  ^
6) Non WS e by i-mutation from ^  as e throughout.
e.g. here (295), leue (28).
1
7) The pres. p. in -ynge throughout, rather than -and, -end, etc.,'
e.g. pleynge (19), lyynge (153), rydynge (228). |
\
II ; Points showing development to non-standard forms7
8) OE a + nasal usually remains a, but is occasionally j
rounded to o.
e.g. mony (90, 124, 271), ony (175, 273); beside manye I
(31, 34), 8 ^  (112, 247), etc.. I
!
9) Pres. Ind. 3sg. usually ends in -th# but 5 times in -s:
lykes (134), wendes (150, 178), launces (323), formerknes  ^
(362); beside wereth (2), lengeth (4), etc.. i
10) Pres. Ind. 2sg. usually ends in -st(e), but once in -s : j
fyndes (305); beside comeste (51), bydeste (256), etc.. '
Oh ce.
11) Pres. Ind. pi. of the verb to be occurs as ar (82), beside 
be (170), bene (188), etc..
12) OE a + jL + consonant usually appears as e, but once as a :
falleth (310); beside welledde (166) etc.,
(1) For the possibility that this vb. is pi. see p. 11.
H I
13) OE 2  usually becomes i/y, but once is rounded to u: 
furre (311); beside fyre (157), fyrste(51) etc..
14) OE ^  usually appears as a, but occasionally as e. 
e.g. edder (331), togedere (20); beside bakke (227), 
crafte (313), etc.,
15) Non WS e. WS j^, after c, sc., usually occurs as e, but 
once as
shy 1 de (vb. , 298); beside she 1 de (n. 298), 3 elde (336), etc.. 
Comment
Moore, Meech and Whitehall find that point 8 is a West 
Midland feature, and point 9 Northern or North Midland. They 
put forward no definite evidence regarding point 1 1 , but find 
that ^  seems to be a majority form in the North and North 
Midlands, although it also occurs in the South Midlands^Point
À 2)
10 is classified as Northern, or perhaps Midland, by Mosse.
( g)
Oakden suggests that point 12 may be West Midland, although 
it is possible that the vowel of falleth may be the result of
confusion with the verb fall.
Of the remaining points, 13 is a South-Western or West
Midland feature, 14 Southern and 15 South Western. These
(1) pp. 20-21 (Op. cit. note i, p. i3,)
(2) Manuel de l’Anglais du Moyen Age, II (1949), p. 99.
(5) I, p. 62.
/6
Southern forms are, however, very few and scattered, and 
probably illustrate only the mixed nature of the East-Midland 
dialect at this period. The five Northern or Western features, 
however, form a rather more solid body of evidence, and there 
seems no reason to disagree with Morris’s ^verdict that the 
text is an East Midland copy of a poem originally written in 
the North or North-West, the area where most ME alliterative 
poetry was composed.
(1) Quoted by Gibbs, pp. xvii-xviii. This view is confirmed 
by A. G. Kruger in Archiv fur das Studium der neueren 
Sprachen und Litteraturen,Lyxvu, ( 1887), p. 180. Stylistic 
evidence may also support this : see prp. 5^-57,
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MORPHOLOGY 
I : Nouns
A : Plural
1) Usual Ending ; ’-s’, from the OE o-stem ma sc. nom./acc. 
pi. -as, here extended also to nouns which belonged to other 
declensions in OE.
a) Nouns derived from the OE o-stem masc. declension, 
e.g. harmes, teres, whelpes.
' b) Nouns derived from other OE declensions, e.g. 
wordes (OE o-stem neut.), hondes (OE u-decl. ), bellys (OE weak
fern. ).
2) Other Endings.
a) Mutated plurals, derived from the OE consonant 
declension : wymmen, men, fete.
b) Plurals in ’-n’, derived from the OE weak 
declension : yen. Chyldren has a double pi. ending, the -n of 
the weak decl. having been added to the original strong neuter 
pi. ending, (OE cildru.)
c) Plurals without ending : (i) Units of measurement :
3 ere, myle.
(ii) Other (145, 316. )
(1) Minor spelling variants are not noted in this section; 
line-references are given only for unique or unusual 
forms.
iü
B : Possessive 8g.
1) Usual ending : ’-es’, from the OE o- and j^-stem and 
consonant declension genitive sg. in -es, here extended also 
to nouns derived from other sources.
a) Nouns derived from the OE o-stem masc. and 
consonant declensions, e.g. kynges, Goddes, mannes.
h) Nouns derived from other sources, e.g. rsnieres, 
hoyes (loan-words. )
2) Endingless Possessive, derived from an OE endingless 
genitive : fader (203).
II : Adjectives
There is little real evidence of inflection. Pinal -e 
appears to he more or less optional on adjectives in all positiona 
For instance, in the phrase pe 3onge Qwene (251), the 
adjective in -e might possibly be regarded as a survival of a 
weak inflection after the definite article, but -e is also 
present when the adjective is used predicatively, e.g. I am 
but lytull & songe (242), where there is no historical 
justification for it. There are several other occasions when 
the presence or absence of final -£ does not seem to be governed 
by any grammatical rule, and it is therefore improbable that 
it has any real grammatical function, (cf. a seluer cheyne (43), 
a seluere cheyne (125), j>at bryst was (8 ), a bry^te shelde (298). 
etc.,)
'1
The only genuine traces of adjectival inflections seem to 
he the n ’s (derived from the OE weak adjective declension) 
which are preserved in the compound noun haluendell, and in 
selfen, the inflected form of self. In the second of these it 
represents an original dative.
Ill : Pronouns
A : Personal.
Nom. 
Isg. I
2 sg. ^ou
3sg. masc. be
fem. she
Ipl.
2pl.
3pl.
we
3e
M i )
Dat.
me
te
hym 
her(e)
Possessive
my, myne (181, hefae
w.)
j>y, J>yn (300, before
h.)
hys 
her(e)
neut. (h)it (h)it hym(selfe,6 .) —
our
30U
hem,ham ( 152) her(e)
B : Relative
bat is the usual form for all genders, sg. and pl.. 
what occurs once at 1. 56.
C; Indefinite
There is no separate indefinite pronoun. The combined 
form whome bat occurs for ’whoever* at 1. 245. i
i
IV : Interrogatives 
what, pron. and adj., is the usual interrogative. 
who, pron., occurs once at 1. 230.
V  ; Demonstratives 
A : Definite Article
te is the usual form, sg. and pi.; bat occurs twice at 
11. 322, 366.
B ; Other Demonstrative Prons. and Adjs.
(1)
1 ) fat occurs regularly as a sg., and once as a pi. at 159.
2) fis occurs regularly as a sg. with pi. fese at 193.
VI : Verbs 
A : The Infinitive.
I
1) Usual ending : -e e.g. helpe, loue, wedde.
2) Other endings :
a) -n(e) (4 times, usually before h or a vowel,) : 
schreden, holden, done, clensen (247, before m); also (twice) 
-nne : cheuenne, rennenne.
b) Endingless (once) : com (248).
B ; Present Indicative.
Isg.: -e e.g. saye, heete, wene.
2sg.: -est(e) e.g. comeste, dwellest, knoweste.
(1) Koziol suggests that this pi. fat was used in preference to 
be to avoid a hiatus before the following vowel. See 
Wiener Beitrage zur englischen Philologie, LVIII (1932),
p. 166.
Also (once): -es:
5sg. :
fyndes (305)
-eth(e) e.g. lyketh, wendeth, svethe; also 
(4 times) -th: seyth; also (once)
contracted: hette 232.
Also (5 times)-es:
pi. : -en
Also- (twice,
w#th - inversioB=)^ ^^ -^*e
lykes, wendes (twice), launces, 
formerknes (or pi.: see below.) 
e.g. leuen, swymmen, kallen; also 
(once) -enne: halenne (280); also 
(once) -n: seyn (217).
leue wey-turne (we).
Doubtful Plurals : 1) Cristene (365) is probably an error for
cristenen, the n of the stem having been confused with the n 
of the pl.^
2) Deserueth (72: hem fat hit deserueth): 
if this'^a genuine pi. it is an unexpected Southern form in a
A
text whose forms are predominantly Midland. Gibbs (p.xvi) 
suggests that hem may be miswritten for her, or perhaps used in 
an indeterminate sense. Kruger^alternatively suggests that 
deserueth may be the pp. , to being written for d as elsewhere 
in the text, and haue having dropped out after hit ; but he also 
thinks it possible that the original form of the verb was 
deserues, the Northern pi. in -s, which the East Midland scribe 
mistook for the Northern 3sg. in -s, and changed to the East
( 1) Archiv fdr das Studium der neueren Sprachen und Litter- 
aturen,oo<Vu.( IBB’H  / PP. 179-180.
11 '
Midland Ssg. in th. To support this view he quotes formerknes
(362), which he takes to he another Northern pi. (See next
item. ) It seems equally likely that the verb is sg., through
the scribe's having mistaken hit for the subject^^^
3) Pormerknes (362). If this verb is transitive,
with subject federes, it may represent the Northern pi. in
-_s, but it may equally well be sg. , intransitive, with subject 
(2)
water. If it is pi. it is the only plural in the text, 
unless Kruger's interpretation of deserueth is accepted.
C ; Present Subjunctive 
(Distinct forms only in 2 and 3sg. )
2sg. : -e e.g. caste, lete, hy^e.
3sg, : -e e.g. helpe, leyne, skape.
D : Imperative 
2sg.
2pl.
Ipl.
-e e.g. looke, seche, paye. 
— se (3e) (26)^
e.g. go we, leue we.
E ; Present Participle
Regular ending : -ynge, e.g. pleynge, sowkynge, rennynge.
(1) A view also held by Oakden. (I, p. 63).
(2) See the last item, Kruger, p. 180 (Op. cit. note 1, p. zi); 
and Gibbs, p. 19, note to 1. 362.
(3) This verb may possibly be pres. Ind. 2pl. interrogative.
29
F ! Preterite
(Indicative and Subjunctive identical it fom. )
l) Weak Verbs
Isg.: -te, -de
2sg. (None occurring.) 
3sg.: -te, -de
e.g. lafte, leyde, caste.
e.g. made, sette, lafte; also -ed(e): 
dwellede, honged, loked; also 
(3 times) -edde: wexedde, reredde, 
tumbledde.
pi.: -te, -de e.g. wente, leyde, cryde; also (3 timeqi 
-ed: chyuered, 5oskened, formed ; 
also (twice) -edde; cryedde, 
pulledde.
Also (4 times): -ten, -den: wenten, maden, shyuereden, raw3tai
2) Strong Verbs 
Isg.: -e
2sg.: -est:
3sg.: -e
e.g. breke, toke, sey3 e .
tokest (237). 
e.g. hette, laye, drowje
Also (4 times) endingless: sey3, drow3, lay, fell,
pi.: -en e.g. slongen, stoden, token; also
(once) -enn: flowenn(148)
Also (5 times): -£ : come, lowze, drowse, safe, toke.
also (twice): endingless: ley, fell.
G : Past Participle
1) Weak Verbs
Usual ending: -ed
also (5times): -eth:
2) Strong Verbs 
Usual ending: -en
Also (once): -e :
e.g. kalled, pyned, delyuered; also 
(once) -ede: buskede; also (3 
times) -edde: lappedde, cursedde  ^
fulwedde; also -te, -de: e.g. 
hente, lente. made. 
bygyleth, vnwerketh, serueth, 
formetb. (twice), falleth.
e.g. comen, bytaken, wonnen; also 
-n(e): e.g. borne, sene, 
forsworn.
holde (70). (cf. anom. pps. vndo
(105), go (143).)
H : Notes on the Preterite of Strong Verbs.
1) Where only the pret. sg. of strong verbs is recorded, 
the root-vowel is usually derived from that of the OE pret. sg., 
e.g. bote, chese, byganne.
2) Sometimes the root-vowel of the pret. pi. is derived 
from that of the OE sg., e.g. smoten, ronnenl^llongen, ?afe, 
and also, by analogy, rongen, which was weak in OE. ^
(1) OE pret. sg. arn/ran, but the form is also influenced by 
ON renna, pret. sg. rann.
3) Sometimes the root-vowel of the prêt. sg. is derived
(1) .
from that of the OE pl., e.g. here, hreke, gette, sawe?
4) Occasionally separate vowels are retained for the sg. 
and pi., e.g. fleye / flowenn, and perhaps laye / ley, although 
ey and ay are largely interchangeable in this text, cf. sayde 
(25), seyde (28).
5) Some verbs show variation, e.g. (i) ’bear’ has a pret.
sg. bare, from the OE sg., as well as here, by analogy with
the pl.# (ii) ’see’ has a pret. sg. sawe by analogy with the
pl., as well as seyy, derived from the OE sg. , (LWS seh ME
(2)
seih, ), and sy3 e, also from the pret. sg. , (a development by 1
(2)
analogy with -êah, cf. hêah ^  hyse. )
6) Sometimes a different vowel is retained for the pp. , 
e.g. borne (pret. sg. bare/bere,) tacen (pret. sg. toke, pi. 
toke(n),) holde (pret. sg. healde. )
7) Several verbs which were strong in OE have weak preterite^ 
e.g. rewede, brente, wexedde, lepte, slepte. cf. rongen (see 
above,) strong pret. of a verb weak in OE.
Note: for the forms of the irregular verbs, see Glossary.
(1) This verb is influenced by ON geta, but_the root-vowel of 
the pret.sg. is from the OE pret. pi. geaton.
(2) See Richard Jordan, Handbuch der mi11e1englischen Grammatik, 
revised H. Ch. Matthes, (Heidelberg, 1934) I, pp. 84-85.
SYNTAX  ^
I : Nouns
A : Gender
1) There are no traces of grammatical gender. Pronouns 
indicate that the gender of nouns is largely ’natural’ le. 
inanimate objects are neuter, e.g. cheyne (it 158), cowpe
i
(it 174), and animate objects tend to assume the gender which 
agrees with their sex, e.g. chylde (he 252,) womman (she 26.) 
The names of animals show some variation: the gender is
largely natural, e.g. bycche (her 65), but beeste (or hors : 
the pronouns might refer to either noun,) is masculine at
a)
217-218 (lij2. ) - nn&o , -(hit iia ealt#&
Swan is also masculine at 558-564, but as the bird is an 
enchanted boy the gender is again probably natural.
2) The possessive used to refer to eche, i.e. to each
Cot- n e M -te r^
member of a group of people of mixed sex, is masculine (his) 
at 44, but can also be pi. without indication of gender. (See 
the next item.)
B : Number .
1) Parts of the body are sometimes referred to in the sg. 
where more than one such part is indicated, especially in 
expressions containing eche or eyter, e.g. The grypte ey>er
(1) Only major features are noted here. Comments on a few
minor ones will be found in the Notes.
(2) Mustanoja (p. 52) finds that the noun 'beast' and most
quadruped names are usually masculine in ME.
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a staffe in here honde (220), but the pi. also occurs, e.g.
^e speres in here hondes (315). The possessive pronoun can 
also vary, sometimes occurring in the pi. where the noun is 
8g., e.g. Eche on of hem hath abowte here (pi.) swyre (126),
or 1. 220 above, (cf. abowte his swete swyre (44), and see above
, ( 1 )
'Gender'.)
2) The noun tydynges (58), exclusively pi. in Mod. E . , 
has a sg. tydynge at 59.
3) Eolke (187) is a collective pi. with pronoun j>ey at 188.
0 ; Case
1) Genitive
a) Inflected
(i) Possessive ; chiefly with human beings and personal 
names: e.g. Goddes wyll (206), t>e boyes herte (263), t>e Kynges 
price stede (279).
Also (once) with a common noun: a ryueres banke (132). 
Also (once) a Group Genitive: pe Kynges Oriens (195). 
(This is also an example of the 'independent' Genitive, with 
omission of governing noun.)
(ii) Adverbial Genitive: e.g. elles (74), ones (98), 
whyles (145), eggelynges (305).
b) With 'of .
(i) Possessive : chiefly with nouns, e.g. chefe of pe kynde 
of Cheualere Assygne (ll), pe werke of God (170), pe mater of
(1) For other uss^es with parts of the body see below, pp.31-33,
bokes (216).
Also (once) with a pronoun: t>e hysnes of hym (4).
(ii) As complement of certain adjectives and verbs, e.g.
was ware of pe chyldren (122), kan of pe crafte (313),
rekke pou of neyi>er (306.)
2) Dative
a) Inflected.
I
With the exception of a few noun-phrases without I ;
prepositions (see below (v),) traces of the inflected Dative 
are to be found only in Pronouns. The Dat. is distinguished 
from the Acc. only in function, not in form, except for the |
pers. pron. jA which retains a dat. hym beside the nom./acc. it.1
(i) To express the Indirect Object: e.g. browgte hym j
tydynge (59), mete t>ey caste here adowne (88). j
P<rrSoruK,t j
(ii) To express the j.object of Impersonal Verbs: e.g. [
as me wolde penke (30), hym rewede pe tyme (55). '
(iii) Reflexive Dative with Verbs of Motion: e.g. she I
i
wente her forth (75), she wendeth here adown (190). ;
(iv) 'Dative of Interest* in various contexts: e.g. [
i
byrafte hem her cheynes (199), I breke me a cheyne (165). !
i
(v) Occasionally in Noun-Phrases without Prepositions to j
express 'Point of Time': e.g. pat same nyste (34), Pe xi day f
assygned (188).
b) With Prepositions
(i) To express the Indirect Object: the Dat. with ^  is
preferred if the Ind. Obj. follows the Obj., unless the Obj. is
short unstressed e. g. Wolt t?ou werne wrake to hem t>at hit 
deserueth? (72); cf. she raws te hit hym a?eyne. (177).
(ii) To express means or manner, etc.: e.g. with his owne 
honde (2), with a rewfull steuenne (149).
c) Dative with Verbs.
(i) Beteche : this verb took the Dative in OE and the usage 
is preserved in God I i>e beteche (312), although God has no 
inflectional ending and no preposition. In ME the verb take 
also acquired the meaning of beteche, but prefers the prep­
osition, e.g. he taketh hem to Criste (104).
(ii) Say usually prefers the Dative with preposition, e.g. 
to pe Qwene sayde (25), but once the preposition is absent:
I kan sey pe no furre (311).
3) Accusative.
The OE adverbial accusative of extent is the origin of the 
prepositionless phrases fowre longe myle (95), elleuen sere (89) 
etc. , and of the adverb alwaye, which takes on a temporal sense 
in ME.
II : Pronouns
A : Personal.
1) 1st Person
a) The author of the poem sometimes refers to himself in 
the sg. , e.g. I heete pe for sothe (18), and sometimes he uses 
the pl., e.g. Now leue we pis lady (92). In the latter instance
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he is probably using a form which will embrace his audience as 
well as himself, rather than the strict 'Editorial we.'
b) King Oriens makes no use of the 'Royal we', but refers 
to himself solely in the sg. , e. g. I am pe Kynge of t>is londe 
(231), but most of his pronouncements are very informal and do 
not call for elevated language.
2) 2nd Person.
There is no polite differentiation between the uses of 
jjou and all characters addressing each other as j>ou, 
regardless of rank. The pi. pronoun is used only 3 times:
(i) As a straightforward pi. by Markus addressing the seven 
children (100). (ii) Once, by the King addressing Betryce (26): 
it is the only occasion when he speaks to her directly.
(iii) Once, by the King addressing Matabryne (250): he calls her 
4?ou elsewhere in the same speech.
3) 3rd Person.
a) Pleonastic use of the 3 pers. pron. ;^ t h i s  is sometimes 
found where the Subject and Verb have become separated. The 
additional pronoun may either precede or follow the noun.
(i) Sub j e c t -Pronoun preceding the Noun: e.g. As Pey 
wente vpon a walle . pleynge hem one, Bothe pe Kynge & pe Qwene.
hemselfen togedere (19-20).
(ii) Subject-Pronoun following the Noun: e.g. All-weldynge
(1) For other pleonastic usages see below, p.
God . whenne it is his wylle, Wele he wereth his werke . with 
his owne honde (1-2).
h) Non-expression of the Subject-Pronoun:
(i) In Impersonal Expressions, e.g. as me wolde 6enke (30), 
hym rewede be tyme (55).
(ii) In Imperative Statements, e.g. Holde j>y wordes in 
chaste (127), do hem to deth (138).
i
(iii) In the second of two co-ordinate clauses, separated |
■J
from the first by another clause, e.g. There was ryche ne pore . |
pat myste for rewthe Lengere loke on hym . but to i>e courte 
wenden (363-364). |
I
c) Non-expression of the Object-Pronoun. |
(i) In the second of two co-ordinate clauses with the 
object (a noun) expressed in the first, e.g. I toke pe oper 
fyve . & fro pe fyer caste (167).(But cf. He toke pat opev fyue. 
& from Pe fyer hem leyde (159).)
(ii) In the second of two co-ordinate statements with the 
object (a clause) expressed in the first, e.g. Thenne prestly 
he prayeth pe Kynge . ^at he hym lene wolde An hors with his 
harnes . & blethelye he hym graunteth (277-278). I
B : Reflexive. I
  )
1) The usual reflexive is the simple pers. pron. , e.g. |
turned hym d^enne (24), paye pe with y Qwene (65), she made here j 
all preste (135). |
2) Occasionally the pers. pron. is strengthened with self.
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e.g. He bote hymself with his byll (360).
C : Reciprocal.
1) Eyther...other; And eyther of hem . so smertlye smote otiBg 
(31&).
2) One... other (2 variants): An helme men kallen pat on . & 
an hawberke 6at other (296); And calien Vryens pat on . and 
Oryens another (366).
D : Relative.
Omission of Subject-Relative^^^is frequent: e.g. I saye by 
a Lorde . was lente in an yle (5), With two chylderen her byfore 
. were borne at a byrthe (23).
E : Intensifying Pronoun and Adjective:
self, selfen: e.g. a man...That hadde serued herselfen (46-
47), take here jpyselfe (73). There does not seem to be any
(2)
functional difference between the two forms of the word.
Ill : Articles
A : Definite Article.
(3)
1) With parts of the body,e.g. Aryse vp ly3tly on pe fete
(1) It is often possible that the omitted word is a personal,
not a relative pronoun, and that the two clauses are co­
ordinates.
(2) 9 q.<2 ôi^ o <xiaove^  p,Ii; l .
(3) It is tempting to see this ^  as an unstressed form of t>y,
but the spelling is difficult to parallel elsewhere.
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(303), A kny3 te kawste hym by pe honde (287). But cf.
a) the Possessive, e.g. Peraunnce launces vp his fete (323),
Take bat launce vp in t»yn honde (300); b) absence of either 
Article or Possessive, e.g. on knees peime he fell (110), she 
toke it in honde (1 7 4 ).^^^
2) With deth, e.g. That hath serued 4e^deth (186); of. do 
hem to deth. (1 3 8 ).
3) Omitted before chefe : This was chefe of pe kynde . of 
Cheualere Assygne (11), and before other used reciprocally with 
eyther: And eyther of hem . so smertlye smote other (318).
B ; Indefinite Article :
Used after eche: vpon eche a syde (187).
IV : Adjectives 
These may be used substantivally to stand for people, e.g. 
(with article) 4»at febull (76), pe sonder (2 3 2 ); (without 
article) There was ryche ne pore (363).
of. a similar usage where the adjective qualifies a noun 
from which it has become separated, but the use of an article
gives it a substantival quality, e.g. A bryste shelde & a sheene
(298).^^^
(1) For other u s ^ e s  with parts of the body see above, pp.-^<>-27,
(2) This ^  may possibly be the 2 pers. pron. dat., i.e. 'from 
thee,' but the use of the def. art. with deth is quite
common in Î^ÎE. See, e.g. Mustanoja, p. 257.
(3 ) See also below, p.
3^
V ; Adverbs
There is sometimes used in an anticipatory function to 
emphasize the subject, e.g. There was ryche ne pore (363), but 
occasionally the logical subject is used where Mod.E. would 
prefer the there-construction, e.g. noyse was in cyte (225).
VI ; Conjunctions
These may often be reinforced by pat 9 e.g. how pat (212), 
whenne t>at (325), or by j)enne, e.g. ere perme (330).
VII : Verbs
A ; Impersonal
Several of these occur, e.g. as me wolde j)enke (30), but 
a change from Impersonal to Personal expression can be seen in 
i>e shall lyke ryste wele (140), beside po\i shalt lyke full wele 
(54).
B ; Passive
1) With the exception of the petrified forms hyste, hette, 
the Passive is formed by means of the past participle and the 
verb e.g. Present: how i?at she is pyned (26).
Preterite: That was kalled Lyor (6).
Future: so she shall be fownden (239).
2) The Passive is also occasionally expressed by means of 
the indefinite pronoun men, e.g.&at in his mowth . men kallen 
a brydell (292). cf. Hit is called an hors. (289).
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C ! Tenses.
1) Perfect ; formed with the pres, tense of have and the 
past participle, e.g. Thow hast bygyleth my sone (78).
2) Pluperfect ; formed with the pret. tense of have and 
the past participle, e.g. Whenne she hym asked hadde (131).
A few verbs of motion are conjugated with e.g. Whenne t>e 
man was comen (154).
3) Future ; a) formed with will or shall and the Infinitive.j
I
The use of will or shall seems usually to depend on whether !
I
volition or obligation is implied, e.g. j)ou shalt mysfare (238),' 
Wolt f»ou werne wrake? (72).
j.
b ) The simple present may also be used for the I 
future, where futurity is implied in the context, e.g.
(Passive) whenne pat shafte is schyuered (301), (Active) whenne| 
he feleth smerte (308).
c) The simple preterite may be used in the 
same way to express the future in a preterite context, e.g. 
whenne he pe lyf lafte (17).
d) Similarly, the perfect may be used for the
future perfect, e.g. tyll j)ou haste hym falleth (310).
e ) To express the future in the past sholde,
wolde, and the Infinitive are used, e.g. (Passive) she shulde
be delyuered (37), (Active) pat wolde not breste (317).
Note ! The compound tenses, perfect and pluperfect, are 
comparatively rare. There are no examples in the text of
%either occurring in the passive, and in the active the simple 
preterite is sometimes used where Mod.E would prefer the perf. 
or pluperf., e.g. The sixte was fulwedde (369), where the 
action is further in the past than is implied hy the pret.. 
There is, however, an indication that the author was aware of 
the difference between the pret. and the perf., in the account 
of the goldsmith forging the cup, and the version of the same 
action when he reports it to his wife. In the narrative the 
preterite is used, made hollye pe cuppe (160), hut in the 
goldsmith's account he uses the perfect, haue made hollye 
cuppe (168), referring to a (for him) more recent past.
D : Aspect
There are very few examples of special usages to convey 
aspect :
1) Inchoative Aspect is once expressed by the verb gyn: 
gynnyth to morne (66).
2) Causative Aspect is expressed by the verb let, and the 
Infinitive, e.g. hette brenne her anone (68).
3) Durative Aspect is often expressed by means of the simple 
present, e.g. thy Qwene is vnbrente . so meruelows longe (185), 
or the preterite, e.g. askede if he slepte (192). The idea of 
duration is also occasionally conveyed by adding the present 
participle to a fairly colourless finite verb such as come, 
lay, e.g. The Kynge come rydynge afore (228), The heremyte 
wakynge lay (207). Sometimes, however, it is difficult to 
distinguish this use of the present participle from its simple
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appositive use, e.g. an hynde kome fro pe woode . rennynge full 
swyfte (113).
E ! Present Participle
This is once used in an absolute construction : The olde 
Qwene at here bakke . betynge full faste (227).
E ; Infinitive
Note ; (i) The Infinitive occurs either in its simple form, 
or preceded by jW or for to. As adjunct to certain verbs the 
simple form is always used: these verbs include the auxiliaries 
shall, will, must, can, may, dare, and a few others such as 
let, bid, see, hear. The form with or for to is preferred 
when the Infinitive is the subject, with the verb to be 
expressing futurity, to express purpose, and with nouns and 
adjectives. 22 .^nd for to are more or less interchangeable.
A form with for only occurs once at 316 (see below).
(ii) As the passive infinitive is still rare the 
active infinitive is sometimes used with passive meaning, 
especially after let, e.g. hette sommene py folke (187).
A compound passive infinitive appears occasionally, e.g. she 
shulde be delyuered (37).
■H=€nri ill Live QD Hub ject- ; - g . To apok-e--with-&tiehc
he r mayBte- ^a?y^ iîh.loth ( 219 ) T-orl-ec ( eno o )
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2-)— Inf ini ti V w . Qb jec-t,- aad-.a8. - Oompl emeivk.
1) Infinitive as Object and as Complement.
a) With auxiliaries: e.g. pat helpe we ne my^rte (3 ), pat 
dare I my hedde wedde (27).
b) With verbs of causation, intention, etc.: e.g. teres 
lette he falle (2 4 ), hette brenne her anone (68), she thow3te 
to do pat byrthe . to a fowle ende (40).
c ) V/ith verbs of commanding, advising, etc.: e.g. I rede 
-he....to holden hem stylle (169), badde hym com henne (248).
d) With verbs of perception: e.g. And sev3 a pore womman. 
at he sate sytte (22), as I haue herde seye (213).
e) With verbs of inception: Thenne syketh pe Kynge . & 
gynnyth to morne (66).
Z ) Infinitive with the verb 'be' denoting futurity or 
obligation: It is not to leAe^(28).
3) Infinitive expressing Purpose: e.g. he keste vp pe cloth
. to knowe hem better (97), she sente after a goldesmy^te . to
( 2 )
forge here a cowpe (153). Also (once) with for to divided:
Oryede ofte vpon Cryste . for somme sokour hym to sende (111).
Also (once) with for only: And for rennenne ageyn . men
(3)rawzten hem other, (5i6h
(1 ) Also perhaps 1. 17, see below, p.<?3.
(2 ) cf. Mustanoja pp. 515-516: he gives examples of the object 
coming between jto and the infinitive, but not between
for and to.
(3 ) For the infinjtive with for only see Mustanoja p. 540, 
and MED s.v. for prep. 5b.
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4) Infinitive as Adjunct to Nouns and Adjectif; e* g. he 
hadde no chylde ♦ to cheuenne his londis (16), He was trewe of 
his feyth . & loth for to tryfull (48).
6) Causal Infinitive: perhaps once at 238. See below, pp.
G : Subjunctive.
Note: distinct forms for the Subjunctive are found only in 
the 2-3sg. present, and the 3sg. preterite of the veA)^, (see
a r»4 C ^ l o s s A O j ^  s .  V .  b e  .
above, p^iz^ ) and the Subjunctive mood is usually expressed by 
means of auxiliaries, especially may, shall, will. Sometimes 
these are even preferred where an inflectional form is 
available.
1) In Non-Dependent Clauses.
a) Present Subjunctive to express a wish, e.g. our Lorde so 
me helpe (70), pe Pende mote hym haue (120).
b) Preterite Subjunctive to express future activity whose 
reality is subject to doubt, e.g. The olde Qwene...wolde haue a 
cowpe (163-164), How sholde he serue for suche a hynge? (202).
2) In Dependent Clauses
a) Noun Clauses, dependent on verbs of saying, commanding, 
thinking, etc., e.g. wente wele it were sothe (67), he prayeth 
pe Kynge .pat he hym lenewolde An hors (277-278).
b) Adverb Clauses:
(i) Conditional: e.g. ofte harmes were hente..Nere pe 
hymnes of hym (5-4)^ (ey.amf>le$
yf t>ou may lyfe after (54), If any lyfe were hem lente (112).
(ii) Purpose: e.g. Holde ^y wordes in chaste . i>at none 
skape ferther (127).
(iii) Temporal: ere 1?enne pis werke ende (330).
(iv) Concessive: thowgh my deth be nyse (100).
c) Relative Clauses, dependent on a condition in the 
subjunctive, e.g. If any helpe were t>erinne . pat here clensen 
myzte (247).
H : Imperative
1) Usually the subject is not expressed, e.g. Holde py 
wordes in chaste (127), gete me pe cheynes (137).
2) Sometimes the subject is expressed, e.g. (with pronoun) 
Wende ^ou aseyne (137), leue j)ou for sothe (133); (with noun) 
Aryse, wrecched Qwene (77), Sone, paye pe with t>y Qwene (65).
3) The imperative look is followed by a clause, sometimes 
introduced by j)at and sometimes not, e.g. Looke t>ou caste hem 
^erin (52), Loke j>ou hym hytte (300), loke -^ at he be cristened 
(203).
4) A double imperative occurs at 203: Go brynge hym to his 
fader comte.
5) The ipl. imperative requires a pronoun, expressed or 'under­
stood* e.g. Go we forth (219), Now leue we 4>is lady in langour
(1) It is quite possible that brynge is not imperative but
infinitive, but the occurrence, e.g. in Chaucer of forms 
such as gooth bryngeth leaves the matter open to doubt, 
cf. Mustanoja p. 476.
 r
& pyne And turne aseyne to our tale (92-93).
I : Omission of Verbs.
1) Verbs of motion are often omitted, e.g. whenne pey sholde 
into a place (12). With transitive verbs a different construction 
may be used, e.g. he out with his swerde (146).
2) The verb is sometimes omitted when it forms the 
infinitive of the 'Accusative and Infinitive' construction, e.g. 
whenne he wysste her with chylde (35).
VIII ; Negation 
Negative statements can be made in a number of ways ;
1) By means of negative verbs, participles, adjectives, etc., 
e.g. Nere pe hyanes of hym (4), thy Qwene is vnbrente (185), 
hit were vnsemelye j?ynge (30).
2) By negation of the verb:
a) by means of preceding pat helpe we ne my 3te (3 ),
stere bey ne durste (147), & seyde she ne rowste (177).^^^
b) by means of following not, e.g. It is not to leue (28), 
he durste not werne (56).
3) By the use of negative pronouns :
a) no3th, nowste, e.g. as i)Ou nowste hadde sene (53), Wyll he 
ete no3th elles (290).
b) none, e.g. j?at none skape ferther (127).
(1 ) It is curious that of the three occurrences of this
structure, two contain an auxiliary verb with the infinitive 
preceding it.
4) By the use of negative adjectives:
a) none, e.g. thow3te 3e none synne (250);
b) np, (i) with nouns, e.g. he hadde no chylde (16).
(ii) with adverbs, e.g. reste pe no lenger (303).
5 ) Double negation sometimes occurs, e.g. pat neuer none syge 
(2 0 2 ), I seyse neuer none (216).
6) Compound negation is found in various forms:
a) nother.. .neyther: -j)ou nother pj sawes . certeyne be neythg 
(253).
b ) nor...ney^er: His ryche helm nor his swerde . rekke ^ou 
of neyj?er (306).
(of. the use of ^  alone: There was ryche ne pore . -hat myste
for rewthe Lengere loke on hym (363-564).
7) A negative is also implied in the use of the subjunctive 
with butJ'unless\ in a condition: Now all wyles shall fayle . 
but I here deth werke (182).
8) By means of not but to express limitation: not but twelfe 
gere olde (243).
9 ) With figurative periphrasis: I charde not croyse...je 
valwe of a cherye (329).
1 0 ) With use of nay ;
a) In the phrase nykked hym with nay (28).
b) To deny a foregoing statement, e.g. Nay, pat in his mowth . 
men kallen a brydell (292).
1 1 ) Note also the use of ?ys (as opposed to ge.) in reply to a
4L2
question involving a negative: "woll not he smyte aseyne...?" 
”3ys both kenely & faste" .)
IX ; Word-Order 
The word-order of the poem is extremely flexible, for both 
major and minor sentence-elements.
A : Minor Sentence-Elements
1) Adjectives nearly always precede their nouns, but 
occasionally follow, e.g. tydynges febull (56). Rarely they bo# 
precede and follow, e.g. fowre lymes hye (217). Cf. the semi- 
substantival usage where the following adj. is preceded by an 
article, e.g. a bry^te shelde & a sheene (298).^ ^
2) Prepositions often follow the word they govern if it is
a) a pers.pron., e.g. two chylderen her byfore (25).
b) a rel.pron., e.g. The fyrste grymme water . pat i>ou 
to comeste (51).
3) Adverbs can occupy a variety of positions:
e.g. a) Before the subject: Wele he wereth his werke (2).
b) Between subject and verb: he from cowrte wendes (156),
c ) Between verb and object:
(i) a single word: t>ou knoweste well pe sothe (251).
(ii) a phrase: He gette on here pat same nyste . 
resonabullye manye (34).
d) After the object: I knowe fat ry^th wele (352).
(1) See above, p.23.
B ; Major Sentence-Elements
The order Subject-Verb(-Object) is the normal one, but 
almost any variation on this is possible either for syntactic 
reasons, (e.g. in asking questions,) or to suit the metre or 
alliteration.
1) Normal Order: Subject-Verb(-Object).
a) Direct Statements, 
e.g. (i) Main Clause: eche chylde hadde a fader (31).
(ii) Subordinate Clause: pat made moche sorwe (9). 
b4==#iroot Quections introduced., by an :&ntorrogativa 
giafe^j-ept^pro-noun^r--ad-j»ctive-;.. .arte .j?ou?. . who
pe levethf- ( 230).
"b) Indirect Questions introduced by an interrogative 
subject-pronoun or conjunction, e.g. He asskede hymm j)anne . what 
was a moder (210), An angell...askede if he slepte (192).
2) Variations
a) Verb-Subject
(i) Direct Questions, e.g. Wolt pOM werne wrake?(72]
(ii) Direct Questions introduced by an interrogative 
adverb, e.g. Why eteth he yren? (290).
(iii) Imperative Statements with pronoun-subject 
expressed, e.g. rekke -6ou of neyj^er (306).
(iv) Sometimes after iribial adverbs or adverb 
phrases, e.g. Thenne syketh {?e Kynge (66), Of sadde leues of pe 
wode . wrowgte he hem wedes (119). Certain adverbs, e.g. sythen, 
always cause inversion, but in general the practice is very
irregular: cf. Thenne he leyde hem adowne (101), in a dymme 
prysoun . pey slongen here deepe (86).
(v) In certain conditional clauses where is 
unexpressed, e.g. Nere pe hysnes of hym (4).
(vi) Sometimes after an emphatic initial object, 
e.g. teres lette he falle (24), but this is not invariable, cf. 
Fyve cheynes I haue (353).
(vii) Toke pay Pe cheynes (355).
b) Object-Verb.
(i) For emphasis. (See (vi) above).
(ii) Our Lord so me helpe (70), he man serueth (218)
etc..
(iii) In compound and periphrastic tenses the
object may come between the two parts of the verb, e.g. bat
(1)
wolde pe Qwene brenne (241), but cf. e.g. & wolde haue a cowpe 
(164).
3) Compound and periphrastic verbs.
It is not rare for the non-finite part of a compound verb 
to precede the finite, e.g. but no man wyte moste (136).
4) Relative Clauses.
a) Quite often a relative clause may be separated from its 
antecedent by several words, e.g. thy Qwene is vnbrente . so 
merueloY/s longe That hath serued pe deth (185-186).
(1) Clauses of this kind may well show preservation of the OE 
word-order common in subordinate clauses, with the verb 
at the end.
b) Once a relative clause has a possessive pronoun for its 
antecedent: That styked stsffe in here brestes . 4>at wolde he
Qwene brenne (241).
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STYLE
I Syntax
Some of the characteristic syntactic features of ME 
alliterative verse are closely linked with the loss of 
enjambement, which took place in this kind of poetry after the 
OE period^^^Each line tends to form a separate unit, consisting 
of two interdependent parts divided by a well-defined pause, |
and the connection as well as the distinction between the two |
is reflected in the Syntax, certain kinds of structure being 
preferred in each half. Thus, a very common pattern is for 1
the main statement to be made in the first half-line and i
modified in the second by a dependent clause or phrase, pro- *
( s')
ducing a whole-line unit of two linked parts. This results in 
a tendency for dependent clauses and phrases to occur more 
often in the second half-line than the first. For instance', of 
all the relative clauses in Cheuelere Assigne, over QOfo are to 
be found in this position, e.g. For ofte harmes were hente. pat 
helpe we ne myste (3). The modifying second half-line may also 
take other forms, such as an Adverb Clause, e.g. whenne it is 
his wylle (1), or a Prepositional Phrase, e.g. with his owne 
honde (2), and it is also notorious for being theusual position 
for 'tags' and parentheses of a more or less meaningless kind, 
to be discussed below
(1) cf. p.-Q.«^.
(2) For extended passages with this kind of pattern, see, e.g. 
11. 1-10, 92-98.
The syntactic unity of each line may also he seen in the 
passages of conversation. Speeches show a marked tendency to 
begin and end with the beginning and end of lines. There are 
only two occasions when they do not end with the line, (11. 215, 
528,) and here they end instead at the caesura, the second 
half-line being taken up by the verb quod and indent if ying the 
speaker. There is rather more variety in beginning speeches, 
although here again they tend to begin with the line. Intro­
ductory words naming the speaker usually occur at the beginning 
of the line very briefly, and sometimes extra-metrically, e.g. 
And seyde^ j>ou moste kepe counsell . & helpe what t>ou may (50), 
or else they occupy the whole second half of the preceding line, 
e. g.
& to -j>e Qwene sayde^
Se 3e pe jonder pore womman . how ^at she is pyned (25-6.)
Only twice does a speech begin in the second half-line, pre­
ceded by a short introduction, (11. 28, 151,) and where speeches 
are not introduced they always begin and end with the line,
(e.g. 69-70).
This preference for certain syntactical structures in the 
two half-lines and for the syntactic unity of the line as a
whole, is shared to some extent by most of the alliterative 
O T  "I I ji ri| .
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poems of the fourteenth century. There are, however, certain 
features in the style of Cheuelere Assigne which mark it off 
as different from the majority. Very characteristic, for 
instance, is the large number of co-ordinate main clauses. A 
great deal happens in this comparatively brief poem, and the 
author's favourite means of swift narration is the use of short, 
blunt statements, each containing a finite verb^and usually all 
linked together by a plethora of ands and thens. Often there 
is a whole series of these short clauses, perhaps two to each 
line, and the result, if a little bald, has all the virtues of 
speed and progress^ and often great cumulative effect. A good 
example of this occurs at 11. 62-66, where there are ten such 
clauses in five lines with seven ands;^
And she kawste out a knyfe . & kylled pe bycche.
She caste her penne in a pytte . & taketh pe welpes.
And sythen come byfore pe Kynge . & vp on hy^e she seyde,
"Sone, paye pe with py Qwene . & se of her bertheJ"
Thenne syketh pe Kynge . & g^rnnyth to morne.
Just occasionally this accumulation of clauses is used not
to describe several actions but to refine upon one, in a kind
of formal repetition, where the linked clauses are all saying
much the same thing, (but this use is rare,) e.g.,
(1) See also 11. 157-159, and elsewhere.
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The Kynge loked adowne . & hyhelde vnder.
And says a pore woipman • at j?e ^ate sytte (21-22).
A similar cumulative effect is sometimes achieved hy the use 
of epithets, especially in connection with the villains of the 
piece, e.g.
Ther moste no womman come her nere . hut she ^at was cursed. 
His moder Matahryne • i>at cav/sed moche sorowe (38-39).
Once this device is used in combination with a pair of main
verbs, with a different epithet as subject of each: i
i
Thenne pe hatefull thefe . hyed hym full faste.
The cursede man in his feyth . come j>er Pey were (141-142)
This abundance of short, loosely linked co-ordinate state­
ments is a feature not usually associated with a polished 
literary style, at any rate at this period. It is perhaps 
more suggestive of the spontaneous, even colloquial idiom of
to
every day usage. Still more distinctly colloquial is a marked
tendency for the syntax of the poem to become loose and dis-
(Z)connected. For instance, in the section on Syntax, a 
construction is noted which involves the pleonastic use of 
personal pronouns to emphasize the subject. This kind of 
repetition is a recognized feature of ME syntax, found even in
(1)lt moLy be cun 'm^coc^en of ot-ûlI *Vxuf\5rai^ 5ion . See p.
(2) pp.
~ST^
passages where the style is careful and polished^ but in 
Cheuelere Assigne a number of similar structures are to be 
found, in which the repetition seems rather to reflect the 
looseness of a colloquial usage. There is, for example, the 
repeated pronoun at 1. 264, And he of suche one . gret skorne he 
pow's'te, while 11. 51-52 are more complicated:
The fyrste grymme water . j?at pon to comeste,
Looke ^ u  caste hem j?erin . & lete hem forth slyppe.
Here the noun-phrase at the head of the sentence is really 
adverbial, but this is not indicated by the syntax, and its 
character has to be made clear by -the use of another adverb, 
{^erin. There is a similar construc1;;ion at 11. 132-135, where 
an adverb phrase, on a ryueres banke, is later reinforced by 
t>ere, even though here the adverbial nature of the first phrase 
is already perfectly clear.
There are also occasional instances of anacoluthon, a 
typical characteristic of the colloquial speaker or writer, 
who launches out on a sentence before he has made up his mind 
how to finish it. A fairly straightforward example occurs at 
11. 92-95, where the How he in 1. 95 indicates a change from 
the original construction, which seems to require a simple 
who. The change at 11. 246-247 is more awkward however:
Thenne graunted f>e Kynge . & ioye he bygynneth,
(1) See M. Schlauch in PMLA, LXVII (1952), pp. 1103-1116.
--- J»
2^.
If any helpe were j^erinne . j?at here clensen my^te.
Here the is not obviously dependent on anything else in the 
sentence, but seems simply to convey the general vagueness and 
ambiguity of what follows. It might almost be translated * hoping : 
that* or *wondering whether*. Ioye he bygynneth also presents 
a problem. WED and MED do not record any comparable usages of 
begin with an abstract noun of this kind, although it is just 
possible that ioye is an infinitive, * to rejoice*: the form 
with is more usual after begin but not i n e v i t a b l e A n
I
infinitive is certainly what might be expected, and it may be
il I
helpful to compare 1.66, Thenne syketh^e Kynge . & gynnyth to
morne, a line which bears strong similarities to this one and
(2)
of which it may be a deliberate echo. It seems possible that
the poet modelled 1.247 on 1.66, preferring a noun, (or perhaps
the infinitive without j W ) for metrical reasons.
There are some passages which cannot be classed as of
anacoluthon but which are nonetheless typical of the poet * s 
somewhat loose grammatical style. In particular he has a habit 
of separating dependent parts of a sentence with intervening 
matter. For instance, in 11. 333-334,
Thenne he stryketh a stroke . Cheualere Assygne,
Evenn his sholder in twoo . & down into pe herte,
(1) . See MED s.v. biginnen 4(a).
(2) See below, pp. Tt7-yi.
the verb takes two objects, but is separated from the second 
by the first and by the repeated subject, obscuring the 
relationship. The same kind of thing happens at 11. 203-205, 
where the purpose clause to redresse his moder, really depends 
on the first imperative statement. Go brynge hym to his fader 
courte, from which it is cut off by the christening instructions 
This last passage is so clumsy that G-ibbs thought a line had 
been lost after 1.204, and tentatively supplied Let hym cair to 
^e court . per pe Kynge dwellethe^^but in view of the frequent 
looseness of the syntax elsewhere such an insertiofi is probably 
unnecessary.
One point where the poet * s syntax is especially liable to 
flounder is in the use of the infinitive. Ioye he bygynneth
(1.246: see above) may be one example, but two others stand out
in particular. The first is at 11. 16-17:
That he hadde no chylde . to cheuenne his londis.
But to be lordeles of his . whenne he pe lyf lafte. !
This seems to be a use of the infinitive, in this instance to be!
(2)
dependent on another verb to be denoting futurity, which is
here omitted: but more probably it is an example of the *necess- i
itous infinitive.* (Cf. Piers Plowman A, Pass. II, H #  69-/1,
I sese hem to-gedere:/To habben and to holden . and al heore 
heyres* aftur./... in-to Pe pyne of helle.
Equally uncertain is the infinitive involved in three notoriously 
complicated lines at 236-238:
(l) See Gibbs, p. 10, note to 1.204.
( 2 ) Cf. ùL&yve-, ^  ^ 8^,
C3) w.vJ. ee-s,
’’Thenne were j>ou no^t rystlye sworne, ” quod pe chylde •
"vpon ryste iuge,
Y/henne >ou tokest pe py crowne . Kynge whenne pou made were, 
To done after Matabryne . for ^enne bou shalt mysfare.”
Here, there is possibly some kind of causal implication, i.e.
’because you "do after" Matabryne,’ but the phrase may be
equivalent to a noun clause, meaning ’in that you "do after"
(1)
Matabryne.’ The sentence is also typical of the poet’s
tendency, noted above , to separate dependent structures with
intermediate matter, in this instance a temporal clause. The
interpretation must in any case depend to some extent on one’s
view of 1.236. (See Note on these lines).
Equally characteristic of the poet’s rather loose style,
but more the result of muddled thinking than muddled syntax, are I
a few passages where he seems to be making comparatively simple
statements in a curiously involved way. LI. 12-13, for instance,
(2)
are puzzlingly allusive, as well as rather pointless.
And whenne pey sholde into a place . (it seyth full wele
where,)
Sythen after his lykynge . dwellede he t>ere.
LI. 121-122 make their point in a similarly long and painful way,
(1 ) For confusions between a noun-clause and an infinitive cf. 
Mustanoja pp. 542-543 s.v. ’Contamination.’
(2) Gibbs comments, ’ I cannot make sense of this line.* (p. 1, 
note to 1.12).
and the effect at that particular moment is almost banal.
Actual lack of concord is comparatively rare. A dramatic 
and probably deliberate example occurs at 1.256, "A, by lyuynge 
God," quod i?e childe . "-pat bydeste in heuene, " where a 3sg. 
by-construction conflicts with a 2sg. verb. A sudden shift 
from singular to plural occurs at 11. 12-13, (quoted above,) 
and there is perhaps a minor discrepancy at 1.366, where another ; 
is balanced against pat on, although on alone would better fit 
the context. A few other apparent errors are perhaps to be 
explained as not so much lack of concord, as awkwardness of 
expression, e.g. But pe fyrste tale ^at he herde . were tydynges 
febull (58), while the confusion of singular and plural at 1.220 
reflects the general variety of usage in speaking of parts of 
the body at this period: The grypte eyj?er a staffe in here h^nlq
A mixture of present and' past tenses is a common feature 
of the poem; a typical passage occurs at 11. 155-160. This 
constant change of tense is found in much ME poetry, but in this 
particular poem the confusion is aggravated by the poet’s 
habit of sometimes writing for d, occasionally making it 
impossible to decide whether a verb is present or preterite, e.g. 
prayeth (277), graunteth (278).
(1) See pp. , 3z-33.
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II Vocabulary
If the syntax of the poem, with its strings of short 
parallel statements and its occasional looseness and incon­
sistency, is suggestive of the colloquial usages of everyday 
speech, the vocabulary is even more specifically *unpoetici 
Most fourteenth century alliterative verse shares, in varying 
degrees, a distinct, traditional, poetic vocabulary. This is of 
a slightly different kind from that of OE, as by this time the 
characteristic compounds of OE verse have practically disappeared 
Of the handful of more unusual compounds in Cheuelere Assigne, 
for instance, barmeteme, all-weldynge and the separate elements 
of haluendell all have their origins in OE, but not exclusively 
in poetry. The outstanding feature of the ME alliterative 
vocabulary is, rather, a large number of almost wholly poetic 
single words, rarely (or never) found elsewhere, and providing 
the poet with a wealth of synonyms. The value of such 
synonyms is obvious to a poet working in an alliterative metre, 
but it is the rarity of these ’poetic’ words in Cheuelere
(1)
Assigne which is one of its most remarkable features. Oakden
lists some of the more common terms, but only a few occur in
this poem, such as the verbs of motion strike and bowe. In
this respect it is almost unique among the poems of the
alliterative revival, and the explanation may well lie in its
(2 )
transmission through an East Midland copyist, to whom much of
(1 ) II, pp. 183-186.
(2) See pp.\s-lb.
7^the alliterative ’poetic’ vocabulary would have seemed
outlandish or incomprehensible, and who may therefore have
substituted commoner synonyms. But whatever the explanation,
the vocabulary is at times nothing short of prosaic. Apart
from the rare ’alliterative synonyms’, however, a few unusual
words stand out here and there. The vivid adverbs eggelynges
and topseyle, for instance, can be paralleled elsewhere, chiefly
in alliterative poetry, but do not seem to have been
particularly common, and neither is recorded by NED or MED as
(1)
occurring anywhere else in exactly these forms. More 
interesting than these, however, are the occasional words which 
seem to derive from probably unpoetic sources. Curteynesse,
(2)
for instance, is not recorded by MED as occurring elsewhere, 
and looks like a clumsy formation on the adjective, perhaps by 
someone unfamiliar with the more usual courtesy, although it 
can be argued that the heavier word sounds better on the lips 
of Matabryne and adds weight to her ironic use of it.
The most vivid expressions in the poem seem, in fact, not 
to belong to a purely ’poetic’ vocabulary at all. In common 
with some features of the syntax, they often seem rather to be 
of colloquial origin. Some sound like the brisk, figurative 
cliches of everyday speech, e. g. I charde not py croyse. .j^ e 
valwe of a cherye (329), pey hen fysh hole (353), while Oon
(1) See NED s.v. Edgeling. Topsail; MED s.v. Eggeling( es.
(2) And in NED (s.v. courteous ness) the next recorded occurrence 
is 1530.
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manne for oon chylde . & two wymmen for tweyne (29) has a
distinctly proverbial ring. The same vividness and force is
found in many other phrases, e.g. Hoi de by wordes in chaste (127)
That styked styffe in here brestes (241), and some of the more
bloodthirsty exclamations are also of this kind, e.g. Thy hedde
shall lye on py lappe . for py false turnesi (257), badde hym
bathe his spere . in pe boyes herte (263). Several of these can
Oj
be paralleled elsewhere in a variety of writings, but they all
have the same flavour of a pungent colloquial idiom, and they
are the redeeming feature of a kind of language which all too
(%)
quickly descends into the merely prosaic.
Oaths and imprecations, however, are disappointingly 
conventional. Combred wrecche is the accepted language of 
abuse, and most characters, even in extremely harrassing 
circumstances, merely content themselves with a flat ’A^bayJ* 
or ’Ajdame.’* The only curse with any individuality about it 
is Matabryne*s ironical The curteynesse of Criste..be with +ese
If
oÿer cheynesj (179), a good touch of characterization.
Ill Formulae
The phraseology of ME alliterative verse has long been 
known to contain a large number of recurring formulae. These 
may be found in several different poems, and seem to represent
(1) cf., for instance, phrases in MED s.v. fish 4, bâthen 3; 
and in NED s.v. stick, v‘. , 6b.
(2) e.g. And whenne i)e man was comen . t)enne was ^e Qwene 
blythe (154).
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a common stock of* traditional expressions which could he drawn
on at will by all poets writing in the alliterative metre.
The exact nature of these formulae has been viewed in
different ways. Oakden sees them simply as * alliterative
phrases,* and gathers extensive lists of them from almost the
(1)
whole corpus of OE and ME alliterative verse. But wide as his 
survey is it does not cover the entire field, as R.A. Waldron 
hasanply demonstrated^ Waldron points oui^^that not only are
Oakden*s lists not as complete as he suggests, but also his 
method of selection is open to criticism: several of his phrases 
are recorded by him as appearing only once, and it is 
therefore difficult to see on what grounds they are to be 
regarded as * traditional*. A genuine formula can hardly be 
recognised as such unless it appears more than once.
Waldron seeks to establish the whole question of formulae 
on a much broader basis. He shows that although the alliter­
ative element is important, it is not always the most important
part of a formula, nor is it always even essential. Some
(4)
formulae are metrical, as much as alliterative units, and 
sometimes one word can be freely substituted for another, thus
(1) II, part III.
(2) In an unpublished University of London thesis, (M.A. 1954,) 
The Diction of English Romances of the Fourteenth Century; 
also, more shortlyÿ in Speculum XXXII (1957), pp. 792-804. 
References in the present study are to the first of these 
only.
(3) p. 28 ff.
(4) Ch. II, (i)
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extending the range of a p p l i c a t i on ^ Fo r mu l ae  can in fact he 
subject to quite wide variations, and should not therefore 
perhaps be classified too rigidly. Oakden*s lists, (probably 
quite unintentionally), tend to give the impression that the 
alliterative poet had at his disposal a set of ready-made, 
stereotyped phrases, neatly tailored to fit given situations.
In fact the formulaic system must have been far more complex, 
consisting rather of a close-meshed, shifting web of phraseology^ 
in which each word was inextricably woven in with others, with 
which it could combine in a great variety of ways.
Cheuelere Assigne contains quite a large number of formula^' 
even though^as suggested above, its language tends in other ways 
to be less traditional than that of many alliterative poems. 
Oakden*s method of classification produces 26, but of these 5 
must be discounted as they are not paralleled elsewhere. Oakden 
sometimes seems to be rather haphazard in his classification of 
these * unique* phrases: occasionally he puts a phrase which 
occurs only once in a separate category when it is more likely 
to be simply a variant of another phrase of which he may have 
several examples. Thus, keste vp pe cloth (97) and kome byfore 
pe Kynge (546) are probably versions of phrases listed separate­
ly by Oakden, cast(e) on/of his clothes,^ a n d  comes to pe Kyng.
(1) p. 32.
(2) Oakden II p. 272.
(3) Oakden II p. 275.
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Similarly, fowle, fell & fais, (1. 239), entered by Oakden
simply as felle and fals,^^ilay well be a combination of, or a
variation on, several phrases made up of generally derogatory
adjectives beginning with f, e.g. felotise and fais, so foule and
(S)
so fella. At other times, however, Oakden gathers related
phrases under one heading: thus in langour he laye (15), lay
in langour (57) and leue we M s  lady in langour (92) are all
( S)
placed by him under the general* heading of the first.
The remaining phrases, to be found in Oakden* s lists (II,
pp. 267-312), include kaw^te out a knyfe (62), kepe counsell( 50)^
frely & feyre (266, 275) and 15 others. To these may be added
do hem to deth (138) and syfte j?at pey safe hym (271): Oakden
W
notes these phrases but not the examples in this poem. Balowe 
tymbere & bygge (317) is also probably a variant of Oakden* s
(5)
bal3/balghe..... and brode.
A few other phrases can also be discovered by the 
application of Waldron* s broader view of formulae. He shov/s, 
for instance, (p.33), how a formula which is usually worded to 
extend over only a half-line, can be expanded to cover a full
line. So a line such as Thenne he seeth in a felde . folke
(1) Oakden II, p. 281.
(2) Oakden 11^pp. 281, 283.
(3) Oakden II,p.288. In the present study, whenever a phrase 
is quoted from Oakden*s lists which he classifies with 
several variants, the form quoted is that at the head of 
his list, unless otherwise stated.
(4) do to dethe, II, p. 278, giue giftes, II p. 284.
0^ ) TlT , p , i 6> 7 •
gaderynge faste (223), may well be an expansion of the familiar
(1)
feld full of folke, and And thus he seyth to his wyfe.in sawe 
as I telle (162), similarly, a full-line variant of whan # s/bat
a (2)sawe was said.
More interesting than these, however, are a number of
phrases which seem to add weight to Waldron’s theory that the
rhythmical shape of a phrase is as important as its alliterative 
( 3 )elements. Certain phrases in Cheuelere Assigne bear an
extremely close resemblance to some in Oakden*s list as regards
rhythm and meaning, but in the irregular versification of this
poem have lost one of their alliterating syllables. Compare,
for instance, the hyed hym full faste of 1. 141 with Oakdenh
(4)
hyghes (hym) in haste : here the more important of the two
substituted words even has the same shape as that of the
(5)traditional phrase, differing in only one sound. ^  ^ One might
also compare she toke hem/it in honde (152,174) with Oakden* s
(6)
henten in honde. Other phrases again show how a formula might 
be varied to suit a different context by the substitution of
(1)  ^II,’ p. 281.
O (LkÀen,
(2) ^II,p. 300
(3) Ch. II, (i)
(4) 11^ p. 287.
(5) Here the substituted word has the same sense as the originally 
but Waldron, (Ch.II (iii),) produces a number of examples
to show how the sense of a formula could also be altered 
by the substitution of a word of similar shape and sound 
but totally different meaning.
(6) II,p. 286.
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(1)
one word for another. Waldron also illustrates this point 
hut whereas in most of his examples the substituted word pre­
serves the alliteration, most of those in Cheuelere Assignelose 
it, while retaining the rhythmical shape of the phrase. Thus 
v/as lente in an yle (5) may well have arisen out of lent in a 
londe,^and loked adowne (21) out of loked alofte  ^ \  Aryse 
vp lystly (303) is even more interesting. Oakden records 
examples of both lepen vp ly3tly "^^  ^and risen vp raply^^^ The 
Cheuelere Assigne version would seem to be an amalgamation of 
the two, demonstrating both the metrical unity of both phrases 
and the possible interchangeability of formulae in general. 
Finally, in a section on * The formula and the recurring
situation*, Waldron shows that there is often a formulaic
(6)
element in methods of opening and closing speeches, where the 
line tends to prefer certain rhythmic structures although 
alliteration is not usually involved. This subject has been
touched on above in another connection, (p 4^,) but among the
favourite positions for inserting the verb of speaking and the 
name of the speaker, Waldron notes the follov/ing: the latter
(1) p. 33 ( Op. cit. note 2. ,p. ^ 1.)
(2) Oakden, II, p. 289.
(3) Oakden, II, p. 291.
(4) II, p. 289 s.v. lep he vp li^teli.
(5) II, p. 299, s.v. rys radly.
(6) Ch. II (ii), pp. 36-44. (Op.cit., note i , p.^?)
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part of the first half-line, in the form said the... etc., e.g. 
”By Godi" Guod be goldsmythe . "I knov/e 4>at rysth wele" (352) ; 
the whole second half-line, in the form said pe*. enne etc., 
e. g. "Oo-lyuynge God pat dwellest in heuene ". quod i>e her my te 
paime (201); and the beginning or end of the firçt half-line, in 
the form he said etc., unstressed, e.g. "A, kowarde of kynde," 
quod she . combred wrecche]” (71).^^^
IV 'Tags* and Second Half-line Formulae
Waldron also devotes a whole chapter, (Ch. Ill,) to the
question of 'Second Half-line Formulae.* It has often been
pointed put that the second half-line sometimes consists of a
more or less meaningless 'tag*, inserted to fill out the line.
( S)
Oakden lists some of the more obvious of these, and those to
be found in Cheuelere Assigne include, for instance, as pe book
C3]i
telleth (7, 270), and a variety of phrases used to vouch for
the truth of statements, such as leeue -faou for soth (242, etc.),
(4)
and as I haue herde seye (213). ' One might also add vague
oaths and asseverations such as our Lorde so me helpe (70) . "
by pe better trowthe (175), which add little meaning to 
the line.
(1) The examples are Waldron's own. See his thesis, pp. 40, 
42-3. ( Op. cit. note 2 , p. t^i.)
(2) II, pp. 381-391
(3) cf. Oakden II, pp. 387-9.
(4) cf. Oakden II, pp. 385-7.
Waldron however points out that many second half-lines 
which do not appear to he related may in fact he different 
versions of a few very variable formulae, whose stable element 
is usually confined to the last word or words. He reached this 
conclusion after noting that a few selected words occur with
ti
such regularity as the last word in a line as to suggest that 
such endings constitute in themselves a kind of loose, second 
half-line formula.
i
Among the repeated endings which he notes, the following 
are to be found in Cheuelere Assigne: wolde (sholde, etc.), 
which he finds 8 times in this poem, e.g. what +e Qwene wolde, 
(56); herte, which he finds 3 times, e.g. with a grymme herte, , 
(189); and lykes (lyked, etc.), which he finds twice, e.g. do 
what pe lykes (134). 5 other words, askes, wordes, dede(s), :
werke( s), leuede ( leues, left, etc. ) and the combination whylB.
(I)
.. lastez, etc., he records as occurring once each in the poem, ' 
and the same applies to seluen, (1.6), but it is perhaps note­
worthy that selfe/seluen also occurs twice as the last word of 
a first half-line (47, 73).
V Repetition
Prom the two preceding sections it can be seen that the 
formulaic element in Cheuelere Assigne is fairly marked. The 
use of traditional formulae is, however, closely linked with 
another practice which is found in the poem to a quite extra­
ordinary extent: the practice of repetition.
(1) At lines 344, 207, 274, 182,17 and 273 respectively.
, !
This repetition may take a number of forms. To deal first 
with the less important varieties, there is the occasional use 
of repeated epithets. This is almost entirely restricted to 
the bad characters, and is seen most clearly with regard to 
Malkedras: twice he is pe forsworn(e) j^efe, (199, 351), twice 
That/the cursed(d)e man for/in his feyth, (121, 142), and once 
simply pe cursed man (145). Derogatory phrases and also clauses 
are used in connection with Matabryne, but there is real 
repetition only once, at 11. 9 and 39, where whole lines are 
involved: His moder hyste Matabryne . pat made moche sorwe, (9)
His moder Matabryne . pat cawsed moche sorowe, (39). Elsewhere 
there is considerable variety, although there are frequent 
references to her connections with hell and the Devil, e.g. 11. 
10, 38, 75. Markus is twice referred to as the man ÿat murther f
hem sholde (11. 94, 129), but with these few exceptions there
is not much use of the repeated epithet.
Another of the less important kinds of repetition is the 
occurrence of the same word twice in one line, or in two 
consecutive lines. This is by no means unique to Cheuelere j|
Assigne, and may well be at least partly due to carelessness
or to the exigencies of alliteration, but it is quite a prominent 
feature of the poem and sometimes seems really deliberate.
Usually it takes the form not of exact repetition, but of the 
use of cognate words or different parts of one verb, e.g. (in 
one line,) They chyuered for colde . as cheuerynge chyldrenn
47 ,
(107), A bryste shelde & a sheene ♦ to shylde Pe fro strokes 
(29^}^ and (in two lines) :
And he boweth hym down . & jeldeth vp pe lyfe;
"I shall pe 3elde," quod pe chylde . ’’ryste as )>e knyste me
(2)
taw3te" (335-4
The variations with cognate words, of which there are several, 
suggest thatIhis feature is not the result of indifference but 
a genuine attempt at word-play, a view which is confirmed by
< io u ,b le . <xU i bevouH or»
occasional examples of aaaaaaaaaa, which produce the same effect 5j 
as the repetition of cognates, e.g. ”He ^at lendeth wit,” quod
( g )
he . " ley ne me with sorowe” (99). The most striking example  ^
occurs at 11. 176-7, where two different parts of one verb, 
present and preterite, are balanced against a second almost 
'identical preterite in a kind of threefold combination of 
repetition and aaaa^asaaee :
And he recheth her forth . haluenndele a cheyne;
And she raw3 te hit hym aseyne . & seyde she ne row^te. ‘i}
Much more important and interesting than these single words ,| 
however, are the extensive repetitions of whole lines and half- | 
lines throughout the poem. Many of these may well be^ and some |
(1) See also 11. 91, 290, 313 and elsewhere. |
(2) See also 11. 58-9, 101-102, 360-1 and elsewhere i
(3) See also 11. 1-2 (wy^lle/wele), 4-5 ( lengeth/lente) > 11
( chefe/Cheuelere) and elsewhere.
il
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indeed are, examples of the traditional formulae discussed 
above, but their significance here is the manner in which they 
are repeated within this particular poem, not elsewhere.
One striking use of repetition is the way in which things 
which are described twice are usually described both times in 
the same words, with only minor variations, if any. Thus the 
passage about the chains at 11. 43-44
a seluer cheyne 
Eche on of hem hadde abowte his swete swyre, 
is repeated almost exactly at 11. 125-6. There are three minor 
changes, hath for hadde, here for his and the omission of swete, 
and two of these can be explained by the fact that the second 
time Malkedras is the speaker: he would naturally use the 
present tense, not the past, and has no cause to call the 
children swete. The third change we can only consider to be an 
accidental grammatical v a r i a n t . T h e s e  lines show a 
particularly good use of the device, as the familiarity of the 
line adds significance to the fact it states, and its effect is 
increased by the unannounced change to direct speech. There 
is a similar kind of repetition of passages of the angel's 
speech to the hermit, but here the repeated matter is spread 
out over the narrative and spoken by more than one person. Thus 
line 200 is repeated by the hermit at 209, the first half of
(1) cf. the comment on 1. 220 above, p. 5-5.
204 by the poet at 270^ (with the second half in both places a 
meaningless 'tag',) and 196-199 by Enyas at 348-351, in one of
I
the poem's more extensive passages of repetition. The ij
I
parallelism of the phraseology is very close, such minor changes | 
as there are being mostly the inevitable ones necessary for i'
accommodating the words to a different speaker: hence, for |
instance, the change of pronouns at 209, and Enyas^ more 
respectful substitution of Qwene for wyfe at 348. Apart from 
its function of emphasis, this closeness seems also to reflect 
a pious respect for the exact words of the heavenly vision.
This kind of repetition in the same words of matters 
already mentioned is fairly obvious, but there is also a 
subtler kind, whose purpose is not always so clear and which 
may at times be accidental. This consists of the duplication ' 
in one place of a line which has already appeared in another, 
usually with such variation as to make it more a verbal echo 
than an accurate repetition. These verbal echoes clearly often i 
have some connection with the use of traditional formulae, and 
several of the lines concerned contain phrases which can be '
paralleled in Oakden's lists, but the problem is more complicated 
than that: traditional formulae tend on the whole to be short, i
covering only a half-line, while the repeated phrasesin this 
poem involve whole lines. Formulae can, as has been seen, be 
expanded to cover a full-line by the addition of extra words, , 
but in the examples here concerned there are no extra words of
this kind^and the formulaie elements are restricted to the }
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half-line. An example will make this clearer. L. 266, For to 
cristen pe chylde . frely & feyre, is echoed in 1. 275, Whenne 
he was cristened . frely & feyre. The echoes, moreover, occur 
in both halves, exactly in the second half, (which is a formula 
noted by O a k d e n ^ a n d  in the verb alone in the first half. 
Similar echoes occur at 11. 109/265, (where the parallelism 
in the second half is syntactic rather than verbal,) and also 
at 11. 277/284, 33/161 and elsewhere. Many of these lines 
probably illustrate nothing more than the pervading strength 
of the formulaic system: the poet having once connected one
half-line with another, they are still connected in his mind 
when he uses one of them again, and it brings the other with it. 
Here and there, however, whole-line echoes of this kind really 
do seem to be deliberate, and the best examples are probably 
a few which suggest that the poet was using this method to link 
the beginning of the poem with the end. Thus Matabryne*s brutal 
command to Bebryce, "Aryse, wrecched Qwene . & reste pe her no 
lenger" (77), is echoed by the unnamed knight who instructs 
Enyas in the art of single combat: "Aryse vp lyjtly on pe fete . 
& reste Pe no lenger. " (303). Less significant parallels also 
occur at 11. 64/346, and in a half-line only at 11. 36/339, but 
there is a far more interesting one at 11. 66/246: here the
echo can really be seen to have a purpose^for the first of these 
lines, Thenne syketh pe Kynge . & gynnyth to morne, marks the 
beginning of Matabryne*s deception of Oryens, while the second
(1) II, p. 283.
7/
Thenne graunted pe Kynge . & ioye he bygynneth, the beginning 
of her downfall. Here the two first half-lines are exactly 
parallel syntactically, while the two second half-lines have 
the same verb and perhaps a syntactic connection a l s o , a n d  
the parallelism is here used to emphasize not similarity of 
meaning, but the exact opposite. :!
While some of the above repetitions may well be accidental, 
there are, however, others which are clearly deliberate. These ; 
are mostly concerned with the dealings of Matabryne and her
r
I
minions. All the repetition^ deliberate or accidental, add a 
curiously ritualistic air to the poem: over and over again
I
similar actions are described in similar words, and nowhere is ■; 
this done with better effect, or more copiously, than in these * 
passages. Compare, for instance, the words with which the j
*olde Qwene’ bribes first Markus, "And Pan shalt lyke full wele.I 
yf i>ou may lyfe after" (54), and then Malkedras: "That -be shall 
lyke ry?te wele . pe terme of p y lyue" (140). Or, even more 
effective is the arrival first of Malkedras with the chains, 
and then the goldsmith with the cup, and her wordless reception 
of both. Malkedras delivers his burden thus:
And come byfore pe Qwene • & here hem bytaketh,
Thenne she toke hem in honde . & heelde ham full stylle,
(151-2).
(1) See alDove, p.
72.
and the goldsmith, a few lines later, thus:
He come byfore ÿe Qwene. & bytaketh here cowpe.
And she toke it in honde. &  kepte hit full clene. (173-4)
She also dismisses the goldsmith from her in the same way 
both times: And delyuered hym his weystes. & he from courte
wendes (156), But delyuered hym his seruyse. &  he out of 
cowrte wendes (178). The same repetition is found in 
Malkedras’s two visits to the children at 121 and 142, but here 
the line is rather weak.
Three quite long passages of repetition, or verbal 
parallels, add to this strongly ritualistic effect. One has 
already been mentioned: Enyas’s account of the angel’s words
which he gives to the King at 348-351. A second is the gold-
i
smitHs account to his wife at 11. 165-8 of the curious behaviour I 
of the chains, related by the poet only a few lines previously 
at 157-60. The lines are varied quite cleverly, gaining speed ;
and immediacy in the direct speech of the goldsmith, through i
the substitution, for instance, of caste for leyde at 167, ;
i
and by the changing of one sentence to a result clause in the 
same line. In the third passage, the conversation between 
Enyas and the knight at 288-313, there is not much actual i
repetition, but there are a certain number of verbal parallels ^
and the ritualistic nature of the questions and answers is ■
»
striking, especially in the first eleven lines. Compare, for ^
instance, the actual form of the questions at 288 and 294: \
"What beeste is Pls,., -b at I shall on houe?" ^ and "what heuy 
kyrtell is -j?is . with holes so thykke?" ; and again at 11.297, 
299. There is parallelism too in the pairing of the answers 
at 292-3 and 296.
Enough has been said to illustrate the important part 
played in the poem by formulae and repetition. The poem has 
a fair share of the traditional formulae of ME alliterative 
verse, but the significance of devices like these lies not so 
much in the traditional nature of the phrases^ as in the extent 
and the effectiveness of the way in which individual lines 
and half-lines, which may or may not be traditional, are 
repeated actually within the poem. In an age when all writing 
was governed by rules of rhetoric, formal repetition of this 
kind is not unexpected^ even in so crude and unlicked an 
offering as the Cheuelere Assigne, but here it probably has 
another significance. Study of the sources^ shows how the 
story of the Swan-Children was first found as a comparatively 
unadorned folk-tale, and was then taken over by the v/riters of 
courtly romance, expanded and refined, and attached to the 
chivalric tale of the Knight of the Swan. In this state it 
was discovered by an English writer, who removed these courtly 
trappings and pruned it back into something like its original 
state. In the light of this, the ritual of repetition may be 
seen in another way, as the essential folk-tale ritual by
lOl
(1) See p. %
which repeated actions are inevitably described in the same 
way, and characters are continually faced with having to do 
the same thing twice, and usually three times. All this adds 
weight to the view that the poet saw the story simply as a 
folk-tale and told it as such - a pious folk-tale, of course : 
we are left in no doubt as to the nature of the power behind 
the miraculous happenings, but a folk-tale nonetheless.
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T B A J u SklSSIŒ OF Tm iü
It seems unlikely thüt the version of Cheuolere Assigne .
preserved in MS Cotton Ce ligule A U  rej^rest-nte the poem * s origin&l
state. Certain features of the text seem to indicate that it has i
undergone a corisiaercble process of transmission, ana that
viüiit; 01'el as well as written versions have intervenea between
the i>oein as it now stands ana as its author originally wrote it.
The evidence for this is of three main kinds, involving
features of language, sense ano metre. The linguistic eviceace
(1)
has been outlineu in the Phonology section and shows a mixture 
of some Northern and western forms among a ^predominance of last 
kidlcJia. This seems to inoicate a j,.erioc of written transmission, 
during which the poem was at some time copied by a scribe (or 
scribes) whose uielect wés ciflerent from tnat of the wiiter of 
his original.
Several places where the sense fails are also ^^robablj to '
be explained by scribal n  ther th, n oral error. Thus, for ins­
tance, the obscure U  on s lue? / Or elles woae? or waters of
(2)
11. 214-216 has probably arisen through a copyist's failure to
i
unoerstana his original, and the seme may be true of the aifficult;
(2)
passage at 11. 2 6-238î |
I
(1)See above p. 13ff.. !
(2)See Notes on these lines.
%**Thenne were ^ou nost ryjtlye sworne,’* quod ÿe chylde , "vpon
ry3 te luge,
Vfclienne j?ou tokest pe f>y crowne . Kynge whenne j>ou maae were.
To done after Matebryne . for j>enne i>ou shslt mysfare*’.
. t
Moreover, a crop of complications near the beginning of the poem 
may have been caused by the defacement of a MS version in v/hich 
Cheuelere Assigne began on the opening page. These include the 
phrase This was chefe at 1.11, the awkward syntax of 11.16-17,
(1) ' f
and the pointless padding of 11.12-13. A different kind of
scribal error may perhaps be seen in the unintelligible verb
charde at 1.329, which has been regarded as a slip of the pen and '!
(1)
emended to charge. The preposition a in the phrase a wylle at
1.79 may similarly be a mistake for but this example may have
(/)
another explanation.
Not all the obscurities of meaning, however, may be due to
scribal error, and it seems possible that the frequent looseness
and illogicality of the syntax, for instance, may sometimes be
explained as an indication of oral transmission. It is suggested
(2)
above that this looseness may represent a colloquial idiom, and 
if this is true then the very existence of such colloquialisms 
would seem to stem from oral versions, preserving the forms of a 
spoken, rather than a written language.
(1)See Notes on these lines.
(2)P.60 ff..
VThe metrical evioence for & theory of transmission is more
complex end is outlined in greater detail in the next secLion.
Briefly, the metre of the poem is extremely irregular; most
writers classify it as belonging to the alliterative school, but
although ix number of lines conform to the rules of alii ter at iv4
verse, a great many others are neither alliterarive nor easily
scanned on any principle and some are mere doggerel. Examples of
(1)
such lines will be found below. In some lines, however, the
alliteration is only a partial failure, and here the original
form can perhaps be guessed. Several of the lines which contain
traditional formulae provide examples of this. These formulae
(2)
are discussed more fully in the section on Style, where it is 
suggested that certain phrases used in Cheuelere Assigne may be 
derived from traditional alliterative formulae which, in the 
irregular versification of this poem have lost their alliteration. 
Thus, for instance, hyed hym full fcste (141) is compared with the 
formula hy^hes (hym) in haste, ana toke it in honde (174) with 
henten in honde. In other lines too, where fonnulae ere not 
involved, a possible original suggests itself; thus Gibbs and 
French and Hale emend rapte to frapte at 1.332, to alliterate 
fyre fruscheth in the first half-line, but no emendations of tai 
kind have been attempted in the present text; so many lines are 
irreparably unsatisfactory that it has b e m  felt that there wo
(DP. 0^
(2)P.62 ff..
ys
be no point in attempting to restore tne alliteration in a few 
isolated places. These partial failures are probably also evi^ 
dence of jj^ransmission, perhaps by scribes who did not understand 
the significance of the alliteration or the structure of the • 
alliterative long line.
Finally, there are a few lines which fail in both sense and 
metre, which are not only technically incompetent but also lose ' 
most of their meaning under a needless array of words. LI. 12-13 
have already been referred to, and 11.121-122 provide a similar 
example:
That cursedde man for his feyth . he come j>er ^ey werenn.
And was ware in his sy5 te . syker of fe chyldren.
No-one who had any real pretensions to being a poet would be 
guilty of such blatant padding as this. These lines may be stop­
gaps, hastily invented by a reciter to tiae him over passages 
whose real woids he had forgotten, but more probably they are the 
work of a scribe who was writing from his own recollections a 
poem he remembered only imperfectly. At all events, they cannot 
be explained as the mistakes of a copyist working from a written 
text, and are more likely the results of oral transmission.
To sum up, speculations on the transmission of the poem 
Cinnot be altogether conclusive, but the state of the text con­
tains sufficient evidence of corruption to indicate that the 
poem's only surviving copy is not a fair representation of what
the original poet wrote. The state of the metre renders it ex-*"' , 
tremely improbable that a single author should have been respons­
ible for the poem as it stands: a poet who could write adequate 
alliterative verse at one moment is not likely at the next to * 
sink to sheer doggerel. This view is supported by the linguistic | 
mixture and by certain obscurities of meaning, all of which lend 
weight to the verdict that the poem has undergone a process of 
transmission, both written and oral, resulting in a considerable 
state of corruption.
So
VERSIFICATION
(Note: In this section the following symbols are used:
X  indicates a stressed syllable.
)( inaicates an unstressed syllable.
a, b, c are used to indicate alliterating syllables.
X is used to indicate a non-alliterating syllable.)
I '
The clearest statement that can be made about the versifi­
cation of the Cheuelere Assi^^uie is that it is irregular. The
poem is generally placea, in discussions of metre, with the
(1)
alliterative poetry of the 14th century, but even the most 
perfunctory examination will inaicate that technically it is far 
removed from the best productions of that school. The alliter­
ation, and to a lesser extent the metre, are both sufficiently 
regular to show that the connection is there, but at the same 
time the poem contains so many lines that are either unalliter- 
ative or unscannable, or sometimes both, that it would be a 
mistake to regard it as anything like a typical example of 
alliterative poetry.
A detailed analysis of this kind of verse, which often 
collapses into mere doggerel, would be imi.ossible as well as 
valueless, but some kind of a survey is necessary in order to 
arrive at an estimate of its nature. To deal first with the
(l)e.g., by Oakden I and II, end by K.Schumacher, Bonner Studien 
zur enj^lischen Philologie. XI, 1914.
s-l
alliteration, Oakden, Qlbbs ana Schumacher^ have all attempt­
ed to analyse it, and have produced results whose discrepancies 
Cc^nnot wholly be explained by their differences of approach, ■ 
Oakden's attempt is the most recent, and perhaps the most system-- 
atic, but the scope of his work does not allow detailed statistics- 
ana he leaves sixteen lines unaccounted for. The following 
account represents a fresh survey, but its results c^ain diverge 
from the previous ones in such a way as to cast doubt on the value 
of any analysis of the poem's alliter tion which attempts to be 
exhaustive.
The chief difficulty lies in distinguishing deliberate 
alliteration from accidental. According to the general practices 
of alliterative verse, the allitei’-tion should be carried on the 
stressed syllables, but in Cheuelere Assigne a number of lines 
seem to indicate its presence on unstressed ones also. Thus a 
line such as 37,
But whenne it drowse to pe tyme . she shulde be delyuered,
does not alliterate at all on the stressed syllables, but the 
word drow-3e in the first half does alliterate with the unstressed 
prefix in the second. A similar example occurs at 1.103,
(1)1, p.187.
(2)pp. xii-xiv.
(3)op. cit. note (1), p. So.
X" X" X" /
‘Ihfct swyche a bameterne as jt?at • shulde so betyde,
(1)
and there are many others. In the same way, several lines - ^ ' 
which have two or three stressed syllables alliterating correctly 
mey also have further alliterating unstressed syllables, e.g.,
<^ y <x. ex. X^
His moder hyste Matabryne . ^at made moche sorwe (9)
X  ^  o:: (2)
Moche mone was therfore . but no man wyte moste (1^6).
The presence of alliteration on the unstressed syllables
complicates the problems of analysis considerably, and the
situation is not made easier by the feet that in many lines the
metre is so uncertain that it is not even clear ..here the
stresses ere meant to occur. When to this possibility is added
the certainty that many lines in the poem do not alliterate at •
all, it often becomes a matter of mere personal Oi^inion to aecide
what is meant to alliterate with what. Vocalic alliteration is
particularly aiabiguous, especially where there is a possibility
of a vowel alliterating with h. A case in point is 1.21, which 
(3 )
Schumacher (though with reservations) quotes as an example of
(4)
the latter, and Oakden as an example of a line without alliter­
ation, In many lines of this kind the vocalic alliteration may
(1)e.g., 11.7, 23, 26.
(2) iee also 11.44, 66, 91 etc..
(3)p.89. (Op. cit. note (1) p.^, )
(4)1, p.187.
g?
well be accidentel.
In view of the above resei'vations the following analysis 
does not pretend to be conclusive* For what they are worth, the 
actual aetails of the figures arrived at are given at the end o f v  
this section (pp*^ , but it will c lickly be seen that manj of
the classifications are very doubtful,
Each line has been analysed as strictly ss possible accord­
ing to stress: if unstressed alliterative syllables were taken 
into account a great many lines could be assignee to at least two 
categories, but in oruer to avoid confusion these have been 
ignored. It may be that in this way some examples of intentional 
alliteration have been left unnoted, but in the vast majority of 
such lines the evidence is so ambiguous that it has been felt v . 
that no useful purpose would be served in attempting to categorise 
according to the unstreeisec alliter; ting syllables. The category 
which is probably most affected by this is that in which the 
stressed syllables do not alliterate at all. 81 such lines have 
been noted in the poem, an extremely high total in such a short 
work. If alliteration on unstressed syllables is admittea this 
number could probably be reduced by nearly half, but such a '
practice is not in accordance with the rules of the best alliter- 
atlve verse, and ^  examination of the examples Involved will
quickly inoiccte the difficulties of such a method of analysis.
Analysed therefore with regard to stress, the largest single
%category is that in which the lines contain no allitera ion at 
C' ll, e.g.,
Sythen, after his lykynge , dwellede he j^ere (13)
(1)
With his owne Qv/ene . j>at he loue myste (14).
Of the alliterating lines by far the largest number have
only two alliterating syllables. The ^  pattern in the second
half-line is consiv erably more common than the xa, and the second
largest category of all is that with the pattern ax/ax. of which
54 examj^les have been noted, e.g.,
a X a x
This was chefe of pe kynde , of Cheualere Assygne (11) 
a X a X
And he turned hym j^enne . & teres lette he faille (24)
49 lines have been observed with the pattern xa/ax.e.g..
X a a X
For this I saye by a lorde . was lente in an y le (6)
X a a X
Tiiat was kalled Lyor . a lonae by hymselfe (6)
The fourth lar est category is actually a a/ax (see belovv),
but to ueal first with the two remaining groups with only two
alliterating syllables, arranged ax/xa ana xa/xa. the numbers of
examples noted are 36 and 22 respectively, e.g.,
a X X a
ax/xa: He was trewe of his fe^th . & loth for to try full (48)
a X X a
Thenne he taketh hem to Criste . à a^eyne turneth (lOi)
(l)For further examples of this and the other categories see the
lists on pp.
figr11
X a X c
xa/xe : Or ellis hit were vnsemelye pynge • as me woloe j^enke (30)
X a X a
Whenne he herde jPat tele • hym rewecie pe tyme (56)
. V V ;■
Of the lines with three alliterating syllables the majority
ere arranged aa/ax. the most usual pattern in OE verse. 36
examples have been noted in this poem, e.g.,
a a a X
For ofte harmes were hente . pat helpe we ne my3te (3)
a a ’ a x
But all in langour he laye . for lofe of here one (15).
To these should perhaps be added a further 6 lines which carry^«  ^
alliteration on all four stresses. Of these, 4, it will be noted, 
alliterate on vowel sounds or vowels +  h:
a a a a
The Erie of Aunnthepas . he was another (268)
a a a
■*Vdiy eteth he yren?** quod pe chylde . “Wyll he ete nosth
a
elles? *'(290)
a a a a
"An helme men k&llen j^ at on . & an hawberke i^at otner" (296)
a a a a
tie bote hymself with nis by 11 . pat all his breste bledde (360)
a a a a •
And Cclien Vryens pat on . ana Oryens etnotuer (?6C)
The other three categories with three alliterating syllables} 
occur much less frequently. The details are as follows:
aa/xa; 17 times, e.g.,
a a X a
Nere pe hymnes of nym . pat lengeth in heuene (4) j
a a X a |
If fcjiy lyfe were hem lente . in "j^ is worlde longer (112) |
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ax/aai 8 times, e.g.,
8 X a 8
iill-weldynge God . whenne it is his wylle (1) 
a x  a s
But to be lorceles of his . whenne he fe lyf lofte (15)
xa/aat .7 times, e.g.,
X a e a
By ptt come tytlye . tyrauntes tweyne (84)
X a a. a
Of sadoe leues of pe woce , wrowste he hem wedes (119)
To these musi be adaed two gi'oups of lines in wnich the 
alliteration must be regiroed as a failure, as it occurs in one^ 
half only. The aa/xx pattern is the commoner, 28 examples having 
been observed, e.g.,
a a x  X
As pey wente vpon a walle . ple;> nge hem one (19) 
e a X X
Bothe >e K^nge & pe Qwene . hemselien togeaere (20)
Only 12 exem^les have been noted in the xx/aa group, e.g., ^
X X a a
And she toke it in honoe . & kepte hit full d e n e  (174)
X X a a
And 3onder in pe ryuer . swymmen swannes (198)
There are a few lines in which aouble alliteration is 
found. 7 seem to conform to .he ab/ab pattern, and 6 to the 
ab/bst e.g.,
a b a b
ab/ab: Alienne he come byfore hem . on knees j^enne he fell (110)
e b a b
To pe ryuere bysyde . with a rewfull steuenne (149) 
a b b a
ab/ba: And in a dymme prysoun . pey slonger here deepe (86)
a b b a
Not but twelfe ^ere olde . euenn at j?is tyme (243)
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L.205, Hyjte by Pe mydoay . to redresse nis moder. clso looks like
an attempt at double clliteration, although strictly the firsts \
stressed syllable of the second half is -dresse, and the line has-
actually been classed as xa/ax. Finally, 3 lines must be regarded
as failures in double alliteration, being arranged aa/bb with the
two halves unlinked:
a a b b
Con manne for oon chylde . & two wynimen for tweyne (29)
a a b b
Eche on of hem hadde abowte his swete swyre (44) » • .
a a b b
And cryede ofte vpon Cryste . for somme sokour hym to sende(lll]
As will be seen below (p.9i+=) a number of half-lines contain
extra stressed syllables. In accordance with the generally slack
practice of the poem, these do not usually alliterate, but very
occasionally a half-line may contain three stressed syllables
which all alliterate. The three clearest examples of this are ^
Wele he wereth his werke (2). Sex semelye sonnes (42) and For she
is fowle, fell & fsls (239). I
Among minor alliterative devices, Oakden (I, p.154) comments
on the practice in some poems of allowing the last un?lliterating'
stressed syllable in one line to set the alliteration for the next.
(1) .
This occurs occasionally in Cheuelere Assigne, and so does the
practice of having two or more lines alliterating on the same
(2)
letter. The first six lines of the poem are an outstanding
(1)e.g. at 11.9-10, 71-72, 114-115, 148-149, 166-167, 181-182.
(2)See e.g. 11.76-76, 98-99, 15r-l66, 187-188, 234-235, 266-267.
example of both these aevices, consisting of three linked pairs' 
of lines, each pair alliterating on a different sound, and having 
the last unalliterating stressed syllable in e.ch pair setting 
the alliteration for the next:
a X a a
Àll-weldynge God . whenne it is bis wylle, 
a a a (a) b b
//ele he wereth his werke . with his owne honde;
(b) b b b X
For ofte h armes were hente . pat helpe we ne my^te,
b b c b
Nere pe hymnes of hym . pat lengeth in heuene.
X c c X
For this I saye by a lorde . was lente in an yle
X c C X
That was kalled Ly or . a loncle by hymselfe.
Such a concentration of alliterative devices in so short a passage 
is however extremely rare in this po.m. Oakden finds no examples 
of sequences of more than two lines alliterating on the same 
letter, but two sequences of three have been noted, at 11.294-296 
(h t vowel) and 261-263 (£/c), end also perhaps at 11.217-219 (f).
From this survey it may be seen that the alliteration of the 
poem is far from regular and often fails altogether. The metre is 
even more unruly since, although most lines may be seen to have 
the four stresses of alliterative verse, many are extremely ragged 
and cannot be easily scanned on alliterative, or indeed any other 
principles. This looseness may be at le-st partially explained by 
the fact that in its later stages the alliter.'tive measure showed * 
a tendency to develop into a formless, rambling doggerel, end by ‘ 
the time the only surviving copy of Cheuelere Assigne came to be
written all real understanding of the principles of alliterative 
verse had been lost. A brief survey of the later history of tais 
metre will help to explain the reasons for this gradual 
degeneration.
It would be irrelevant here to become involved in the '
problem of v/hether or not ME alliterative verse developed
directly from OB, and in what follows it will be assumed that it
(1)
did. It differs from OE verse, however, in some important
particulars which, as a wnole, incicfete a general relaxation of
(2)
the strict rules by which the OE poets worked. Enjambement, 
for instance, becomes.increasingly rare, each line tending to / 
f o m  a ©epari-te, self-contained unit. The metre becomes purely 
accentual, with the stresses no longer restricted solely to long' 
syllables. Individual lines tend to be considerably longer, con­
taining a larger number of syllables, stressed and unstressed, 
and it becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish between the 
different 'types' of half-line postulated by Sievers in connection 
with OB verse. Sievers' D and E types, for instance, which 
depended for their existence largely on the OE poetic compounds, 
disappear in MS, and the other three, A,B and C, become gradually
(1)See, among others, for this view, Oakden I, Part II, and for 
the opposite view, M.Kaluza, A Short History of English 
Versification, trans. A.C.Dunstan, 1911.
(2)For analysis of this process see, e.g., K.Luick, Anglia, XI 
(1389), pp.392-443, 563-618, and esp. pp.697-599 for specific 
comment on Cheuelere Assigne; also Oakden I, and M.M.R.Stobie, 
JBGP. XXXIX (1940), pp.319-686.
less distinct, until they almost merge together in e kina of
loose, two-stress formula with a variable number of more or less
optional unstresstid syllables. In addition, a new type with a
compound * rising-falling* rhythm comes into existence. Weak
syllables intrude in all positions in the half-line, even between
the two accents of the C type, and once this incursion of extra
syllables has been admitted, it often becomes a matter of extreme
delicacy, and probably doubtful value, to decide to which type
any half-line belongs. A much clearer picture of the situation
can be obtained by regarding tne half-lines not as set types, but
as possible variations on a kind of basic two-stress norm to
which they all tend to approximate. Oakaen represents this basic
(1)
type thus 2
(XXX) / (X)(XX) / (XX).
The omission of the relevant unstressed portions produces the 
looser ME e u i valants of the old A, B and C types, and taken as a 
whole the pattern represents the new 'rising-falling* rhythm.
The above summary provides a clue to the metrical tangle 
discernible in Cheuelere As^üi n e . In OE, written in accordance 
with the strict rules enumerated by Sievers and others, the 
alliterative metre v/as a managetible end effective method of 
writing verse. In ME too, working under less strict rules, poets 
used it to produce works of reat artistic merit; but any poetic
(1)1, p.176.
measure in which a gradual process of relaxation of rule is dis­
cernible is liable in the end to result in complete anarchy.
This is vvhat has hapi^ened in Cheuelere Assigne, v;here the process 
has been carried to such an extreme that a large number of lines 
have a metrical structure so ill-defined that they cease to be 
verse at all. Sometning approximating to the old A £Jid B types 
can still be seen where a line begins or ends on a stressed 
syllable, and the C type is still iairly distinctive, even when 
it has a weak medial syllable, but the presence in almost every ' 
line of extra syllables, both stressed and unstressed, means that 
the identification of the different types is at best approximate. 
The problem is further complicated by the doubtful quality of - 
final unstressed e, end it is not always by any means clear which 
syllables are intended to carry stress; the alliteration in this 
last instance is no guide since, as has been pointed out, it 
frequently falls on the unstressed syllables as well as the 
stressed.
All the above difficulties and irregularities are amply 
demonstrated throughout the poem. To give only one example, a 
typically rough section is found at 11.200-206:
"Ana Criste hath forraeth pis chylde , to fy^te for his moder."
"Oo-lyuynge God, pat dwellest in heuene" . quod |>e herrayte
parme,
"Kov/ sholde he serue for suche a j>ynge . ^at neuer none sy^e?"
"Go brynge hym to his fader courte . & loke pat he he
cristened,
Ana kalle hym Enyas to name • lor awste i^ at may befalle,
Bygte by pe mydday . to redresse his moder;
For Godoes wyll moste be fulfylde • & j?ou most forth wende."
. \
Here most of the lines are extremely long and unwieldy, and the 
sudden appearance of a perfectly regular line at 205 is also 
characteristic of the poem's inequality.
The task of scanning lines such as these accoroing to the 
old A, B, C classification must be seen to be valueless, but 
although, e detailed analysis of types is out of the question, 
novtf and then the rhythm of the poem is sufficiently regular to 
allow a few generalizations. The great majority of half-lines 
both begin and end on en unsaressea syllable, thus conforming 
I'oughly with the new 'rising-falling' rhythm, but in many places 
the final syllable is unstressed e, whose quality, as has been 
said, is doubtful. This type of rhytiim is found with equal 
frecuency in the first half-line and the second, and sometimes 
in both, e.g.,
/  X / X
1st half 2 And seyja pore womman (22)
X / X X . /  x W
2nd half: pat lengeth in heuene (4)
X  /  X  X  /  X  X y  ( x )  X  X  X  /  X
Both: An hors with his haines . & blethelye he hym graunteth
(278).
Of the other types, the C type is perhaps the commonest,
3but tn overwh©iiaix%' majority of examples occur in the second
half-line. They are usually of the kina with e weak medial
syllable, often unstressed e, e.g.,
A >c y  it.) y (xj 
& to j?@ tAisne s&^'Ce (LS),
but the older variety also occurs. The stressed elements 
generally consist of two separate words, e.g.,
X X  y  %
as pe bock telleth (7),
but very occasionally they form a compound word, e.g.,
vias ais goamoder (i.;o9).
A few 0 types S M  founa in the lirat half-line, e.g.,
^  X  X  /  /
i.nd r.o j?e man Markus (94).
Tlie B type, identified as ending on a strescod syllable,
occurs nearly as oiten as tne C type, but much more freouen ly
in the first half-line than the secone, e.g.,
X(K) \ /  X X /
Nei'e pe hy$nes of hym (4).
The poem shows a mw'kcd tendency to prefer e 'feminine ending' in 
the second h£If-line, but & few B types occur in this position, 
e.g.$
/ W  X  X /
â helpe wru t j?ou may (60).
The A type, icientiiied as beginning on a stressed syllable, 
occurs rather less frequently then tae other two, ana more often 
in the second half-line then tiie first, e.g.,
X  /c<)
dwellede he vere (13).
There is a tendency for most lines to start with a 'weak syllable, 
although a few A types have been noted in the first half-line,e.g.,
X  X  X  /  -jc (s) ,
Malkedras pe fostere (1:0).
The above examples will serve to indicate that so.ue lines  ^
are sufficiently regular to be recognised as rough equivalents of 
the OE 'types', but others are so r%ged, and combined so hap­
hazardly, as to be devoid of all poetic quality. The verse is, 
moreover, made still more irregular by the inclusion of a large • 
number of lines with extra syllables, both stressed and unstressed 
which make such lines extremely long, Adaitional stressed 
syllables are usually found in the first half-line, e.g.,
X / X r ^  X X  /
The cursede man in his feyth (142),
but sometimes in the second, e.g.,
/  ( x) / ( x ) / r x )  
fowre longe myle (95),
and sometimes indeed in both, e.g.,
/  X /  (k) X  /  X /  ^
Mete iey caste here edowne . & more God sendeth (8B).
9S "
Long lines and short are mingled together throughout the poem,
(1)
usually without any regard to the sense, although sometimes 
with good dramatic effect, e.g.,
■ilhexme she myssede hem -j^ er . grete mone she made.
(2)
By jo at come tytlye . tyrauntes tweyne (83-84),
but a great many lines are so irregular that the reader is forced 
to the conclusion that most of the occasional felicities of metre 
in the poem must be largely fortuitous.
Enough has been saio to show that although the poem contains 
the chief characteristics of alliterative verse, it is also full
I
of irregularities. Its connection with the alliterative school is 
revealed chiefly by the alliteration itself which, although often 
defective, is used when it does appear largely in accordance with 
the practice of that school. The connection is also indicated by 
the metre; many lines show the characteristic four stresses of 
alliterative verse, and may be classified, though often rather 
loosely, according to the system of ME alliterative 'types,* but 
many others are renaered impossibly long and unbalanced by the 
inclusion of an excessive number of extra syllables, both stressed 
and unstressed. Often a perfectly acceptable metrical line stands 
out from its neighbours, e.g.,
They stoden all stylle . for stere )^ey ne durste (147).
(1)See e.g., 11.200-206 quoted above *-
(2)Cf. also the change at 11. 106, 225, 314 etc..
This is metrically and alliteratively regular, even following 
the OE practice by which certain consonant groups, such as st, 
alliterate o n D  with the same group and not with a single souna. 
But besicie lines like this must be placed such atrocities as
. V  \
"A womman p&t bare pe to man , sonne, & of her reredde" (211),
which has neither rhjrthm nor alliteration, or
That saued Susanne fro sorowefull doraus . her to saue als (91),
where the alliteration suffices but the metre fails, with or 
without Gibbs' emenaation. (See
This mixture of the correct and the impossible may have one 
of two explanations; either, the  ^oem was wiitten by someone who 
had no real understanding of the alliterative long line, or else 
the correct portions represent a poem v/hich originally conformed 
to the rules of alliterative verse, but which has been corrupted 
through a process of transmission by other persons who aid not 
understand it. Of the two, tne second is perhaps the more likely. 
The alliterative analysis reveals quite a high proportion of 
lines which may be scanned as passable, if not particularly 
brilliant examples of alliterative verse. Such lines would seem 
to indicate that the poet was at least aware of the norm of the 
alliterative long line, and it seems unlikely that he would con­
form to it at some times and not at others. Admittedly, even 
most of the acceptable lines are not particularly good poetry.
I
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but they are not therefore metrically baa; a man can be a toler->
able metrist without being a great poet. A process of corruption
through transmission therefore seems probable, especially as
there is other evidence to support this, as outlined in the last
section. This naturally raises the problem of what the poem may
have been like in its original state, but any hope of 'restoring*
(1)
it is out of the question. Sch#nacher attempted it for the 
alliteration, but the magnitude of the task is indicated by the 
fact that his suggested emendations number nearly fifty. No-one 
has attempted to regularize the metre. The conclusion of the • 
problem had therefore better be that the Cheuelere Assigne is a 
metrical nightmare, and far too irregular to be considered as a 
typical product of the alliterative school.
(l)Pp. 185-188. (O p . cit. note (1), p.fo.)
IJeteils of the Alliterative imalysla
Ï
Figures' in br&ckets indicate that there is doubt es to tne 
assigning of the line concerned to that particular category, 
usually because there is a possibility of alliteration on 
unstressed sy^llables, or because it is not clear where the 
stresses are intended to fall.
1) Lines without alliterattionî 81 examples.
LI. (7) 13 14 (26) (31) 32 (33) 34 (37) 40 49 51 (52) (57)
I «04)
(60) 63 (65) 66 30 (85) 96 (103) 106|_113 (117) (125) 127 (128). >. 
132 (135) 137 145 (153) 158 (161) 165 169 175 (176) 178 (180) 185 
(191) 195 (199) 210 211 214 216 (218) 225 (230) 232 (238) (246) 
(249) 250 256 (259) (269) (270) (272) (279) 281 (282) 284 (287) 
(292) (306) 315 330 334 335 336 343 345 (351) (357) (367) 368.
2) ax/ax; 54 examples.
LI. 10 11 24 45 54 76 77 79 82 (87) 88 (90) (91) 99 101 105 
115 (121) 123 141 (142) 143 (167) 160 162 166 (168) 181 (189) 
(193) 200 204 209 221 222 235 (236) 240 242 268 (262) (263) 286 
(294) 304 305 309 (311) 316 (323) 326 337 (341) 370.
3 ) xa/s3ct 49 examples.
LI. 6 6 8 16 (35) 41 46 73 95 102 114 116 118 (120) 122
19
129 130 139 146 (148) 152 154 (159) 164 (167) 172 (184) 186 196
201 (205) 227 228 229 237 (244) 252 (253) 260 264 271 283 285
314 327 347 348 354 359.
4) 'sx/xas 35 exEiaples.
LI. (22) (25) (38) 48 (53) (68) (70) 104 (136) 140 144 160
155 177 182 187 190 194 (202) 207 208 (220) 231 246 (251) 293
299 (303) 308 328 329 331 355 363 369.
5) xa/xa> 22 examples.
LI. 30 55 (56) 67 75 78 81 (108) 156 18a 203 (212) 224 234
241 254 261 265 267 (239) 312 338.
6) aa/£3ct 36 exemples.
LI. 3 9 15 IS 28 36 43 47 (61) 62 71 (74) 89 92 94 97 98
100 124 (131) 133 134 147 192 197 213 (248) 276 297 298 301 325
(339) 344 349 361.
7) aa/es> 5 examples.
LI. 268 290 296 360 366.
8) ae/xa; 17 examples. ■ *
LI. 4 42 (69) 112 171 173 183 226 239 295 310 313 317 (318) 
319 324 333.
tcyif
&x/aat 8 ex£m,jles.
LI. 1 17 83 107 138 170 (280) 342
10) Xo/aat 7 examples.
LI. 84 119 223 (233) 256 291 340.
11) aa/xxi 28 exsBii^les.
LI. (2) 19 20 ^7 (39) 60 59 64 72 (93) 126 151 163 179 215
219 (247) 257 273 274 277 278 332 346 352 358 364 365.
12) xx/ea» 12 examples.
LI. (12) 21 (23) 174 198 266 275 288 (322) 350 356 362.
13) ab/abi 7 exsa^les.
LI. 110 149 (217) 300 307 (321) 353.
14) ab/ba: 6 ex&inples.
LI. (58) 86 206 243 302 320.
15) aa/bb: 3 , exuiik^les.
LI. 29 44 111.
I Of
SOURCES
I : Literary Sources and Analogues
The Cheuelere Assigne has a complicated literary history.
It seems clear that it is derived from a French original, i
although it is not an exact translation of any known poem.
Several analogues exist, however, and the English poem is
prohahly a condensed version of a romance closely resembling
0)
that contained in the 13th century MSS 1621 and in the 
Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris, and published by C. Hippeau 
in 1874 under the title of La Chanson du Chevalier au Cygne et 
de Godefroid de Bouillon. It also has connections with a Latin 
prose version in the Bodleian, in MS Rawlinson D 358. The 
exact relationship of these three versions will be discussed 
below.
The history of the French analogues is complicated by 
the fact that at quite an early date, probably in the 12th 
century, the story of the Swan- Children became linked with 
that of the Swan-Knight, originally an entirely separate legend. 
This latter tale, at about the same time, was attached to a 
historical character, Godfrey of Bouillon, hero of the First 
Crusade, and legend and history were combined together to 
form a complete cycle of romances dealing with the adventures 
of Godfrey and the events of the Crusade. Hippeau*s Chanson  ^
represents only a part of this vast complex, and although the 
English poem contains no hint of such connections, some account
of the French cycle may help to clarify its history.
(jl ) formerly l'Os*.
A. Paulin Paris^^recognises five main branches in the 
cycle: 1) La Naissance et les Aventures du Chevalier au Cygne,
2) Les Enfances de Godefroi de Bouillon, 3) La Chanson 
d*Antioche, 4) La Chanson des Ohetifs, 5) La Chanson de 
Jerusalem. The oldest branches are the Chanson d*Antioche and 
the Chanson de Jerusalem, which were probably originally 
composed before 1150, within living memory of the events they 
relate, although they are extant only in revisions of the late 
12th century. The Chanson des Chetifs was composed soon after­
wards. These three poems related all the major events of the 
First Crusade, and Godfrey of Bouillon emerged from them as the 
undoubted hero. The remaining poems were then composed with 
the aim of glorifying him still further. The Enfances probably 
came first, with an account of his youthful exploits, and 
finally the tale of the Swan Knight, or Chevalier au Cygne, was 
grafted on to the beginning of the cycle, bringing with it the 
originally unrelated tale of the Swan Children, with the sole 
purpose of providing Godfrey with an illustrious, but wholly 
legendary^ ancestor.
This last branch of the cycle - last to be written, 
although first in the events it purports to describe - is the 
only one which is represented in English. The poem of the 
Cheuelere Assigne is concerned with the first part of the 
branch only, the tale of the Swan Children and the birth of
(1) Histoire Littéraire de la France, XXII (1852), pp.350-402.
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Elyas or Enyas, the Knight of the Swan. A later English prose 
version. The Knyght of the Swanne, printed by Wynkyn de Worde 
in 1512, adds the story of the Swan-Knight, and shows how he 
came to be Godfrey’s ancestor, but this version has a different 
source history from the poem.
It has long been recognised ^that the two legends of the 
Swan-ChiIdren and the Swan-Knight were originally quite 
separate, but there is enough superficial resemblance betv/een 
the two to see how they became connected. Briefly, the legend 
of the Swan-Knight tells of a mysterious knight v/ho appears out 
of nowhere in a boat drawn by a swan, rescues a noble lady from 
attack by enemies, and eventually marries her daughter. He 
forbids his wife to enquire into his origin, and when at last, 
overcome by cariosity, she disobeys, he returns to his swan- 
boat and sails away as mysteriously as he came. According to 
the French, his daughter Ida, or Ydain, was the mother of 
Godfrey of Bouillon. The independence of the two legends can 
be seen in the anomalies between them, since the tale of the ■ 
Swan-ChiIdren does not in the least explain how the swan be­
came connected with the boat, or why the knight had to conceal 
his origin. It seems at first sight as if the tales were 
linked simply because of the occurrence of a swan and a knight 
in each of them,,but in fact the only real link is the swan, 
as the earliest versions of the Swan-ChiIdren story contain 
neither knight nor judicial combat, and seem to indicate that
(1) See, for instance, Gaston Paris, Romania, XIX (1890),p.615,'
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original ly the one child who remained unenchanted was the girl. 
There is, therefore, some reason to suppose that the story of 
the Swan-Knight actually influenced that of the Swan-ChiIdren, 
as it is told in Cheuelere Assigne, by causing the substitution 
of one of the boys for the girl and introducing the combat, 
in order to account for some of the early history of the Swan- 
Knight.
The oldest French MS to contain the whole cycle bears the
date 1268, so it is clear that all the poems were written
before that date. There is however evidence to suggest that
the connection between the two legends of the Swan-Knight and
the Swan-Chi Idren had already been made in the 12 th century.
They are in fact linked in the earliest known version of the
story of the Swan-ChiIdren, the Dolopathos sive de Rege et
(1)Sep tern Sapientibus of Johannes de Alta Silva. This work,
which is a version of the Seven Sages of Rome, is dated by
(2)
Gaston Paris at about 1190. Towards the end of the story, 
which is the fifth in the collection, the author makes the |
following statement with regard to the swan which was unable |
j
to regain its human form: Hie est ci gnus de quo fama in eternxn i
perseuerat quod cathena aurea militem in nauicula trakit |
(3 )
armaturn. So, even though Johannes does not tell the tale of
the Swan-Knight, he clearlj^ connects it with that of the Swan-
(1) Edited by A. Hilka, Heidelberg 1913.
(2) Romania, II (1873), p. 501,
(5) Hilka, p. 86.
Children. Moreover, although he does not mention the further 
connection of the story with Godfrey of Bouillon, it is clear 
from other evidence that the Swan-Knight was regarded as his 
ancestor at a very early date. The oldest known mention of 
the fact is made in a letter written by Gui de Bazoches in 
about 1175-1180, which refers to Godfrey’s brother Baldwin, 
(and therefore by implication to Godfrey), as a grandson of 
the Swan-Knight.^Moreover, when Archbishop William of 
Tyre wrote his history of the First Crusade in about 1175, 
he mentioned the supposed relationship as a common tale, and 
declined to expand upon it. Thus in its earliest form it is 
impossible to separate the Swan-Knight tale from Godfrey of 
Bouillon, but its independent existence is proved by the 
appearances of Wolfram von Eschenbach’s Parzifal in the eaii y 
years of the 13th century. This contains the earliest known 
German Version of the legend in the story of Lohengrin, and 
makes no connection either with Godfrey or the Swan-ChiIdren. 
The geographical details of the story seem to localize it in 
the lower Rhineland, and the evidence thus seems to suggest 
that it was an old Lorraine legend which at some time in the 
12th century became attached to a real Lorraine hero, Godfrey, 
as well as to a fictitious one, Lohengrin, and also to the 
independent legend of the Swan-ChiIdren.
The Swan-Knight legend is not, however, of great
(1) Quoted by Gaston Paris in Romania, XXX (1901), p. 407 
(footnote).
importance in connection with the English poem, except in so 
far as it may have influenced the plot, and is also the 
explanation of the title of ’Cheuelere Assigne’ horn by its 
hero, although for the uninformed reader a sufficient reason 
for the latter may be found in his connection with the 
enchanted children. Of much greater importance is the legend 
of the Swan-ChiIdren, which shows a clear process of literary 
development from its first written form in Dolopathos onv/ards. 
Gaston Paris has outlined the main stages of this development 
in a useful article in Romania, XIX (1890), pp. 314-337, in 
which he divides the versions into four main groups, designating 
three of them according to the name born by the heroine in 
each. The fourth version, that contained in the Dolopathos, 
is the earliest, and certainly the most primitive and barbaric 
in its detail. The author claims to have drawn the story 
direct from oral tradition, and there is much in it which 
suggests the folk-tale, although G. Huit^thinks that it may 
have had an earlier written form as a jongleur’s tale. In 
this version, a young man goes hunting and pursues a white 
stag until he has lost his companions. He then finds a nymph, 
washing herself in a spring, and holding a golden chain. He 
seizes the chain, thus destroying her power, and immediately 
claims her as his wife. The story then agrees broadly with
(1) Romania, XXXIV (1905), p. 208.
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the English version for a while, except that the 
King’s mother does not specifically accuse her daughter-in-law  ^
of having ’ taken howndes. ’ The latter part of the story, 
however, differs considerably. The King’s punishment of his 
wife is barbaric in the extreme: she is buried up to the
armpits in the palace courtyard and exposed to the abuse of all 
who pass by. The children, moreover, seem able to transform 
themselves into swans at will, and the boys are swimming in 
that form, with their sister guarding their chains, when they 
are seen by the old woman’s servant. He seizes the chains but 
the girl escapes. She then transforms herself voluntarily, 
and they fly to their father’s palace and settle on the lake.
The girl begs food for them each day. At last her father,
attracted by her friendship with the swans, asks her story, 
whereupon the truth emerges, five of the swans are restored, 
the nymph is freed and the old woman buried in her place.
So runs the earliest known version of the story of the 
Swan-ChiIdren. The next two redactions which Paris considers 
are both French. One has already been mentioned, that 
published by Hippeau from MSS 1621 and 115^ 7, The other, which 
is slightly older, is taken from MS Bib. Nat. 12558, and was 
published by H.A. Todd in PMLA IV (1889), Nos. 3 and 4, under
the title of La Naissance du Chevalier au Cygne. Paris
designates this version Elioxe, according to the name of the 
heroine, and although it was written probably not many years
tcS-
after the Dolopathos, the barbarity of the detail is greatly 
softened, and it is transformed from a folk-tale into a courtly 
romance.
Several details link this version fairly closely with the 
Dolopathos, particularly the fact that it is the girl, and not 
one of the boys, who remains unenchanted. A hint also remains 
of the supernatural origin of the King’s bride: the Dolopathos
called her a nimpha , but here the suggestions are vaguer.
The King, Lothair, finds her in the same way, after following 
a huge stag and stopping to rest in the shade of an oak by a 
spring. It is noon, the magical hour of medieval romance.
Elioxe shades liis face with her sleeve while ;he sleeps. She 
is described as a lady of high birth, but for some unexplained 
reason she lives in the caves of a mountain. The harshness of 
the tale is greatly reduced by the fact that in this version 
Elioxe dies in childbirth, thereby removing the need for her 
punishment and allowing a reconciliation between the King and 
his mother, here called Matrosilie. Matrosilie, however, steals 
the children in the familiar way, and tells her son that Elioxe 
gave birth to a monster. The deception is easier because 
Lothair is away at war at the time of the birth. The remainder 
of the story follows the main lines of Dolopathos, with the 
girl escaping, but here the change to swans is made only once, 
and is clearly not something the children can do at will. The 
setting is courtly and refined, with long passages describing 
clothes and equipment, and a lengthy digression concerned with 
Lothairb war.
The next version which Paris considers is the one he calls
Isomberte. This exists only in Spanish, and is found in
(1) -
Chapters 47-68 of La Gran Conquista de Ultramar, hut he
derives it from a non-extant French source of the 13th century.
This version retains a hint of the mother’s supernatural origin^.
hut it is one of the hoys who escapes enchantment, and the
judicial combat on the Queen’s behalf also takes place.
The most important version as far as the English poem is
concerned is, however, the other French redaction, represented
by Hippeaute Chanson du Chevalier au Cygne and designated
Beatrice by Gaston Paris. Several MSS of this version exist,
including MS Royal 15 E VI in the British Museum. The
Gheoelere Assigne seems to be a considerably reduced version of
a French text corresponding broadly with these. Previous
comparisons of the English poem with its French analogu.es have
generally used the Royal MS, but as this MS is late, (c. 1445),
(2)
and our poem probably dates from the late 14th century, it 
has seemed preferable to compare it with HippeauJs cs text, which ’ 
is taken from 13th century MSS, even though his edition is not 
a critical one. The relationship of the various French MSS is 
obscure, and although the Royal MS is considerably shorter than 
that published by Hippeau, they do not differ greatly.
(1) Ed. Pascual de Gayangos, Madrid, 1858.
(2) See p.iD.
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The Beatrice version of the legend clearly represents 
another step away from the original folk-tale. Here all hint 
of the Queen’s supernatural origin has gone, and the birth of 
the seven children is a direct judgement on her for slandering 
the mother of twins. The charge brought against the young 
Queen by the old, moreover, specifically accuses her of having 
had intercourse with dogs.
The English poem corresponds closely with the French in 
all important details of plot, and most of the names are the 
same, with a few exceptions: the Lyor of the English, for
instance, is Lillefort in the French, and, more important, the 
boy’s name is Enyas, rather than the usual Elyas. But although 
the two texts agree in narrative details, they could hardly 
differ more in style and emphasis. The French poem is long, 
courtly and polished, most of the characters are prone to 
pious ejaculation and apostrophe, and there are several lengthy 
prayers. All this, however, is pruned away in the English, 
which reduces the story to its essentials. The tone becomes 
popular and colloquial and the atmosphere melodramatic, with 
details of cruelty and violence emphasised.
It is this last point, together with a few others, which 
links the English poem with the Latin prose version in the 
Bodleian. This text has been printed by the Baron de Reiffen- 
berg, in Monuments pour Servir a 1’Histoire des Provinces de 
Namur, de Hainaut et de Luxembourg, IV, (Brussels, 1846), pp.
liA
181-205. It is a remarkable piece of writing, revealing an 
individuality of approach not found in the other analogues.
Its author was gifted with a vivid imagination, which enabled 
him to expand with a wealth of dramatic and effective detail 
things which are perhaps only hinted at elsewhere. This often 
leads him to diverge considerably from other versions. A 
good example occurs when Matabryne goes to the King with the 
news of the birth. In the French she takes the puppies with
(1)
her, as she also does, so far as can be judged, in the English 
but the Latin writer exploits the situation to the full and 
makes her drag the unwilling King to see for himself, thereby 
providing, a vivid picture not found in any of the analogizes:
”Et apprehendans lasciniam vestimenti regii, traxit 
eum in came ram ubi conjux sua nondum evigilata 
dormivit, et cum festinacione summa discooperuit 
lectum puerpere et ostendit regi catulos albos TLlg-ros 
jacentes ad latus domine et pre lactis inopia 
clamitantes. "
The style of the Latin is at all times vivid and vigorous, 
the prose on occasion strongly alliterative, and details of 
cruelty are emphasised even more than in the English.
Matabryne’s reviling of the young Queen, for instance, is 
enormously expanded. The links with the English version lie 
mainly in this emphasis, as well as in certain details of the 
plot, and especially in the form of the hero’s name, EnyaSj^ 
rather than Elyas. The English and French versions, however, '
(l) See 1. 65, where she seems to have the puppies with her, 
and 11. 75-76, in which she returns alone to Betryce.
no ^
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sometimes agree in contrast with the Latin. The
passage about the puppies, already quoted, is one example, and 
there are various others, such as the mention of Susanna in 
connection with the plight of Beatrice, although this occurs 
â.t different poaivts in the two poems. Again^there are several 
places where the English poem shows individual differences
f *-CX»7
i-Lj.■ LTUufilI. wJb=lxk the other two, A good example is the gold­
smith incident. Here the Latin and the French agree in making 
the goldsmith forge two cups out of one chain, but the English 
writer performs a piece of simple division and has him make one 
out of half. He also adds a further detaü, which is lacking 
in the other texts, and makes Matabryne ask,
^Nowe left ther ony ouer vnwerketh . by ^e better trowth?"
And he recheth her forth . haluenndele a cheyne;
And she raw^te hit hym a^eyne . & seyde she ne row^te (175-
177).
Agreements and disagreements such as these make it clear 
that the three versions must have an ultimate common origin. 
Kruger (p. 175) works out the possible relationship in some 
detail. He considers that the * coTtn-eotrio-n.> between the Latin 
(L) and the English (E) versions is closer than that of either 
with the French (F). He concludes that they must have a common 
source which^calls Y. The source of Y, designated X, may 
then be also the source of F: X
tZt. p. II, n. I- /  ^
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G. Huet (Romania, XXXIV (1905), p. 211) also concludes that the 
source of L must he a lost Chanson de Geste closely resembling 
Hippeau’s (?) version, but with more emphasis on violence.
It is a fact that the Latin scribe was probably working from #j 
French text. This is implied not only in the predominantly 
French forms of the names he uses, such as Maujuarre, but also 
? i*n his opening statement, in which he call his work Historia 
édita." de milite de la Cygne que prius scripta Gallice reperta 
est . He also knew the rest of the story of the Swan-Knight, 
for he concludes his version with these words, which form a 
curious parallel to the statement of Johannes de Alta Silva, 
made nearly three hundred years before:
”Si quern vero plus scire delectat de hac historia, 
re qui rat magna volumina in quibus describuntur actus 
Enee et casus pulcherrimi atque mirabiles qui fortuitu 
contigere sibi dum navigaret in mari, cigno semper 
comite eumque trahente. "(0
One other version of the story which should perhaps be 
mentioned was published by Reiffenberg in 1844^^^, under the 
title of Le Chevalier au Cygne et Godefroid de Bouillon. This 
is a later compilation, which seems to combine elements from 
the Elioxe and Beatrice versions. Its chief importance for 
English readers is that it was this version which became the 
source of the later prose redactions, including the one made 
by Pierre Desrey of Troyes, which was translated into English
(1) 11., 5:-"].  ^ f Op. Ccir. ro.)
1 - ^
and printed by Wynkyn de Worde in 1512.^ \ t  was reprinted at
(2)
a later date by William Copland.
One other point about the English poem which cannot fail 
to be noted is its author’s complete lack of interest in either 
Godfrey of Bouillon or the further adventures of the Swan- 
Knight. He has detached the story completely from its place 
in the Crusade cycle, and the ease with which he does so only 
serves to underline its original independence. In the 
Cheuelere Assigne, in fact, the story seems to have come fall 
circle. Starting out as a folk-tale in the Dolopathos it goes 
through various stages of development at the hands of French 
writers, until it be comes a courtly Christian romance of chivalry. 
In the Latin and the English versions it begins to take on 
the appearance of a folk-tale again: the details of courtly
refinement are pruned away, and the violence re-emphasised.
The furthest stage is reached in the English text, where the 
story is once again told as a straightforward folk-tale, in 
style, attitude and length much closer to the original 
Dolopathos version than any of the intervening ones, although 
the vicissi tlcdiea of its literary history have left their 
inevitable mark upon the details of its actual plot and content.
The English poet’s failure to mention Godfrey or the Swan - 
Knight probably reflects a general lack of interest in England
(1) Reprinted by the Grolier Club, New York, 1901.
(2) Reprinted by W.J.Thoms, A Collection of Early Prose 
Romances, III, 1828, etc..
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in both the First Crusade and its hero. The writer of the
Latin version was probably an Englishman, and he does not
mention Godfrey either, although he does know of the later
adventures of the Swan-Knight. This lack of interest is
probably to be explained by the fact that the First Crusade
was primarily a French concern, preached by a French pope and
led by French noblemen. England at this time was still
recovering from the effects of the Norman Conquest, and few
Englishmen can have been in a position to take part. For this
reason Godfrey of Bouillon never seems to have enjoyed the same
popularity in England as on the Continent, even when he was
elevated to the rank of one of the Nine Worthies.
The Swan-Knight legend, however, was certainly popular on
the Continent, if not in England, to judge by the wide and
varied representations of it in art. Gibbs, in the Preface to
his edition of the Cheuelere Assigne (pp.vii-x) describes a
14th century ivory casket decorated with scenes from the story,
and there are many similar items in existence, chiefly on the
Continent, including a beautiful 15th century tapestry, now
(2)
in Cracow. On the Continent also, the Swan-Knight was 
claimed as the ancestor of a number of ruling families, including
(1) Compare, for instance, the short treatment of Godfrey in 
The Parlement of the Thre Ages, as opposed to that of some 
of the other Worthies.
(2) See Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Institutes der K.K. 
Zentralkommission für Benkmalpflage, VI (1912), Beiblatt, 
p. 118, and Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des 
allerhgchsten Kaiserhauses, XX, p. 265, XXIV pp. 68-69.
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those of Gleves and Brahanx.
A claim has also been put forward that the Swan-Knight
had his origin in an actual historical character, Roger of
Toeni, the events of whose life in the 11th century bear
certain resemblances to those of the Swan-Knight’i, but the
evidence is rather late and inconclusive^^ There is little
evidence of interest in the legend in England before the 14th
(2)
century, although E. Liebermann has shown that Eeversham Abbey 
possessed a Liber de Cigno in the 12th century, and Laura
(3)
Hibbard suggests interest in the story may have been stimulated 
by the marriage of Matilde, the niece of Godfrey of Bouillon, 
to Stephen of Blois before 1125. Real interest, however, is 
shown in the 14th and 15th centuries, when some members of the 
houses of Beauchamp, Bohun and Stafford, who were descended 
from Roger of Toeni, mentioned above, claimed the Swan-Knight 
for their ancestor. It was Edward, Duke of Buckingham and 
Earl of Stafford who instigated the English prose version of i
the story printed by Wynkyn de Worde in 1512. Finally, it is |
an indication of the tenacity of this kind of legend, that I
the crest of the house of Stafford has to this day a white !
(1) See J. BlGte, Zeitschrift fur Romanische Philologie, XXI, I 
pp. 176-191, and Gaston Paris, Romania, XXVI (1897),P.581.
(2) Archiv für das Studium der Neueren Sprachen und Litteratuien, 
CVII (1901), pp. 106-107.
(3) Medizeval Romance in England, (1924), p. 250.
swan as its sinister supporter.
II ; Note on Some of the Folk-Tale Elements
The folk-tale elements in the Cheuelere Assigne are very
strongly marked. Among the more obvious motifs may be
mentioned, for instance, the soft-hearted executioner who
abandons the children he is supposed to kill, and the untutored
boy who worsts the powerful, hardened warrior in single combat.
The main lines of the plot, moreover, combine two important
folk-tale themes: the children transformed into swans, and the
Queen wrongfully accused of giving birth to animals.
The first of these themes is probably of Celtic origin,
although it has analogues in many countries, such as Grimm’s
tale of ’The Six Swans*. Swans and chains, however, occur in
a great many Irish stories. The Children of Lir is an obvious
(1)
example, but there are also others. F. Lot, for instance,
quotes an incident in the Serglige Conculaind, in which two
goddesses of the dead appear in the shape of swans linked by
a golden chain, and Laura Hibbard notes a similar incident in
(2)
the Tochmarc Etain. Closely linked with the transformation of 
the children, is the problem of the supernatural origin of 
their mother. In the Dolopathos she is called a nimpha, and
(1) Romania, XXI (1892), p.65.
(2) For other examples see F. Lot (above); Laura Hibbard, 
Mediaeval Romance in EngLyid, p. 248; G. Poisson, Revue 
Celtique pp. 186-189; E.A. Armstrong, The Folk­
lore of birds (1958;, pp. 50-55.
she retains some of her other-worldly characteristics in the 
Elioxe version of the story. Lot points out (p.65) that these 
supernatural traits may be explained by the story of the 
Children of Lir, in which the mother is connected with the 
Tuatha Lé Danann, but it is even more likely that she was 
originally a swan-maiden. This would explain the ambivalent 
nature of her children, for it should be remembered that in 
the early versions of the story they have the power to change 
themselves to swans at will. Swan-Maidens occur in the legends 
of many countries. They are well-known in Scandinavian tales, 
such as the Volundarkvià"a , but they are also found in Ireland, 
for instance, in the tale of Oeng-as ,^^8on of the Lagda, who 
loved a swan-maiden named Caer, whom he found in the form of a 
bird, accompanied by a hundred and fifty swans, all wearing 
silver chains.
The other major folk-lore theme has been exhaustively 
examined by Margaret Schlauch in Chaucer’s Constance and 
Accused Queens, (New York, 1927), in which she traces the 
development of the motif from a primitive folk-tale to a courtly 
story of intrigue. She shows that the jealousy of the mother- 
in-law and the accusation of having given birth to animals, 
are very old elements in the story, but with the passage of 
time certain details tend to become more refined. Thus the 
charge of bearing animals is gradually replaced by that of
(l) Quoted by Poisson, (Op.cit.ngtel.^ ,t&), pp. 186-187.
Hi
adultery, a sin more appropriate to a courtly and civilised 
society, and this is often linked with the idea that twins are 
an indication of unfaithfulness. The existence of Malkedras 
also represents the beginning of a new development, in which a 
scheming courtier starts to take the place of the mother-in-law. 
Thus the old and the new are combined in Cheuelere Assigne : 
beside the old charge of animal birth there is the new charge 
of adultery, (but adultery with an animal^) and beside the 
jealous mother-in-law there is the male accomplice, while the 
primitive atmosphere of barbaric cruelty is partially subdued 
by hints of courtly intrigue.
But a strong pietistic element has also crept into the 
story. The magical transformation to swans is seen as a 
divine intervention, and the birth of the seven children as 
a direct judgement on the Queen for her unjust words. The 
workings of Providence are strongly emphasised throughout, 
and right triumphs over wrong not by magic, but through the 
’botenynge of God.’
rtr 
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A BRIEF ESTIfÆ/VTE OF THE POEM AS UTBRATURE
No-one can claim that the Cheuelere Assigne is great
poetry: it is not, but it is certainly not fair to dismiss it, 
(1)
as Oakden does, simply as ’a piece of crude melodrama! This 
is to deny the virtues not only of the poem, but also of melo­
drama. For melodramatic the poem certainly is, but it has most 
of the strengths of that genre, as well as some of the 
weaknesses.
The main aim of the poet is to tell a story, and this he 
does with admirable vigour and economy. The poem has none of 
the verbose sensibility of the French versions, but is brisk 
and fast-moving, with the emphasis on action. The bluntness 
of the language sometimes results in an almost ludicrous degree 
of baldness -
Thenne she made here all preste , & out bothe hys yen;
Moche mone was therfore . but no man wyte moste. (135-136)
- but it is usually lucid and dramatic, especially in the 
passages of conversation. Magnificently laconic, for instance, 
is the way in which Matabryne confronts the King with the 
puppies,
”8one, paye j?e with jy Qwene . & se of her berthe!” (65)
and there is good effect too in the exchanges of Enyas and 
Malkedras, shouted above the clash of combat:
(1) II, p. 40.
iU
”Kepe swerde fro my croyse!” • quod Cheuelrye Assygne. 
charde not j?y croyse,” quod Malkedras . ”^ e  valwe of a
cherye;
For I shall choppe it full small • ere j>erme -J?is werke endeJ”
(328-330)
Very often the conversation gains in vividness by not being 
introduced. This sometimes occurs in extended exchanges, like 
those between Enyas and the knight at 292-311, but often there 
is a dramatic change from indirect to direct speech, without 
any introduction, as when Malkedras is reporting back to 
Matabryne at 124-126.
The speed and complications of the plot leave little 
opportunity for characterization. The people tend to be simply 
good or bad, and only a few have any real life of their own.
The hermit, for instance, reveals a certain degree of pleasing 
bewilderment at the arrival of the heavenly vision, (’’How sholde
he serue for sue he a fynge . 4^at neuer none sy3e?” 202, ) and
there is the same appealing quality in his attempts to explain
to Enyas about things which he himself understands only from
mater of bokes*. Enyas himself is splendidly alive, setting
about everything with a naive panache, quick to grasp the 
essentials of a situation and to head straight for his goal.
”I shall j)e 3 elde,” he tells the corpse of Malkedras, ’’ryste as 
i>e kny^te me taw^te,” and promptly suits the action to the 
word. But the most memorable character of all is Matabryne.
She dominates the scene from start to finish, organizing her 
son and her minions with equal efficiency, and swiftly disposing
IX X
of those who fail her. Resourceful as well as cunning, she no 
sooner sees what she must do than she does it:
At a chamber dore . as she forth sow3te,
Seuenne whelpes she sawe . sowkynge pe damme;
And she kaw^te out a knyfe . & kylled pe bycche. (60-62)
j
If necessary she can be inveigling, j
1
!
I
’’Moche of pis worlde, sonne . wondreth on j?e allone, j
!
That thy Qwene is vnbrente • so me rue lows longe.” (184-185)
but she prefers the direct approach:
She turneth her )?enne to Malkedras . & byddyth hym take arme^, 
And badde hym bathe his spere . in j)e boy es herte (262-265).
After each success the reader is a witness to her glee, either 
expressed,
’’The curteynesse of Criste,” quod she . ”be with -j)ese o^er
cheynes.’” (179)
or beyond words:
Thenne she toke hem in honde . & heelde ham full stylle. ( 150,
It is fitting that her end should be as brusque and summary as 
her treatment of her victims.
Beside Matabryne most of the other characters fade into 
insignificance. Oryens is little more than a feeble.
vacillating puppet, standing up for his wife or submitting
to his mother as the plot demands, and Markus is the 
traditional soft-hearted executioner of folk-tale. But here 
and there, through the pasteboard characters as well as through 
the livelier ones, the poet sometimes manages to convey a 
sudden hint of an atmosphere heavy with the mystery and intrigue 
produced by the schemes of Matabryne. Oryens’ weary cry of
”Dame, j?anne take here j>yselfe . & set te her wher pe lyketh. 
So pat I se hit no3 te • What may I seye elles?” (73-74)
ÎC
carries with a suggestion of the hours of malicious slander heA
has had to put up with from his mother; and the little scene
I
with the goldsmith is pregnant with hints of things done 
secretly and under cover. By day he labours with the chains 
that behave so oddly, but at night, in the privacy of his bed, 
he unburdens himself to his wife:
”The olde Qwene at j;e courte • hath me by taken
Six cheynes in honde • & wolde haue a cowpe...” (163-164).
Immediately she guesses that they are ’wronge wonnen,’ and
shrewdly advises him to ’holden hem stylle,’ which he does, 
like the obedient husband he is, with never a word to anyone.
The poet is at his best in moments of action. The 
colloquia^vigour of his language combines bluntness of 
expression with dramatic effect. The fight, for instance, is
 r
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admirably handled. He has a real gift of humour too, and the 
impact of the brash, forthright peasant-boy at the King’s 
court is delightfully conveyed. Anything pathetic or appealing 
is also to his taste, but his approach to his subject is 
sufficiently matter-of-fact to prevent his descending into 
sentiment. Betryce does not interest him greatly, but the 
abandoned children, lying on the river-bank and kicking the 
cloak open ’with mengynge of her legges’ are described with 
real sympathy, and one of the best scenes in the whole poem is 
the final picture of the swan whose chain has been destroyed, 
and who is doomed to spend the rest of his life under the 
enchantment:
Hit was doole for to se . pe sorowe i^at he made:
He bote hymself with his byll . pat all his breste bledde. 
And all his feyre federes . fomede vpon blode.
And all formerknes ^e water . j)er pe swanne swymmeth. (359-
362)
(1)
J.E. Wells comments that these words ’give a conclusion that 
remains firmly imprinted on the reader’s memory.’
Without an exact source with which to compare it, there 
is no means of knowing how much credit for the poem’s virtues 
must go to its author. The existing French versions vary in 
length but they are all very much longer than the English, and
(1) Manual of the Writings in Middle English, (1916), p. 97.
it is probable that the English poet reduced his material by 
at least two-thirds. It is wholly to his credit that he did 
it without sacrificing any essential details of the plot, or 
leaving any ends untied. In some ways his reduction is a real 
improvement. His swift disposal of Matabryne, for instance, 
shows a return to the simple denouement of the Dolopathos: in 
the French and Latin versions Matabryne escapes, and there 
follow a long siege and battle which come as a severe anti­
climax to the previous combat.
To sum up, the poem is brief, vigorous, and, as was noted 
at the beginning, melodramatic. Like all melodramas it is 
somewhat lacking in human interest, the characters tending to 
be types rather than individuals^and the villainess decidedly 
larger than life. The language is unadorned, often with a 
colloquial ring, the syntax sometimes loose and rambling, and 
the whole poem is decidedly popular in tone, rather than 
courtly, with hardly a line of truly poetic quality. But on 
the credit side must be placed the speed and vigour of the
action, the compactness of the plot, the touches of humour, the
moments of pathos, and the verve and gusto of the style. 
Cheuelere Assigne may not be great poetry, but it is excellent 
narrative, and in view of the tendency of many romances to 
develop into a rambling, formless pastiche, that is no mean 
achievement.
»NOTE TO THE TEXT
In the MS the caesura is clearly marked by a dot except 
at 11. 32, 44, 92, 144 and 245 where it is omitted. LI. 215 
and 324 each contain an additional dot. In the text these 
irregularities are noted at the foot of the page, and the dot 
is represented in each line by a spaced full-stop.
Each line of the MS begins with a capital letter, but 
apart from this, capitalization is irregular: in the text it
has been regularized according to modern practice, and so has 
word-division, which is not always clear in the original.
The paragraph marks in the left-hand margin of the MS 
have not been reproduced, nor have folio-headings, except for 
the first. (For details of these see p. 9). The first line of 
each fresh folio is indicated by the folio number in the right- 
hand margin.
Modern punctuation has been supplied. This has, however, 
been kept to a minimum, and to prevent confusion with the 
caesura dot has been avoided altogether at the middle of the 
line, except for a few signs which seemed essential, e.g. 
question-marks, quotation-marks. The pause represented by the 
caesura dot is, however, of greatly varying length, and in a 
few places where it seems to be equivalent to a full-stop this 
has been indicated by beginning the second half-line with a 
capital letter.
The distinction between u and v has been retained, but not
that between i and The former is almost, although not
ilSl
entirely regular, y usually occurring initially and u medially. 
(But cf. e.g. fyve, at 11. 167, 353.) The long i or j. however 
is rare, and is not used very systematically, although it is 
perhaps worth noting that the long form is used initially in 
the only two nouns in the text which begin with this letter,
(ioye and iuge.) It is also used regularly throughout for the 
Isg. pers. pron. nom. , but this is written I in the present 
text in accordance with modern usage.
Abbreviations have been expanded throughout largely in 
accordance with usual practice. Letters supplied from super­
scripts are not indicated, but those supplied from abbreviation 
symbols are underlined. Thus the common contractions bL ,
etc. are expanded as a^^ t, j^ou, with, etc. Ampersand is 
represented by &.
Of the other contractions used, the commonest is the use 
of a horizontal stroke over a vowel or nasal. This has been 
taken to indicate" the omission of a nasal, although it is 
sometimes redundant, e.g. swannes, 1. 350. It is probably 
redundant also in several words which have in fact been 
expanded, e.g. euenn. The stroke used through Ij, and. h + 
another consonant, (usually , as well as the occasional 
flourish on final n and d, have also been regarded as purely 
ornamental and no attempt has been made to expand words containing 
these. Usually the only letter which could be supplied in 
these circumstances is e, which would often be historically 
unjustified, and the ornamental nature of the stroke is
indicated "by the fact that it is sometimes found even where a 
final e is actually v/ritten, e. g. walrle at 1. 19.
Some freedom has been employed in the expansion of the
(1)
symbol which usually indicates -ur. Former editors have 
rendered it as -ur throughout, but the evidence suggests that 
the scribe used the symbol to represent -er as well as -ur.
Of the 16 words in which the symbol is used, 8 are also found 
written out in full, and of those 8, 6 are regularly spelled 
with -er(e), and 2 with -ur. The 6 in er(e) include lengere, 
better, other, eyther, 3 onder(e) and togedere, all words of 
native origin, in which a -ur spelling would be historically 
unjustified. The 2 in -ur are langour and turne (in various 
forms, n. and vb.,) words of Romance origin with historical u- 
spelling. In view of this, the 6 words with-er(e) spelling 
have been expanded, where abbreviated, also in -er, and by 
analogy with these, 6 other words of native origin, without 
historical -ur spellings, have been expanded in the same way: 
these include after, water, ouer, neuer, euer, and neyi>er. 
Conversely, 2 other abbreviated words of Romance origin, 
sokour and armour, have been expanded in -ur by analogy with 
langour.
This freedom is felt to be justified by the perfect 
consistency with which the scribe, whose spelling generally 
is somewhat erratic, observes the difference between Romance
(1) See, e.g. G.E. Wright, English Vernacular Hands, (I960),
p. xvii.
*words in -ur and native words in -er, when he writes them out 
in full. The symbol for -us, however, has been rendered in the 
traditional way, as it occurs only once, ( domus, 1. 91^ ) and 
therefore no exact comparisons can be made. It is nonetheless 
possible that the scribe may have used this symbol to indicate
-es, as there are no other -us plurals in the text.
Emendations are indicated by pointed brackets,( >, and the 
MS reading given in a footnote. Words and letters supplied ^
ar-e
by conjecture^enclosed in square brackets. The footnotes to 
the text have been limited to matters arising from MS readings 
and from the editions of Gibbs and French and Hale, which are 
designated in the footnotes and the notes to the text on pp. 
as G and FH. No comparisons are made with the first printed 
edition of E.V. Utterson, which contains many inaccuracies, 
most of which are noted by Gibbs.
/ 2>o
Cheuelere Assigne f# 125 v,
All-weldynge God • whenne it is his wylle,
Wele he wereth his werke • wj^th his owne honde;
Per ofte harmes were hente . pat helpe we ne myjte,
Nere pe hymnes of hym • pat lengeth in heuene.
For this I saye by a lorde . was lente in an yle 5
That was kalled Lyor • a londe by hymselfe.
The Kynge hette Oryens • as >e book telleth.
And his Qwene Bewtrys • pat bryjt was & shene.
His moder hy^te Matabryne • j>at made moche sorwe.
For she sette her affye . in Sathanas of helle. 10
This was chefe of pe kynde • of Cheualere Assygne.
And whenne pey sholde into a place . (it seyth full wele where,) 
Sythen, after his lykynge . dwellede he >ere 
With his owne Qwene . pat he loue myjte.
But all in langour he laye . for lofe of here one, 15
That he hadde no chylde . to cheuenne his londis.
But to be lordeles of his • wheime he pe lyf lafte;
And pat honged in his herte . I heete pe for sothe.
As pey wente vpon a walle • pleynge hem one,
Bothe pe Kynge & pe Qwene • hemselfen togedere, 20
2 werke G wrongly prints the dot before werke.
The Kynge loked adowne . & byhelde vnder.
And seyj a pore wonpnan . at pe 5 ate sytte
With two chylderen her hyfore • were borne at a byrthe.
And he turned hym perme • & teres lette he falle;
Sythen sykede he on hy^e • & to j?e Qwene say de, 25
”Se 3 e pe ponder pore womman . how pat she is pyned 
With twynlenges two • & j^at dare I my hedde wedde.’^
The Qwene hykked hym wjLth nay • & seyde, ’^ It is not to leue:
Oon manne for oon chylde • & two wymmen for tweyne.
Or ellis hit were vnsemelye pynge . as me wolde ^enke; 50 
But eche chylde hadde a fader • how manye so per were.
The Kynge rebukede here for her woi^es ryjte pere^
And vfhenne it drow^ towarde pe ny^te . pey went en to bedde;
He gette on here j^at same ny^te . resonabullye manye.
The Kynge was witty . whenne he wysste her with chylde, 55 
And j?ankede lowely our Lorde . of his loue & his sonde.
But whenne it drowje to pe tyme . she shulde be delyuered,
Ther moste no womman come her nere . but she pat was cursed.
His moder Matabryne . pat cawsed moche sorowe;
For she thowjte to do pat byrthe . to a fowle ende. 40
Whenne God wolde pey were borne . ^enne brow^te she to
honde
Sex 8 ernelye sonnes . & a dow^ter pe seueneth.
All safe & all sounde . & a seluer cheyne f. 126 r.
32 No dot in MS or G; F H print here . for.
Eche on of hem hadde ahowte his swete swyre;
And she lefte hem out • & leyde hem in a cowehe. 45
And jpenne she sente after a man . ^at Markus was called. 
That hadde serued herseluen . skylfully longe;
He was trewe of his feyth . & loth for to tryfull.
She knewe hym for swych . & triste hym pe better.
And seyde, ’*J)ou moste kepe counsell . & helpe what pon 50
may:
The fyrste grymme water . j^at pon to comes te,
Looke j?ou caste hem jperin . & lete <hem')forth slyppe;
Sythen seche to pe courte . as pon nowjte hadde sene.
And >ou Shalt lyke full wele . yf j)ou may lyfe after.
Whenne he herde p^t tale . hym rewede pe tyme, 55
But he durste not werne . what pe Qwene wolde.
The Kynge lay in langour . sum gladdenes to here.
But pe fyrste tale pap he herde . were tydynges febull, 
Whenne his moder Matabryne . browjte hym tydynge.
At a chamber dore . as she forth sow^te, 60
S e u e ^ e  whelpes she sawe . sowkynge pe damme;
And she kawgte out a knyfe . & kylled pe bycche.
44 No dot in MS, but cf. 1.126. A small mark after abowte 
leads PH to print abowte . his; 0 prints 
hadde . abowte as at 1.126»
52 lete hernl hym MS; the error is noted by G and emended 
by PH.
She caste her ^erme in a pytte • & taketh pe welpes.
And sythen come hyfore pe Kynge . & vp on hy^e she seyde,
”Sone, paye pe wj^th py Qwene • & se of her herthe! " 65
Thenne syketh pe Kynge . & gynnyth to morne.
And wente wele it were sothe • all pat she seyde.
Thenne she seyde, '*Lette hrenne her anone . for ^at is
pe heste.”
"Dame, she is my wedded wyfe . full trewe as I wene.
As I haue hoi de her er j)is . our Lorde so me helpej" 70
"A, kov/arde of kynde," quod she . "& comhred wrecche]
Wolt pan werne wrake . to hem pap hit deserueth?"
"Dame, paime take here ^yselfe . & sette her wher pe lyketh.
So pat I se hit nojte . What may I seye elles?"
Thenne she wente her forth • pat God shall confounds, 75
To pat fehull per she laye . & felly she hygynneth.
And seyde, "Aryse, wrecched Qwene . & reste p e  her no lenger: 
Thow hast hygyleth my sone . It shall pe werke sorowe.
Bothe howndes & men . haue hadde pe a wylle:
Thow Shalt to prisoun fyrste . & he hrente after. " 80
Thenne shrykede pe ^onge Qwene . & vp on hy^ cryeth.
"A, lady," she seyde . "where ar my lefe chylderen?"
W h e m e  she myssede hem per . grete mone she made.
By pat come tytlye . tyrauntes tweyne.
And "by pe hyddynge of Matabryne . anon pey her hente 85
And in a dyrame prysoun . pey slongen here deepe, f. 126 v
IAnd leyde a lokke on pe dore • & leuen here j)ere;
Mete jpey caste here adowne . & more God sendeth.
And pus pe lady lyuede j?ere . elleuen ^ere,
And mony a fayre orysoun . vnto pe fader made 90
That saued Susanne fro sorowefull domus .\hei^ to saue als 
Now leue we j)is lady in langour & pyne 
And turne ageyne to our tale . towarde j^ese chylderen,
And to pe man Markus . pat murther hem sholde,
How he wente jporow a foreste . fowre longe my le 95
Thy11 he come to a water • per he hem shulde in drowne;
And per he keste vp pe cloth . to knowe hem better.
And pey ley & low^e on hym . louelye all at ones.
"He pat lendeth wit%" quod he • "leyne me wyth sorowe 
If I drowne 3 0 U today . thowgh my deth be ny^eI" 100
Thenne he leyde hem adowne . lappedde in pe mantell.
And lappede hem & hylyde hem . & hadde moche rewthe 
That swyche a barmeteme as ^ a t . shulde so betyde;
Thenne he taketh hem to Criste . & ageyne turneth.
But sone pe mantell was vndo . with mengynge of her 105
legges;
They cryedde vp on hy^e . with a dolefull steuenne.
They chyuered for colde . as cheuerynge chyldrenn,
91 Iherl to saue alsl to saue als MS; G supplies her; PH 
follow G.
92 No dot in MS, G, or PH,
1 0 4 Criste^ PH wrongly print Oryste.
They goskened & cryde out . & jpat a man herde:
An holy hermyte was by . & towarde hem cometh,
Whenne he come byfore hem . on knees jpenne he fell, 110
And cryede ofte vpon Oryste . for somme sokour hym to sende
If any lyfe were hem lente . in pis worlde lenger.
Thenne an hynde. kome fro jpe woode . rennynge full swyfte. 
And fell before hem adownne . j)ey drowge to pe pappes.
The heremyte prowde was jperof . & put te hem to sowke; 115 
Sethen taketh he hem vp • & jpe hynde foloweth.
And she kepte hem jpere . whyll our Lorde wolde.
Thus he noryscheth hem vp . & Criste hem helpe sendeth;
Of sadde leues of pe wode . wrowgte he hem wedes.
Malkedras pe fostere . (jpe Pende mote hym haue!) 120
That cursedde man for his feyth . he come jper pej werenn. 
And was ware in his syjte . syker of pe chyldren.
He turne de ageyn to]>e courte . & tolde of pe chaunce.
And menede byfore Matabryne . how mony p ^  were:
"And more merueyle jpenne pat . dame, a seluere cheyne 125 
Eche on of hem hath . abowte here swyre."
She seyde, "Holde jpy wordes in chaste . jpat none skape
ferther:
I wyll soone aske hym . jpat hath me betrayed."
124 m o i ^  PH read m a n y .
tÆ 7
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Thenne she sente after Markus . pat murther hem sholde, f. 127 r.
And askede hym in good feyth • what fell of pe chyldren. 130
Whenne she hym asked hadde • he seyde, "Here pe sothe:
Dame, on a ryueres hanke • lapped in my mantell,
I lafte hem lyynge there . leue j^ou for sothe.
I mygte not drowne hem for dole . do what pe lykes."
Thenne she made here all preste . & out bothe hys yen; 135 
Moche mone was therfore . but no man wyte moste.
"Wende j?ou ageyne, Malkedras . & gete me pe cheynes.
And with pe dynte of py swerde . do hem to deth;
And I shall do pe swych a turne • & }?ou pe tyte hyge.
That pe shall lyke rygte wele . pe terme of py lyue." 140
Thenne pe hatefull thefe . hyed hym full faste.
The cursede man in his feyth . come ^er pey were.
By jpenne was pe hermyte go into pe wode . & on of pe
children
For to seke mete for pe other sex,
Whyles pe cursed man . asseylde pe other; 145
And he out with his swerde . & smote of pe cheynes.
They stoden all stylle . for stere pey ne durste.
135 The word putt has been added in the margin, and an
omission mark between & and out. The hand looks the 
saime, although the ink is different. G inserts, PH omit.
144 No dot in MS; G, PH print mete . for.
And whenne jpe cheynes fell hem fro • j?ey flowenn vp swannes 
To pe ryaere hysyde . with a rewfull steueme.
And he taketh vp pe cheynes . & to jpe cowrte turne th, 150 
And come byfore pe Qwene • & here hem bytaketh,
Thenne she toke hem in honde • & heelde ham full stylle.
She sente after a goldesmy^te . to forge here a cowpe.
And whenne jpe man was comen . jpenne was pe Qwene blythe; 
(She badde pe wessell were made . vpon all wyse, 155
And delyuered hym his weygtes . & he from cowrte wende s.'y 
The goldesmygth gooth & beetheth hym a fyre . & breketh
a cheyne.
And it wexeth in hys honde . & multyplyeth swyde;
He toke pat oper fyue . & fro pe fyer hem leyde.
And made hoi lye pe cuppe . of haluendell pe sixte. 160
And whenne it drowge to pe nygte . he wende th to bedde.
And thus he seyth to his wyfe . in sawe as I telle:
"The olde Qwene at pe courte . hath me bytaken 
Six cheynes in honde . & wolde haue a cowpe;
And I breke me a cheyne . & halfe leyde in pe fyer, 165
And it wexedde in my honde . & wellede so faste
That I toke pe oper fyve . & fro pe fyer caste.
155-156 In the MS these two lines are reversed 
The change is made by PH.
166 honde^ PH read hande.
And haue made hoi lye jpe cuppe • of haluendele pe sixte. "
"I rede j>e," quod his wyfe . "to holden hem stylle:
Hit is jporowe pe werke of God . or Jpey he wronge 170
wonnen;
For whenne here mesure is made . what may she aske f. 127 v.
more?"
And he dedde as she hadde . & huskede hym at morwe;
He come hyfore pe Qwene . & hytaketh here jpe cowpe,
And she toke it in honde . & kepte hit full clene.
"Nowe lefte ther ony ouer vnwerketh . hy jpe better 175
trowthe?"
And he recheth her forth . haluenndele a cheyne;
And she rawgte hit hym ageyne . & seyde she ne row^te.
But delyuered hym his seruyse . & he out of cowrte wendes,
"The curteynesse of Criste," quod she . "be with pese
ojper cheynes I
They be delyuered out of j?is worlde . Were jpe moder 180
eke
T h e m e  hadde I jpis londe . hollye to myne wyll:
Now all wyles shall fayle . but I here deth werke."
At morn she come byfore jPe Kynge . & byganne full keene:
"Moche of jPis worlde, sonne . wondreth on jpe allone.
That thy Qwene is vnbrente . so meruelows longe 185
That hath serued jpe deth . if jpou here dome wyste.
Lette sommene P y  folke . vpon eche a syde ,
1That jpey bene at j?y sygte • pe xi day assygned."
And he here graunted jpat . with a grymme herte.
And she wende th here adown • & lette hem anone war ne . 190 
The nygte byfore pe day . pat pe lady shulde brenne.
An ange 11 come to jpe hermyte . & askede if he slepte;
The ange11 seyde, "Criste sendeth pe worde . of jpese
six chyldren.
And for pe sauynge of hem • j?anke j?ou haste serueth.
They were pe Kynges 0riens • wytte pon for sothe, 195
By his wyfe Betryce . she here hem at ones 
For a worde on pe wall • pat she wronge seyde;
And ponder in pe ryuer • swymnen pey swannes,
Sythen Malkedras j?e forsworn j>efe • byrafte hem her cheynes; 
And Criste hath formeth pie chylde • to fygte for his 200
moder. "
"Oo-lyuynge God^jpat dwellest in heuene" . quod pe hermyte
jpanne,
"Hov/ sholde he serue for sue he a jpynge . pat neuer none
syje?"
"Go brynge hym to his fader courte . & loke jpat he be
r
cristened.
And kalle hym Enyas to name . for awjte jpat may befalle,
199 cheynesj The final s is cramped in at the edge of the
leaf and curiously formed.
204-205 G thinks a line has been omitted after 204 and
supplies (footnote, p. 10) : Let hym cair to pe court . jper
pe kynge dwellethe. (See Introauction,p,.5a-a )
Rygte by pe mydday . to redresse his moder; 205
For Goddes wyll moste be fulfylde . & pop. most forth w^ende. "
The heremyte wakynge lay . & thowgte on his wordes.
Soone, wheime pe day come . to pe chylde he seyde,
"Criste hath formeth pe, sone . to fygte for py moder."
He asskede hymm jpanne . what was a moder. 210
"A womman jpat bare pe to man . soime, & of her f. 128 r.
reredde. "
"3e, kanste jpou, fader, enforme me . how jpat I shall fygte?" 
"Vpon a hors," seyde jpe heremyte . "as I haue herde seye."
"What beste is j?at?" quod pe chylde . "lyonys wylde?
Or elles wode? or water?" . quod j>e chylde jpaime. 215
"I seyge neuer none," quod jpe hermyte . "but by pe mater of
bokes;
They seyn he hath a feyre hedde . & fowre Ijones hye.
And also he is a frely beeste . for thy he man serueth."
"Go we forth, fader," quod jpe childe . "vpon Goddes halfej"
The grypte eyper a staffe in here honde . & on here "220
wey strawgte.
Whenne pe heremyte hym lafte . an ange11 hym suwethe.
211 her J A later hand has added the r and an abbreviation 
mark over the e. G prints her, FH here.
215 This line contains an extra dot after wode; G omits it; 
FH print * it, omitting the dot after water.
Euer to rede jpe chylde . vpon his rygte sholder.
Thenne he seeth in a felde . folke gaderynge faste,
And a hyg fyre was jper bette • J>at pe Qwene sholde in brern [e];
And noyse was in pe cyte . felly lowde, 225
With trumpes & tabers . whenne pey here vp token.
The olde Qwene at here bakke . betynge full faste.
The Kynge come rydynge afore . a forlonge & more;
The chylde stryketh hym to . & toke hym by jpe brydell.
"What man arte jpou?" quod jpe chylde • "& who is jpat 250
pe sveth?"
"I am jpe Kynge of jpis londe . & Oryens am kalled.
And jpe gonder is my Qwene . Betryce she hette.
In J>e gondere balowe fyre . is buskedde to brenne.
She was sklawnndered on hyge . jpat she hadde taken howndes. 
And gyf she hadde so don . here harm were not to 235
charge."
"Thenne were j>£u nogt ryg []t]lye sworne,” quod jpe chylde .
"vpon rygte iuge, 
Whenne j?£u tokest j>e jpy crowne . Kynge whenne jp£u made were. 
To done after Matabryne . for j>enne j?£u shalt mysfare;
For she is fowle, fell & fais . & so she shall be fownden.
224 brenn[el 1 A blot of ink covers part of the n and any
letter(sjwhich may follow it. £  is supplied by analogy 
with 11. 68, 191, etc..
236 i%jjjb][ly£] ryglye MS; G, PH supply t ,
*4?
And bylefte w£th j>e fend . at here laste ende!" 240
(That styked styffe in here brestes . j>at wolde jpe Qwene
brenne.)
"I-am but lytull & gonge," quod j>e chylde . "leeue j>£u
for sothe,
Not but twelfe gere olde . euenn at jpis tyme ;
And I woll putte my body . to better & to worse 
To fygte for jpe Qwene with whome j>at wronge seyth." 245 
Thenne graunted jpe Kynge . & ioye he bygynneth.
If any helpe were jperinne . j)at here olensen mygte.
By pat come pe olde Qwene . & badde hym com jpenne :
"To speke with suche on as he . j?£u mayste rygth loth thenke! "
"A, dame," quod pe Kynge . "thowgte ge none synne? 250
Thow haste forsette jpe gonge Qwene . jp£u knoweste well f. 128 v.
jpe sothe.
This chylde j>at I here speke w£th . seyth j?at he woll preue 
That Jp£U nother jPy sawes . certeyne be neyther."
And j)enne she lepte to hym . & kawgte hym by pe lokke
That jper leued in here honde . heres an hondredde. 255
"A, by lyuynge God," quod jpe childe . "jpat bydeste in heuene.
Thy hedde shall lye on ^ y  lappe . for ^ y  false turnes!
245 Qwene with 1 These words are run close together in the
MS and the scribe has marked a light stroke between them
The line has no dot but G and PH both print one at the 
position of this stroke.
14-3
I aske a felawe anone . a fresh knygte after,
For to fygte with me . to dryue owte j>e rygte."
"A, boy, " quod she, "wylt jPou so? . j)ou shalt sone 260
myskarye;
I wyll gete me a man . jpat shall pe sone mar r e . "
She turne th her j?enne to Malkedras . & byddyth hym take armes. 
And badde hym bathe his spere . in pe boyes herte;
And he of suche one . gret skorne he jpowgte.
An holy abbot was j)^by . & he hym j?eder boweth 265
For to cristen pe chylde . frely & feyre.
The abbot maketh hym a fonte . & was his godfader.
The Erie of Aunnthepas . he was another.
The Countes of Salamere . was his godmoder;
They kallede hym Enyas to name . as pe book telleth. 270 
Mony was pe ryche gyfte . pat pey gafe hym after.
Alle pe bellys of jpe close . rongen at ones 
Withoute ony mannes helpe . whyle jpe fygte lasted;
Wherefore jpe wyste well . jpat Criste was plesed with here dede 
Whenne he was cristened . frely & feyre, 275
After, pe Kynge dubbede hym knygte . as his kynde wolde.
Thenne prestly he prayeth pe Kynge . jpat he hym lene wolde 
An hors with his harnes . & blethelye he hym graunteth.
263 hym ] EH wrongly print hyme.
273 mannes ] The first vowel is not quite clear. The scribe 
seems first to have written mennes and then altered it.
274 ] PH supply j> e[y]_
14^
Thenne was Peraunce fette forth . jpe Kynges price stede.
And out of an hyge towre . armour jpey halenne, 280
And a why te shelde w^th a crosse . vpon jpe posse honged.
And hit was wry ten jpervpon • jpat to Enyas hit sholde.
And whenne he was armed . to all his rygtes,
Thenne pray de he jpe Kynge . jp£t he hym lene wolde
Oon of his heste menne . jpat he moste truste, 285
To speke with hym hut . a speche whyle.
A knygte kawgte hym hy jpe honde . & ladde hym of pe rowte.
"What heeste is jpis," quod jpe childe . ’*jpat I shall on houe?" 
"Hit is called an hors," quod jpe knygte . "a good & an ahull. " 
"Why eteth he yren?" quod jpe chylde . "Wyll he ete 290
nogth elles?
And what is pat on his hakke? . of hyrthe or on hounden?"
"Nay, jpat in his mowth . men kallen a hrydell, f. 129 r,
And that a sadell on his hakke . jpat jpou shalt in sytte."
"And what heuy kyrtell is pis . with holes so thykke?
And j)is holowe on ray hede? . I may nogt herel" 295
286 Luick considered that the caesura probably ought to be 
before but. (See Anglia, XI (1889), p. 599.)
287 honde ] FH read hande.
295 holowe on 3 G suggests a second on has been lost and 
supplies holowe C on I on, comparing 11. 297, 299.
A different hand has added in the margin the word wele 
and an omission mark, with another omission mark between 
nogt and here. G inserts, FH omit.
"An helme men kallen jpat on • & an hawberke jpat other."
"But what broode on is jpis on my breste? . Hit bereth
adown my nekkeJ"
"A brygte shelde & a sheene . to shylde jpe fro strokes."
"And what longe on is jpis • that I shall vp lyf te?"
"Take pat launce vp in jpyn honde . & loke jpou hym 300
hytte.
And whenne j?at shafte is schyuered . take scharpelye
another. "
"3e, what yf grace be . we to grownde wenden?"
"Aryse vp lygtly on jpe fete . & reste pe no lenger.
And jpenne plukke out jpy swerde • & pele on hym faste,
Allwey eggelynges down . on all jpat jpou fyndes. 305
His ryche helm nor his swerde • rekke jpou of neyj?er;
Lete jpe sharpe of jpy swerde . schreden hym small."
"But woll not he smyte ageyne • whenne he feleth smerte?"
"3ys, I knowe hym full wele . both kenely & faste;
Euer folowe jpou on jpe flesh . tyll jpou haste hym 310
falleth.
And sythen smyte of his heede . I kan sey jpe no furre. "
"Now jpou haste tav/gte me," quod jpe childe • "God I jpe beteche; 
For now I kan of jpe crafte . more jpenne I kowthe. "
Thenne j?ey ma den raunges . &<ronnen> togedere
That j>e speres in here hondes . shyaereden to peces; 315
And for rennenne ageyn . men rawgten hem other,
Of balowe tymbere & bygge • jpat wolde not breste.
And eyther of hem . so smerctllye smote other
That all fleye in pe felde • jpat on hem was fastened.
And eyther of hem topseyle • tumbledde to pe erthe. 320
Thenne here horses ronnen forth • after j>e raunges,
Euer Peraunnce byforne . & j?at. other after.
Peraunnce launces vp his fete . & lasscheth out his yen:
The fyrste happe other hele was pat . jpat jpe chylde hadde, 
Whenne jpat jpe (beeste) jpat hym bare . blente hadde his 325
fere.
Thenne thei styrte vp on hy . v/ith staloworth shankes,
Pulledde out her swerdes . & sraoten togeder.
314 ronnen ] ronnen MS.
316 for rennenne 1 for rennSne MS; G for Ctol rennene,
PH for rennenge.
318 smerCtllye 1 smerlye MS; G, PH supply T.
324 This line has an extra dot after hele; PH omit the first, 
G prints both.
325 beeste 3 chylde MS; G suggests, PH emend to blonk.
(see Note?)
326 The first three words are very cramped and have been 
separated by light strokes. The scribe seems first to 
have written then changed it to thei, spelling it 
with i through lack of space.
;=9F?
"Kepe jpy swerde fro my croyseJ" • quod Cheuelrye Assygne.
"I (charge) not py croyse," quod Malkedras . "jpe valwe of a
cherye;
For I shall choppe it full small • ere jpenne pis werke 330
endeJ "
An edder spronge out of his shelde • & in his body spynneth;
A fyre fruscheth out of his croys • & rapte out his yen.
Thenne he stryketh a stroke • Cheualere Assygne, f. 129 v.
Euenn his sholder in twoo • & down into jpe herte;
And he boweth hym down . & geldeth vp j>e lyfe ; 335
"I shall jpe gelde," quod jpe chylde • "rygte as jpe knygte
me tawgte. "
He trusseth his harneys fro jpe nekke . & jpe hede wynneth;
Sythen he toke hit by jpe lokkes . & in jpe helm leyde ;
Thoo thanked he our Lorde lowely • j) at lente hym jpat grace. 
Thenne sawe jpe Qwene Matabryne • her man so murdered, 340 
Turned her brydell . & towarde jpe towne rydeth;
The chylde foloweth here after • fersly & faste,
Sythen browgte here ageyne • wo for to drye.
And brente here in jpe balowe fyer • all to browne askes.
328 Cheuelrye 1 FH emend to Cheuelyre. (See Nota)
329 charge charde MS; the emenaation is FH»s.(See Note.)
632 rapte ] G, FH supply[f] rapte.
The gouge Qwene at j>e fyre . hy jpat was vnbounnden; 345
The childe kome byfore jpe Kynge . & on hyge he seyde,
And tolde hym how he was his sone • "& ojper sex childeren.
By jpe Qwene Betryce • she bare hem at ones 
For a worde on jpe walle . jpat she wronge seyde;
And gonder in a ryuere . swymmen jpey (swanne^, 350
Sythen jpe forsworne thefe Malkadras . byrafte hem her cheynes." 
"By God! " quod jpe goldsmythe . "I knowe jpat rygth wele:
Fyve cheynes I haue . & jpey ben fysh hole."
Nowe with jpe goldsmygth . gon all jpese knygtes;
Toke jpey jpe cheynes . & to jpe water turnen 355
And shoken vp j>e cheynes . jper sterten vp jpe swannes;
Eche on chese to his . & turnen to her kynde.
But on was alwaye a swanne . for losse of his cheyne;
Hit was doole for to se . jpe sorowe jpat he made :
He bote hymself with his byll . jpat all his breste 360
bledde.
And all his feyre federes • fomede vpon blode.
And all formerknes j)e water . jPer jPe swanne swymmeth.
350 swannes ] swannes MS
^  C\
There was ryche ne pore . jpat mygte for rewthe 
Lengere loke on hym . but to pe courte wenden.
Thenne pey formed a fonte . & cristene pe children, 365 
And callen Vryens jpat on . and Oryens another,
Assakarye jpe thrydde . & Gadyfere jpe fowrthe;
The fyfte hette Rose . for she was a mayden.
The sixte was fulwedde . Cheuelere Assygne.
And jpus pe botenynge of God . browgte hem to honde. 370
Explicit
I TO
NOTES
Abbreviations.
E indicates the English, i.e. the present text.
F indicates the French analogue. Unless otherwise stated, 
references are to the version published by G.Hippeau.
L indicates the Latin analogue, published by Heiffenberg. 
These abbreviations are the ones used by Kruger in his study of 
the poem in Archiv fur das Studium der neueren Sprachen und 
Litteraturen, , pp. 169-180. This study is referred to
throughout as Kruger.
G, FH are used to designate the editions of Gibbs, and 
French and Hale respectively.
For details of these texts and editions, see Bibliography.
5-6. an yle That was kailed Lyor; the name of the island is 
Lillefort in F, Belefort in 1. Kruger (pp. 173-174) considers 
that the earliest form of the name must have been Lillefort.
In early versions of the story it is not an island. The idea of 
an island seems to have arisen through interpreting the name as 
a form of l'île fort.
11. This was chefe; G considers This must mean 'This King.'
He may be correct, as the King is mentioned at 1.7, and Matabryne 
is described as his moder at 1.9. He is also the unidentified
he of 1.13, hut the Vey at 1.12 confuses the issue. On the 
whole it seems preferable to translate chefe in a general 
sense, and to render the phrase,'This was the most important 
part} i.e.,'these were the most important members.' MED does 
not record examples of the use of chefe in this sense applied 
to people, but such an interpretation would explain the pey in 
the next line. The mixture of sg. and pi. pronouns, however, 
may merely indicate that the poet had no very clear idea of 
what his main subject was.
16. That he hadde no chylde; the childlessness of the King
and Queen is a late addition to the legend, inserted when the
seven children came to be regarded as a judgement on the Queen
for her unjust accusation.
16-17: for the syntax see Introduction, p.€3.
19. pleynge hem one: hem one in ME usually has the sense
*
'by themselves, ' but here the hem may be the reflexive pronoun, 
and one an adverb, the whole phrase meaning, ' amusing themselves 
alone. ' (For the syntactic structure of hem one see Mustanoja, 
p. 150.)
29. Con manne for oon chylde . & two W/y'mmen for tweyne: the 
idea that twins are an indication of adultery is a common one
1^2.
in primitive societies, end is also found elsewhere in medieval 
romainee, e.g. Lai le Freine.
35. w itty; G glosses 'cheerful (?)', and FH 'overjoyed', but 
NED offers no support for such meanings. The usual sense, 
'wise, prudent', fits the context if this line is taken with 
the next, and the thanks rendered by the King are regarded as 
a reflection of his wisdom. The analogues may also offer an 
interesting clue to the meaning of this word: in both F and L 
the King is miraculously aware of his wife's pregnancy the very 
next day, and witty, i.e.'discerning', may refer to this know­
ledge, although in the present text the remainder of the sen­
tence contains a different idea.
41 ff.: as a parallel to the birth of the children, G quotes 
a story concerning an ancestress of the house of Guelph, who 
accused the mother of triplets of adultery and later herself 
gave birth to tv;elve children at once. Many other such tales 
are cited, and the story discussed, by Margaret Schlauch in 
Chaucer 's Constance and Accused Queens, p.21 ff..
45. And she lefte hem- out . & leyde hem in a cowche: a homely 
detail lacking in F and L.
nm-
IT3
68. Lgtte brenne her snone; numerous exairij^ -les of burning as 
j/unishment for adultery in Medieval literature are noted by 
J.D.Bruce in his edition of Mort Artu, (1910), pp. 282, 283. 
ouch a penalty does not seem often to have been exacted in 
actual practice, but Bruce also quotes from the laws of the 
Christian Kingdom of Jerusalem a provision that if a knight 
champions the cause of a woman and is conquered, he is to be 
hanged and she burned. He also compares Genesis xxxviii.24., 
and Leviticus xxi.9., which show that convicted adulteresses 
vere burned under the old Jewish law, end he suggests that these 
last may be a source for the idea in Medieval literature. (See 
also Bruce, The Evolution of Arthurian Romance. I, (1923),p.43?.)
72. deserueth; see Introduction pp .
79. a wylle: on this phrase see A.A.Frins, French Influence 
in English Phrasing, (Leiden) 1952, pp. 74-75. NED (s.v. will 
8b., 12b,) glosses 'at command or disposal,' quoting this pass­
age only and explaining the prep, as a worn down form of on or 
of. Prins suspects contamination by French a. The phrase 
would then be equivalent to the OF à volente, with the meaning 
at (one's) pleasure,' <s tue possibu.y toi^tu.<au
C O nr-ruyobîon nre.s*juLfci.»^ lo s s  - t .
84. ty r aunt e s tw eyne ; in F they ere called Malfaisant and
Ricier, end in L M alfesaunce ouod latine sonat malefaccio, and 
Turcier...quod latine tortor potest dici.
89. elleuen sere: the period of imprisonment varies in many 
versions. In F it is 15 years; l  states elsewhere that it is 
15 years. The shorter the number of years, the younger is
Enyas at the time of the combat, and the more miraculous his 
victory.
91. That saued Susanne fro sorowefull domus: the persecuted 
Queen refers to Susanna in F also, but later in the story when 
she is being dragged out to be burned. The exemplum is partic­
ularly apt in the circumstances. Chaucer's Constance, another 
'Accused Queen,' begins a prayer on very similar terms when she 
is falsely charged with having killed Hermengyld: Immortal
God, that savedest Susanne Fro false blame...*" (Chaucer, The 
Man of Law's Tale, 639-640, ed. F.N.Robinson, 2nd. ed., 1957^^
kc
99. ley ne : the source of this verb be OS leanian,
although neither NSD nor Stratmann's Middle English Dictionary-
(1891) have any examples of the verb occurring in ivïS. The noun
lean,'reward', [OS lean^]is however recorded in both, but not
later than_the 13th. century. More probably, the word comes 
from OE hlâînian 'make lean', i.e., 'cause to waste away.'
103. That swyche a b armeterne as pet . shulde so betyde: this
line seems to be incomplete. If bet.y de is the inf in, in its 
usual sense of 'happen', ^  would be expected before swyche a 
barmeteme and shulde would require a subject. More probably 
b etyde is the pp. in its special sense of 'beset, afflicted', 
and the verb ^  has been lost immediately before it, i.e., the 
scribe has failed to write be twice.
119. sadde leues of -^ e wode; in F and L they are laurel leaves
131-132. he seyde, "Here sothe:/Dame, etc.; perhaps this 
should be punctuated, he seyde here pe sothe:/"Dame, etc.,taking 
here as the 3sg. per s. pron. fern, dat.. The verb sey(e) usual ly 
prefers to in this text but occurs without it in one other place
!
at 1 . 3 1 1 ,  i:
153 ff.; for a comparison of the goldsmith incident with P
t I 2-
and L see Introduction p.mm.
156. weystes: NED quotes this example under the definition,
'À portion or quantity weighing a definite amount,' (sense 8,) 
but an exact parallel is difficult to find, most of the other Jfg 
examples being in the sg. v/ith a qualifying noun, e.g. a besaunt 
, a we.Y3te of brede. The usage here should perhaps be 
compared with some of the entries under semse 11, 'A heavy mass... 
..a burden. ' One of the few plural examples is from Chaucer's
(Boece, II, Metr. 5, 11.33-35, although,.again there is a quali­
fying noun: 'what was he that first dalf up the gobbettes or 
the weyghtes of gold..,?* (The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, ed.
F.N.Robinson, 2nd. ed.,1957.)
157: a particularly long line. FH suggest 'the first four 
words...probably should be replaced with He .' 
beetheth: see note to 1.224.
158. And it wexeth in hys honde . & multyplyeth swyde: on 
this miracle see C .Grant Loomis, 'Two Miracles in "The Chevelere 
Assigne"', Bnglische Studien, LXX111(1939), pp. 331-333. It is 
an almost unique marvel, a vital and integral part of the story, 
and not a conventional pietistic miracle, like that at 1.272.
179. curteynesse: perhaps this word should be spelt curteys- 
nesse. ViED enter it under courteisnesse  ^ and give this occurr­
ence in Cheuelere Assigne as the only example. (cf. Introduction
188. ^e xi day assygned: no such limit is specified in F or.L,
203-205: for the syntax see Introduction p. 8^.
214-215.. lyonys wylde? / Or elles wode? or water? the phrase
:^ 7
presents a problem, and corruption of some kind is possible.
The occurrence of wylde and wode side by side suggests sh 
adjective couplet, 'wild or fierce,' but or water still remains 
unexplained, except for the remote possibility that the question 
may once have ended or what? But even so the change is difficult 
to account for. The analogues are of no help here, and for the 
present G's explanation remains the most satisfactory;'Or else 
ca3 wood [-beast], or caj water [-beast]? '
221-222. an angell...to rede pe chylde; in P and L the angel 
is not mentioned until after the child reaches the court, and it 
is explained that it was to direct him v/hat to say.
224. a hygfyre was -j^ er bette; cf. beetheth h;,au a fyre  ^ 157: 
the main meaning of the verb beet was 'repair', but it early 
came to be used of lighting fires, (see NSD.) FH observe at 157: 
'The word "mended," rather than "kindled," is generally used of î 
fires, since fires were kept banked because of the difficulty of | 
lighting them.' But although the word usually implies the i
actual applying or fanning of a flame, a sense of 'built, laid, 
seems preferable to 'lighted' at 224, as the fire v/ould hardly 
have been lit before the Queen was put in it. At 1.345 she.’is 
described as being at pe fyer, and although the expression is 
ambiguous and she may have been standing beside it, the usual 
procedure for burning to death was to tie the victim to a stake
in the middle of the fire before it was lighted.
236-2: 8. Thenne were j>ou no.^t ryxtlye sworne... To done after 
Matabryne ; there are three main problems in these lines: (l) the 
MS.reading ry.3_lye;(2 ) the meaning of vpon rygte iuge;. (3)..the 
syntactic connection of the infinitive phrase To done after 
Matabryne. As for (1), G's emendation to ry;?tlye is probably 
correct. The occurrence of rystlye and ryste in the same line 
is perfectly in accord with the poet's usual style. (Seepp.u-t?) 
It is however possible that the word represents some form of 
'royally', i.e.'like a King'; cf. the phrase comme roy loyaument I 
in F. (The corresponding passage in L is of no help here.)
As for (2) and (3), G here quotes from the French:
Arse! Dieu dist 1enfant, fait as folle iugement
Nas pas a droit iuge comme roy loyaument.
All G's comparisons with the French are taken from MS Ho.yal 15 
E VI, (see p./ocj,) other versions not being available to him, 
and. at tnis point the reading is slightly different from the 
used by Kippeau, which does not contain the words a droit.
G comments: 'These words are evidence that the French poem was 
the original of the English one; our poet having apparently 
taken the word luge into his text without translating it.' 
Kruger (p. 171) disagrees with this and takes iuge as a noun. 
He interprets 1.236,'"Dann warst du nicht recht beeidigt...zum 
rechten Richter," d.i. dann warst du kein rechter Richter.'
iscç^
FH simply quote the French and say the words are a mistrans­
lation. G's explanation is extremely unlikely, and Kruger's 
is not wholly satisfactory either, as it rather strains the 
meaning of vpon. A much sounder approach to the problem is to 
ignore F altogether", as a comparison of the two soon makes it 
clear that the writer of E is actually saying something quite 
different. In F the folle iugement refers to the King's 
condemnation of his Queen, while in E this line connects with 
the next two: it is clear that the wrong judgement was made 
'whenne pon tokest pe ŸJ crowne . Kynge whenne jx)u made were' , 
and that it consists in 'doing after Matabryne.* This assumes 
the infin. phrase at 238 to be equivalent to a noun clause 
dependent on 236, the explanation which makes best sense. (See 
Introduction p.ft.) Two possible interpretations of vpon ryste 
iuge suggest themselves: (1) ryste iuge means 't ^  righteous 
Judge,' i.e. God, and the phrase refers to the oath sworn by tne I 
King at his coronation*, or(2) iuge is an imperative verb, and 
the phrase is'a parenthetic exclamation, *— judge for yourself 
properly, now ! - ' Taking the first of these as the most likely, 
the three lines would then mean,'You swore an unrighteous oath 
by God at your coronation, by obeying Matabryne.'
241. here brestes: i.e., 'the breasts of those who'.
246-247: for the syntax see Introduction p.ôX.
« d o
272: see note to 1.158.
279. Feraunce; a very common horse-name in French romance; 
see S.Langlois, Table des Noms Propres de toute nature compris 
dans les Chansons de Geste, (Paris, 1904,) p. 215. The name 
means 'grey as iron.'
281. posse: this is probably, as G suggests, a variant of 
post. The spelling pos occurs in the Ayenbyte of Inwyt. (quoted 
in NSD s.v. post,) and posses is found in Skelton, although 
there it may have the meaning 'armed band.' (See NSD s.v. poss, 
sbt.)
286. a speche whyle : a common MS formula for expressing a 
period of time, usually a short period, many other nouns occurring 
in the place of speche.
288 ff.: the forest-reared boy of noble birth who grows up 
knowing nothing of knightly conduct end equipment is found also 
in other romances, notably in Sir Perceval of Galles.
295 ff.: a parallel to these lines outside the field of 
romance may be found in Guillaume de Deguileville's Felerinage 
de Vie Humaine, in which at one stage the pilgrim voices similar 
objections to the armour which is to guard him against sin. (cf.
fs=z.
iC>i
Lydgate's translation, The Pilgrimage of the Life of Man,
1. 8218 ff., ed. F. J.Pumivall, EFTS (Extra Series),
(1899, 1901,1904.))
296. holowe on; G's addition of an extra on is probably 
correct, by analogy with 11. 297, 299, but Oakden (II, p. 394- 
399,) shows that the substantival use of adjectives is a common I
feature of îvIE alliterative verse, although such adjectives are |
I
used to apply to people more often than to things. '
297, 299. broode on, longe on; this particular use of on as 
a 'propword' standing for a concrete object is difficult to 
parallel exactly elsewhere, Koziol suggests that it may repre- |
sent a colloquial usage, deliberately employed by the poet to ■
5
reproduce the speech of an uneducated child. (See Wiener |
r
Beitr^ge zur englischen Philologie, LVlll (1932), p. 94.) 1
304, pele: the etymology of this word is very obscure. It
seems to be connected with the dialectal pail, 'beat'. (See 
NED s.v. peal, pell; EDD s.v. pail, v/here the word seems to be 
chiefly Northern and Western.)
309. sys: cf. Sêî 212,302. The distinction between the two 
affirmatives is observed, being preferred after a negative.
ff) I
'*
314. raunges: a name for the tilting course, a narrow, long
enclosed area set apart for jousting between two individual
opponents, rather than for tourneying, in which large companies
contended. The course had high barriers, or lists, down the
sides to prevent the horses running out, and the tv/o fighters
entered from opposite ends. During the 15th century a safety
barrier was erected down the middle of the course to prevent
collisions, the contenders riding down on either side and aiming j'
their lances over the top. The combat here described evidently Î
represents a stage before this refinement was introduced, as |
the horses are able to pursue eachtther ' after pe raunges. ' (321, ) i
I [
(See Strutt, The Shorts end Pastimes of the People of SAglanci, !
i
Book III, ch. 1,(London, 1903); A.L.Poole, ed. Medieval England. 1 
Vol. II, ch. xix, 6, (Oxford, 1958.)) |
317. balowe; cf. balowe fyre. 233, 344. Two separate v;ords 
have here fallen together in form. Balowe fyre represents the 
OE bael fyr, with the influence of ON hal and OE bealo, 'evil.*
The other usage has been the subject of some disagreement. Sir 
l" GollancZî in his* edition of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, 
(EETS, Original Series, No. 210, 1950, note to 1. 2172,) 
considers that tne underlying sense of the word is 'smooth,' and 
compares ON bali , ' a soft grassy bank, ' but PIED prefers the 
definition 'rounded,' connecting the word with OA b%lg.
*63
325. beeste; the MS reading chylde is an obvious error. G's 
suggestion, blonk, is a word that does not occur elsewhere in 
the poem, and is moreover typical of the purely 'alliterative* 
vocabulary of which Cheuelere Assigne has so little, (see p.^ Ç^Ç.) 
The ordinary word beeste therefore seems preferable, especially 
as it has already been used of a horse at 214, 218 and 288.
326. styrte: cf.sterten 356. It is not possible to tell 
whether these are pres., or prêt. with assimilation. The usual 
pres.pl. ending is -n, which suggests that styrte is pret., 
but this verb may be erroneously written in the sg.. (See 
footnote to the text.)
328. Cheuelrye Assygne; the spelling of FH's emendation, 
Cheuelyre, is hard to parallel. It is possible that the poet 
has confused the words cheuelrye and cheuelere, perhaps 
through unfamiliarity with courtly usage, (cf. p.^7. ) ij
329. charde; MED has only one entry under charen v.(2), from 
Morte Arthurs 1886: ' Sir Cador garte chare theym C bodies of the 
slain], and couere them faire,* and suggests that the verb is a 
variant of caren, 'care',[OE carian.l Recent editors of Morte 
Arthure however gloss this verb as 'put in a cart,' e.g. Erik 
Bjorkman, (Heidelberg, 1916) who relates the word to the OF 
noun char 'wagon.' Such a meaning is impossible here, and the 
addition of d, suggesting a preterite, makes it very unlikely 
that the word is a genuine form. FH's emendation to charge 
makes sense of the line.
Ffr
CTqiie, l b  -iuukwr j/ru L . Ik
te e-
cs 4w t  I Tin He s ^ # !
331-332: these two Oj-isodes occur at different stages of the 
fight in F. The English poet has rather cluiiisily combined them.
333-334: for the syntax see Introduction pp. 5"!
337. trusseth...from: a sense of 'unties' rather than 'ties* 
is required here, but NED gives only the latter. The meaning 
'snatch' is not recorded by NSD earlier than Malory.
344. And brente here...to browne askes: tnis swift disposal 
of Matabryne is not found in the immediate analogues, in which 
the 'olde Qwene' escapes and a lengthy siege of her castle 
ensues.
345. at Pe fyer: see Note to 1.224.
356. sterten:see Note to 1.326.
361. fomede vpon blode; for this use of vpon, cf. the foil-
i ^ 5“
owing use of on in the Destruction of Troy. 11. 7260-1:
Heturly his helme hurlit,in sonder,
pat the fas in the fell ha.st fernyt on blode.
362. formerknes: see Introduction p . 22.
366-368; the names given to the five children in baptism show 
some variation in the analogues. In P they are Orians, Orinns, 
Zacaryes, Johans and Rosete, end in L Johannes, Oriaunt, Petrus, 
Sampson and 'Rosula sive Rosetta.* Allowing for minor spelling 
differences, the only names common to all three lists are Orians 
(Oriaunt), and Rose (Rosete, etc..) Of the other names in F, 
one is found in L and two occur in E. Kruger (p.173) concludes 
that the versions in F must represent the oldest tradition.
The variants cannot be accounted for. The author of L must have 
turned to the Bible for his, while the odd name in E seems to 
have a romance tradition. Langlois (see Note to 1.279) records 
a Gadifer in the French Chanson de Geste Les Narbonnais. Where 
it is the name of a Saracen king.
369: * Cheuelere Assygne must be in apposition with sixte, 
since he was christened Enyas. * (FH. ) As G points out, was 
fulwedde has the sense of 'had been baptised already,' (cf. 
Introduction pp.35*' 36.)
ANOTE TO THE GLOSSARY
The Glossary aims at completeness. Variant meanings 
of the same word have been noted, but where a word occurs 
a number of times with the same meaning a few examples 
only have been listed, u and v have been treated as one 
letter throughout, as have 1 and the latter being 
placed under 1; ±  has been treated under th . Variant 
spellings in u/v, l/i» i^/th have not been recorded, such 
words being entered either with the spelling with which 
they most frequently occur, or, if there is no conclusive 
majority form, with the spelling with which they are 
found on their first appearance. Etymologies are given in 
square brackets after each entry. The Old Norse forms 
given are those of Old Icelandic. Theoretically reconstructed 
forms are marked by an asterisk. %  c<s
The main abbreviations are as follows:
pirsC, Se-tonU^  |K.iv^
acc. accusative
adj. adjective
adv. adverb
AN Anglo Norman
cf. compare
comp. comparative
conj. conjunction
dat. dative
def. art. definite article
/6 7
dem.
Du.
f(f).
fern.
imp.
impers.
ind. 
incL. obj.
indef. art 
infin. 
infl. 
interj. 
Dat.
DOE
i_w  s 
masc.
ME
MED
med.
MHG
Mod.E
n.
NED
neut. 
nom. 
Norw. 
OA
ohj\
obsc.
demonstrative
Dutch
folio(s)
feminine
imperative
impersonal
indicative
indivect. objecr
indefinite article
infinitive
influence
interjection
Latin
Late Old English
f - o u h c  W 3tsbr S c v x o n
masculine 
Middle English
Middle English Dictionary, ed. H. 
Kurath and S.H.Kuhn, Ann Arbor, 1952-
medieval
Middle High German
M o d e m  English 
noun
The Oxford English Dictionary, 
(formerly A New English Dictionary,) 
ed. J.A.Murray, etc., Oxford, 1933.
neuter
nominative
Norwegian
Old Anglian
objCet
obscure
OE Old English
OP Old French
OHO Old High German
O K C Lt VCeoKsiv
ON Old Norse
ONF Old Northern French
0 Northumb. Old Northumbrian
p(p)* page(8)
pevf
perh. perhaps
pers: pC.r-Sor->OL|
Pl. plural
•plctperf. plumper
pos. positive
poss. possessive
pp. past participle
prep. preposition
pres. present
pres. part. present participle
pres, subj. present subjunctive
pret. preterite
pret. subj. preterite subjunctive
pron. pronoun
refl. reflexive
rel. relative
sg. singular
superl. superlative
s.v. under the heading
vb. verb
vM. \J
WS West Saxon.
Uq
GLOSSARY
A.
a, an, 
abbot , 
abowte, 
abull, 
adown( ne ) 
affye, 
afore, 
after.
ageynCe),
all.
allone.
interj. 'OJ Oh* Ah:* 71 82 250 256 260.
prep. * at*; a wylle * at (their) pleasure* 79.
[OE as on, of, perh. with infl. of OP a.(See Note)] 
indef. art. * a, an* 5 5 6 12 19 22 etc.. L OE a n . ]
n. * abbot*, 265 267. [ Lat. abbâtem; cf OE abbod.l
prep. * around, * 44 126. [ OE abut an, onbutan. 1
adj. * capable*, 289. [ OP able.3
adv. * down*, 21 88 101 114 190 297.[ OE adun(e).]
n. * trust*, 10. [ OP vb. afier, n. afi. 3
adv. * in front,* 228. [ OE onforan. 3
prep. * after,* 542; * along,* 321; *for,*
46 129 153; * according to,* 13 238.
adv. *behind,* 322; * afterwards,* 54 80 258
271 276. [ O E  softer. 3
adv. * again,* 316; *back,* 93 104 123 137 177 
308 343. [ OE ongeg( e) n. 3
adj. *all, every,* 155 182 272 283 354 361;
* all, the whole of,* 360.
n. * all, everything,* 43 43 67 98 147 305 319.
adv. * quite, completely,* 15 135 344 362.
L OA ^  ]
adv. * only*; on pe allone 184, * at you and you 
only. * L Prom all, one.]
i. 7 ô
all-weldynge
als(o),
alwaye, 
am,
and, &, 
angell, 
any,
anon(e),
another,
aryse (vp),
armed,
armes,
armour,
arte,
as.
allwey, alwaye, adv. * every time,* 305; * always,* 358.
[cf. OE ealne weg.] 
adj. * all-ruling, almighty,* 1. [cf. OA 
aHweldende)
adv. * also, moreover,’ 91 218. [ OA alswa. ] 
see allwey. 
see he.
conj. ’and,’ 8 12 18 20 21 etc.; ’if,’ 139.
[ OE and.]
n. ’angel,’ 192 193 221. [OF angele; cf.
OE engel.l
adj. ’any,’ 112 247 273;
pron. ’any,’ 175. [ OE Enig# perh. with infl. 
of OS an.~]
adv. ’at once,’ 66 85 190; ’now,’ 258.
[ O E  on an(e).l
pron. ’ another, ’ 268 301 366. [ OE an ober.l 
see he.
vh. ’get up,’ imp. sg. 77 303. [ OS arisan.1 
pp. ’ armed, ’ 283. [ OP vh. armer. 1 
n.pl. ’arms,’ 262. [ OP armes. 1 
n. ’ armour, ’ 280. [ OP armeure. ]
see he.
conj. ’as, just as,’ 7 19 30 60 69 70 etc.; 
’as if,’ 53;
adv. ’as, like,’ 103 107 249. [ OA alswa.I
*1/
aske.
askes,
asseylde,
assygned,
asskede,
at.
awste
vh. ’ask, ask for,* infin. 171; ’question,* 128; 
pres. Isg. aske, ’ask for, heg for,’ 258; pret. 
5sg. as(s)ked(e), 130 131 192 210. [ OE ascian. 3 
n.pl. ’ashes,’ 344. [ OE ascan, axan; cf.
ON sg. aska.l
vh. ’attacked,’ pret. 3sg. 145. [ OP assaillier.l 
pp. ’appointed, ’ 188. [ O P  assignai) er. ] 
see aske.
prep, ’at,’ 23 98 163 196 etc.; ’at, hy, near,’
22 60 345; at morwe, at morn, ’in the morning,’ 
172 183; at p y  sy^te ’in your presence,’ 188. 
[oE 2^ . ]
n. ’anything,’ 204. [ OE awiht. 1
hadde, see hyddyth.
hakke, n. ’hack,’ 227 291 293. L O E  h%c.]
halowe, adj. ’ rounded, stout, ’ 317. [ cf. OA haelg,
’hellows. ’ (See Note,)] 
halowe fyre, fyer, n. ’execution fire,’ 233 344. [ ON hal,
with infl. of OE healo; cf. OE hSl-fyr. 
(See Note to 1. 317.)]
banke, 
bare,
barmeteme,
bathe.
bedde,
beeste, beste, 
beetheth,
befalle,
before,
bellys,
bene,
bereth.
n. 'bank,' 152. [ ON bakki cf banki.3
see bereth.
n. 'family of children,* 105• C O E  bearntSam, 
with infl. of OE bearm.3
vb. 'bathe, plunge,' infin. 265• L O E  banian.1 
vb. *be,' infin. 17 57 80 206 259; pres.
Isg. am 251 251 242; 2sg. arte 250; 5sg. is 
1 26 28 68 69 etc.; pl. ^  82, ^  170 180 
253, ben(e) 188 555; pres, subj. 5sg. ^
100 179 205 502; pret. 2sg. were 256 257;
5sg. was 5 6 8 11 55 etc.; pl. were 25 31 41 
58 124 142 195; werenn 121; pret. subj. 5sg. 
were 50 67 112 155 180 255 247; pl. were 
('would have been') 5# t OE been.3 
n. 'bed,' 33 161. f OE bedd.3
n. 'animal, creature,' 214 218 288.[OE beste.1 
vb. 'makes up (a fire),' pres. 5sg. 157; 
pp. bette: , 'built* (See Note) 224,[OE betan.l 
vb. 'happen,* infin. 204. [ OA befallan.1 
se byfore.
n.pl. 'bells, * 272. C O E  sg. bell(e).l
see
vb. 'bear,' pres. 5sg. bereth adown 'weighs 
down,* 297; pret. 5sg. bere. 196. bare 348, 
bare pe to man 'gave you your manhood,* 211;
'carried,* 525; pp. borne 25 41. [OE beran.l
herthe,
heste^,
heste^,
heteche.
betyde,
betynge,
betrayed,
bette,
better.
bycche,
byddynge
byddyth.
bydeste
see byrthe. 
see beeste.
adj. superl. ’best,’ 68 285. T OE betst.] 
vb. ’ commend; ’ pres. Isg. God I pe beteche
'I commend you to God, ’ 512. L OE betæcan.]
pp. ’ afflicted, ’ 105. (See Note), [ Prom OE 
tidan. ]
vb. ’beating, ’ pres, part. 227. [ OE bêatan. ~1
pp. ’betrayed, ’ 128.[ Prom OP vb. tra(h)ir. ]
see beetheth.
adj. comp, ’better’; by pe better trowthe 
’on your honest word’ 175; to better & to 
worse see put.
adv. ’better, ’ 49 97. C O E  betera. J 
prep, ’by,’ 143 196 229 254 256 287 etc.;
’at’ 85 205; ’concerning,’ 5; ’in’ 216;
by hym selfe ’on its own,’ 6; by >at ’at that
moment,’ 84 248; ’by then’ 345.
adv. ’nearby, ’ 109, L OE ]
n. ’bitch,’ 62. C OE bicce.]
n. ’command, ’ 85. [ OE vb. biddan. 3
vb. ’ commands,’ pres. 3sg. 262; pret. 3sg.
badde 155 172 248 263. [ OE biddan. 3
vb. ’livest,’ pres. 2sg. 256. L OE bidan. 3
byfore, before.
byforne, 
bygamie,
bjZSSe.
bygyleth,
bygynneth,
byhelde, 
bylefte,
byii,
byrafte, 
byrthe, berthe.
bysyde,
bytaketh.
prep, 'before, in front of,' 23 114; 'before, 
in(to) the presence of* 64 110 124 151 173 
183 346; 'before, preceding,* 191.
[OE biforan.1 
adv. 'in front;' 322. [ OE biforan.l
see bygynneth.
adj. 'large,' 317. LObsc.; cf. Norw. bugge 
' strong man. ' (MED).]
pp. 'been false to,' 78. C Prom OP vb. guiler .1 
vb. 'begins,' pres. 3sg. 76 246; pret. 3sg. 
byganne 183. [ OE beginnan.1
vb. 'beheld,' pret. 3sg. 21. [ OE beh(e)aldanj
vb. pp. 'left, ' 240. [ OE belâ^fan.l 
n. 'beak,' 360. [ OE bile.]
vb. 'bereft (them) of,' pret. 3sg. 199 351.
[ OE biriafian.]
n. 'family,' 40; se of her berthe 'see what 
she has brought forth,' 65; at a byrthe 
'at one birth, i.e. at the same time', 23; 
of byrthe 'natural, part of him,' 291.
[cf. ON byfS ; also OE (ge )byrd, byij?-or, etc., 
perh. with infl. of OE nouns in ->u. (I^IED.)] 
adv. 'nearby,' 149. [ OE M  sidan.]
vb. 'gives, delivers,' pres. 3sg. 151 173; 
pp. bytaken 163, L O N  taka, with infl. of 
OE bet^can.l
“bledde,
blente,
blethelye,
"blythe,
Tplode,
tody,
tokes»
took,
torne,
tote,
totenyiiRe,
Iboth(e),
tounden,
toweth.
treketh.
trenne.
treste,
treste.
/ i s
vt. ’tied,’ prêt. 3sg. 360. [ CE tlêdan.1
pp. ’tlinded,’ 325. L CE vt. tlendan.l
adv. ’gladly,’ 278. COE tlij?elïoe,l
adj. ’content,’ 154. L OE tlij^e A
n. ’tlood,’ 361. L OE tlôd. 1
n. ’tody, ’ 244 331. C OE todig. 3
n. ’toy,’ 260; poss. toyes 263. C Otsc.; cf.
OF emtole ’fettered, shackled.’ (MED.)1 
see took.
n. ’took,’ 7 270; pl. tokes 216. C OE toc Q
see tereth.
vt. ’pecked,’ prêt. 3sg. 360. Ç OE titan.1 
n. ’help, succour,* 370. [ cf. OE tôt.]
adj. ’toth, ’ 20 79 135 309. [(DE Ixa ON ta^ar.J 
pp. ’tied,’ 291. [ OE vt. tindan. 1
vt. refl. ’tows,’ pres. 3sg. 335; ’makes (his) 
way,’ 265. C OE tügan, perh. with inf1. of toga, 
n.. (MED).']
vt. ’treaks,’ pres. 3sg. 157; pret. Isg. treke 
165. C OE trecan.]
vt. ’turn,’ infin. 68 191 224 233 241; pret. 3sg. 
trente 344; pp. trente 80. L ON trenna; cf.
OE t%rnan.l
n. ’treast,’ 297 360; pi. trestes 241, [OE trioslj. 
vt. ’treak, ’ infin. 317. C ON t resta; cf.
OE terstan.1
trydell,
try;5te,
trynge.
troode,
trowste,
trowne,
tuskede,
tut,
fsæ
t76
n. 'tridle,' 229 292 341. f OE tridel. ] 
adj. ’fair, tright,’ 8 298. [ OE tryht. ]
vt. ’tring,’ imp. sg. 203; pret. 3sg. trow3 te
59 343 ; trow3 te to honde ’ ( safely) delivered’
41 370. L OE tringan, trexigan. ] 
adj. ’troad, ’ 297. [ OS trad. 1
seetiryng<2^ .
adj. ’dark,’ 344. [ OE trun. ]
vt. refl. ’made haste,’ 172; pp. tuskedde
’ready, all set,’ 233. C cf. ON tuask. ]
conj. ’tut,’ 15 17 31 37 etc.; ’unless’ 182; 
prep, ’tut, except,’ 38 216; ’only’ 242 286;
’more than,’ 243. [ OE tutan. 1
called, callen. see kalle
caste.
cawsed,
certeyne,
chamber,
charge,
vt. ’throw,’ 3pl. pres. 88; pres, sutj. 2sg.
52; pret. Isg. 167; 3sg. 63, keste 97.
[ ON kasta.]
vt. ’caused,’ pret. 3sg. 39. [ OP causer. ] 
adj. ’to te trusted,’ 253. [ OP certain. ]
n. ’room,’ 60. [ OP chamtre.]
’pare for. ’ prmn. I n g a  ?nn ( n o n  ) ■-
vt. inf. were not to charge ’would not matter’
235^ Note.^  [of 3
1 7 ?
chaste.
chaunce,
chefe,
cheyne,
cherye, 
chese, 
cheuenne, 
cheuerynge, 
chllde, chylde,
chyuered.
choppe.
cyte,
clene,
clensen,
close,
n. ’chest,’ holde i?y wordes in chaste ’keep 
your news to yourself , keep you?mouth shut,’
127. C o e  cestyperh. with inf 1. of OF chasse ^ J
n. ’happening,’ 125. [ AN chaunce.]
n. this was chefe ’these were the most important
members’ 11. L OF chef. (See Note), ]
n. ’chain, ’ 43 125 157 165 176 etc.; pi. cheynes
137 146 148 etc. [ OF cha(e)ine. 3
n. ’cherry,’ 329. [ AN cherise; cf. OE ciris- . 3
vh. ’went,’ pret. 3sg. 357. C OE ceosan. ]
vh. ’inherit,’ infin. 16. C OF chever, achever. ]
see chyuered.
n. ’child,’ 16 29 31 35 etc.; pi. child(e)ren, 
chyld (e)ren(n), 23 82 93 107 etc. [ OE cild.3 
vh. ’shivered,’ pret. 3pl. 107; pres. part. 
cheuerynge 107. C Obsc. ; ? Blend of chilien 
OA n. cele, and biveren. cf. OE bifian. (MED).l 
vb. ’chop,’ infin. 330. LObsc.; cf. OF 
chapuisier, Med. Lat. cappare, coppare,
Du. kappen. (MED). ]
n. ’city,’ 225. [ OF cite
adv. ’completely’; kepte hit full clene
’guarded it very closely,’ 174. C OE c Æ i e .l
vb. ’ clear, ’ infin. 247. LOE cü^sian.]
n. ’close,’ 272. LOF clos.3
cloth,
colde,
combred,
come.
confounde,. 
counsell.
i7Sr
n. 'cloth,' 97. U O E  claj?_.3 
n. 'cold,' 107. [ OA cald.]
pp. ; combred wrecche ’ miserable wretch,’
71. L cf. OF vb. encombrer. ]
vb. ’come,’ infin. 38, com 248; pres. 2sg.
comeste 51; 3sg. cometh 109; pret. 3sg. come,
kome 64 96 110 113 etc.; pi. come 84;
pp. comen 154. [ OS cuman. ]
vb. ’destroy,’ infin. 75. [ AN confoundre. ]
n. ’secret,’ ; kepe counsell ’keep this quiet,’
50- [ OF conseil. ]
n. ’countess,’ 269. C AN countesse.1countes,
courte, cowrte, n. ’court,’ 53 123 150 156 etc. [ OF court. ]
c owe he, 
cowpe, cuppe, 
cowrte, 
crafte, 
cryeth.
n. ’couch, bed,’ 45. L OF couche.]
n. ’cup,’ 153 160 164 etc.. 11 OF coupe; OE cuppe. ]
see courte.
n. ’art, method, ’ 313, [ OE cipeft.,1 
vb. ’cries,’ pres. 3sg. 81; pret. 3sg. cryede 
’called,* 111; pi. cryedde ’wailed,’ 106, cryde 
108. C OF crier.3 
cristen, vb. ’christen,’ infin. 266; pres. pi. cristene
365; pp. cristened 203 275. C OE cristnian. 3 
croys(e), crosse, n. ’cross,’ 281 328 329 etc. C OF crois;
ON kross; cf CE cros in place-names. 3
crowne, n. ’crown,’ 237. C OF corone.3
cuppe, see cowpe.
n q  •
cursed( d) ( e),
curteynesse
dame,
damme,
dare,
dedde,
dede,
deepe,
delyuered.
deserueth,
deth(e), 
dymme, 
dynte, 
do.
pp. ’accursed,’ 38; ’evil,* 145; cursed(d)e 
for (in) his feyth ’damned in his allegiance’
121 142. L OE vh. cursian. 2
n. ’grace,’ 179. (See Note). [OP curteis, adj.*]
n. ’day,’ 188 191 208. [ OE d^.3 
n. ’lady; my lady,’ 69 73 125 etc.. £ OP dame.2 
n. ’dam,’ 61. C OF dame.3
vh. ’dare,’ pres. Isg. 27; pret. 3sg. durste 56; 
pl. durste 147. £ OE dearr. J
see do.
n. ’deed,’ 274. C OE did, did.3 
adv. ’deep down,’ 86. £ OE diope. ]
vh. ’handed over,’ pret. 3sg. 156 178; pp. |
’ dispatched, ’ 180; ’ delivered, confined, ’ 371.
Lo p délivrer.]
vh. ’deserves,’ pres. 3sg. 72. (See Introduction, 
[ OP deservir.l 
n. ’death,’ 100 138 182 186. [ OE di^.J
adj. ’gloomy,’ 86. L OE dim. 1 
n. ’blow,’ 138. L OE dynt.3
vb. ’do,’ infin. 139; ’put,’ 40; done ’act,’ 238; 
do 2sg. pres, subj. 134; imp. sg. ’put,’ 138; 
pret. 3sg. dedde, 172; pp. don 235. fOE don. 1
rspT
dole, doole. n. ’pity,’ 134; ’a piteous sight,’ 359. 
top dol.l
dolefull. adj. ’pitiful,’ 106. C Prom dole.3
dome. n. ’sentence,’; here dome wyste ’recognised
the punishment she deserves’, 186; pi. domus
’condemnation’, 91. t OE dom.3
done. see do.
doole, see dole.
dore. n. ’door,’ 60 87. C O E  dor.3
dowater. n. ’ daughter, ’ 42. COE dohtor.3
down, adv. ’down’, 305 334 335. t LOE dune.3
drye. vb. ’suffer,’ infin. 343. C OE dreogan.3
dryue, vb. ’drive’; infin. dryue owte ’force into the 
open,’ 259. C OE drifan.3
drowa(e ), vb. ’drew,’ pret. 3sg. 33 37 161; pi. 114 
C o e dragan.3
drowne, vb. ’drown,’ infin. 96 134; pres. Isg. 100. 
rObsc.: cf. ON drukna.3
dubbede, vb. ’dubbed.’ pret. 3sg. 276. C OE dubb(i )a n , 
OP adub(b)er.]
durste. see dare.
dwellest, vb. ’livest,’ pres. 2sg. 201; pret. 3sg. 
dwellede ’ stayed, ’ 13. C O E  dwellan *3
r^.
eche,
edder,
eggelynges,
eyf>er,
eke,
elles, ellis,
elleuen,
ellis,
ende,
ende,
enf orme, 
er(e),
erle,
erthe,
ete,
euenn,
euer.
adj. ’each, every,’ 31 44 126 357, [ OE ^Ic.1
n. ’ adder, ’ 331. [ OE n ^ r e .l
adv. ’edgeways, i.e. with the edge of the 
hladè,’ 305. L Prom OE n. ecg. ] 
adj. ’each,’ 220;
pron. ’each,’ 318 320. C OE ig^er.l 
adv. ’also,’ 180. £ OE ic.1
adv. ’else, otherwise,’ 30, 215; ’else, more,’
74 290. [ OE elles. 1
adj. ’eleven,’ 89. C OE endleofan. ]
see elles.
vh. ’end,’ 3sg. pres, subj. 330. C OE endian.] 
n. ’death,’ 40; laste ende ’last hour,’ 240.
[ OE ende. ]
vh. ’ instruct, ’ infin. 212. CoP enfermer.] 
prep. ’before,’ 70;
conj. ere j)enne ’before, ’ 330. C OE 1
n. ’earl,’ 268. £ OE eorl.l
n. ’ ground, ’ 320. C OE eoite. ]
vb. ’eat,’ infin. 290; pres. 3sg. eteth 290.
£0E etan.l
adv. (emphatic) ’right, actually, in fact, etc.^ 
243, 334. [OE efen.]
adv. ’all the time,’ 222 322; ’again and
again,’ 310. £0E ifer.l
fader,
fayle,
fayre,
falle.
falleth, 
fals(e), 
faste,
fastened,
febull,
fédérés, 
feyre, fayre,
feythi
felawe,
felde,
feleth.
n. 'father,* 51 90 212 219; poss. 205.
£0E f%der.l
vh. 'fail,' infin. 188. LOP faillir.! 
see feyre.
vh. 'fall, drop,' infin. 24; pret. 5sg. fell 
110 114; fell of 'happened to,' 130; pi. 148. 
[OA fallan.l
pp. ’struck down,* 310. [ OA vh. fellan.]
adj. ' treacherous, ' 239 257. [OP fais.] 
adv. 'fast, quickly,' 141 166 223 342; 'hard'
227 304 309. [ OE fæste.]
pp. 'fixed,' 319. [ OE vh. fæ.stnian.3
adj. 'had, sorry,’ 58; as n. 'weak lady,' 76.
[OP fehle.l
n. pi. 'feathers,' 361. LOE fe3er,
adj. ' eloquent* 90; ’handsome, beautiful, '
217 361.
as adv. frely & feyre 'in noble and seemly 
fashion,’ 266 275. [ OE f%ger.3
n. ’faith, loyalty,’ 48; cursed(d)e for/in 
his feyth ’damned in his allegiance,’ 121 142; 
in good feyth 'upon his honour,’ 130. CAN fei^ 
n. ’ companion, ’ 258. £ ON f élagi.l
n. ’field,' 223; ’ground,’ 319. [OE feld.l 
vb. ’feels,’ pres. 3sg. 308. [ OE felan. 1
(^ 3
felle,
fell,
felly,
Pend(e), 
fere, 
fersly, 
ferther,
fete,
fette,
fjrer,
fyfte,
fy^te.
fy^ tet
fyndes.
fyer, fyre.
fyrste
fysh;
fyue.
adj. ’evil,’ 259. [ OF fel.3
see falle.
adv. ’savagely,’ 76; ’very,’ 224. [ From felle, 
adj..]
n. ’Devil,’ 120 240. [ OE feond.]
n. ’companion,’ 325. £ OE (ge)fera.]
adv. ’boldly,’ 342. L OP adj. fers.]
adv. comp, ’out,’ 127. L OE fur^or; cf. also
OE pos. degree f eorr ME fer. ]
n.pi. ’feet,’ 303; ’hooves,’ 323. [ OE fet.3
pp.; fette forth ’brought out,’ 279.
COE vb. fetian.] 
see fyre.
adj. ’fifth,’ 368. [ OB fifta.]
vb. ’fight,’ infin. 200 209 212 245 259.
[OE (feohtan,) fihtan.]
n. ’combat,’ 273. COE feoht.l
vb. ’ enoouhbsrest, ’ pres. 2sg. 305; pp. fownden
’revealed,’ 259. £ OE findan. ]
n. ’fire,’ 157 159 165 etc.; ’flame’ 332.
[OE fyr.l
adj. ’first,’ 51 58 324; 
adv. 80. [ OE fyrst.]
n. ’fish ’; fysh hole ’quite unharmed, right
as rain, ’ 353. [ OE fisc.]
adj. ’five,’ 159 167 353. [OE fif.]
wfleye,
flesh, 
flowenn, 
folke, 
foloweth,
f omede,
fonte,
for.
foreste, 
forge, 
forlonge, 
formed,
formerknes,
formeth,
forsette.
vh. ’flev/,’ pret. 3sg. 319; pi. flowenn 148;
[ OE f leogan.]
n. ’"body, unprotected parts,’ 310. L OE f lise. ] 
see fleye.
n. ’people,’ 187 223. £ OE folc.] 
vh. ’follows,’ pres. 3sg. 116 342; imp. sg. 
folowe ’keep attacking,’ 310. £ OE folgian.]
vh. ’ gushed, ’ pret. 3sg. 361. £ OE famgian. 1
n. ’font,’ 267 365. £ OE font.]
prep, ’for,’ 29 29 202; ’for , because of,’ 15
32 107 etc.; ’for, as,’ 18 49 133 etc.; ’in, as
regards,’ 121; ’for, on behalf of,’ 200 209 245; 
’inspite of,’ 204; with infin. 48 144 259 etc.; 
conj. ’for, inasmuch as, since,’ 3 5 40 etc.; 
’for, because,’ 10 147 239 etc.. £0E for.] 
for thy ’therefore, ’ 218. C OE for I ■ 3 
n. ’forest,’ 95. C OP forest.3 
vb. ’forge,’ infin. 153. £ OP forgier.l
n. ’furlong,’ 228. £ OE furlang.l
vb. ’set up,’ pret. pi. 365; pp. formeth
’created,’ 200 209. £ OP former. 1 
vb. ’groY/s dark, ’ pres. 3sg. 362. £ cf. ON 
myrkna, OE adj. mirce. ] 
see formed.
pp. ’persecuted,’ 251. C OE vb. forsettan. ]
Ë.X. - '
forsworn(e) 
forth,
fostere,
fowle,
fownden,
fowre,
fowrthe,
frely.
fresh.
fro, from.
fruscheth,
fulfylde,
full.
fulwedde.
furre,
pp. ’treacherous,’ 199 351. C OE vh. forswerian.1 
adv. ’away,’ 52 206 321; ’out,’ 176 279;
’on (her, our) way, ’ 60 75 219. LOE fort. ] 
n. ’forester, ’ 120. LOP forestier.] 
adj. ’wicked,’ 40 239. COE ful.] 
see fynde.
adj. ’four,’ 95 217. L OE fiower. 1 ^
adj. ’fourth, ’ 367. L Prom fowre ; cf. OE feorta.l
adj. ’nohle,’ 218.
adv. frely & feyre ’in nohle and seemly 
fashion,’ 266 275c COE freolIc(e).3 
adj. ’hold,’ 258. L OP (fern.) fresche; cf.
OS fersc.]
prep. ’from, out of,’ 91 113 148 etc.; ’away 
from,’ 159 167 328. C ON fra; OE fram, from.3 
vh. ’hursts,’ pres. 3sg. 332. C OP fruissier.1 
pp. ’fulfilled,’ 206. L OE vh. fulfyllan.] 
adv. ’very, quite,’ 12 54 113 etc.; ’completely,’
69. Cos full.]
pp. was fulwedde ’ had been baptized, ’ 369.
LOE vb. fulwian.J
adv. comp, ’further, ’ 311. [OE fyrr. 1
gaderynge
gete.
gladdenes,
£0,
gooth,
God,
godfader, 
godmoder, 
gold( e)smy:5te,
£on,
good,
grace,
graunteth,
gret(e),
grymme.
vb. pres. part, ’assembling,’ 225. COE gadeiian.]
vb. ’get, fetch,’ infin. 261; imp. sg. 137;
pret. sg. gette ’begot,’ 34. CON geta;
OE -gietan.]
vb. ’begins,’ prea 3sg. 66. [ OE on-, be-ginnan] 
n. sum gladdenes ’something cheerful,’ 57;
[OS glaednes.] 
see gooth.
vb. ’goes,’ pres. 3sg. 157; pi. gon 354, go
219 ; pp. £o 143. [ OE gan.l
n. ’God,’ 1 41 75 etc.; poss, Goddes 206 219.
[OE god.1
n. ’ godfather, ’ 267. [OE godf^der.l 
n. ’godmother,’ 269. C OE godmodor.l 
-smy3 th, -smythe, n. ’goldsmith,’ 153 157 
352 354. [ OE goldsmit.l
see gooth,.
adj. ’good,’ 289; in good feyth ’upon his 
honour,’ 30. C OE god. 1
n. ’favour,’ 339^ yf grace be ’if it chance,’ 
302. [ OP grace.]
vb. ’grants,’ pres. 3sg. 278; pret. 3sg. 
graunted 189; ’ consented, ’ 246. [ AN graunter.]
adj. ’great,’ 83 264. [ OE great.] 
adj. ’dismal,’ 51; ’bitter,’ 189. [OE grim.]
grypte
grownde
vb. ’grasped,’ pret. pi. 220. C 0 Northumb. 
gri(o)p(p)a, cf. OB gripan. ] 
n. * ground,’ 302. [ OE grund. J
safe,
sate.
se, sou.
lelde.
5 ere.
yfte
sender.
songe,
Soskened
30U,
vb. ’gave,’ pret. pi. 271. II OE giefan. J 
n. ’gate,’ 22. LOE geat.j
pers. pron. 2pl. ’you’; nom. se 26 250; acc. 
5 ou 100. L OE gê, êow.l
adv. ’yes, yes but,’ 212 302. (See Note to 
1. 309.) [ OE gêa. ]
vb. ’repay, pay out,’ infin. 336; pres. 3sg. 
Seldeth vp ’gives up,’ 335. C OA geldan.! 
n.pl. ’years,’ 89 243. COA gêr. 1 
see if.
n. ’gift,’ 271. LOE gift. 1
adv. ’yes,’ 309. (See Note.) [ OE gyse.l
adv. ’yonder, over there,’ 198 350;
adj. ^e sonder(e) ’yonder, that’ 26 233;
as pron. 232. [ OE geon g^eond.H
adj .’young, ’ 81 242 251 345. [OE geong.l
vb. ’sobbed,’ pret. pi. 108. [ OE geocsian,
giscian.1
see 3e}
hadde,
halenne,
halfe.
see haue.
vb, ’draw,’ pres, pi. 280. C OP haler. ]
  n. ’half,’ 165; vpon Goddes halfe ’in God’s
name,’ 219. £ OA half. 1 j
haluen( n) del( 1) ( e), n. ’half,’ 160 168 176. C OA half (an) + dael.lj
ham,
happe,
harm,
hatefull,
hath.
see ^(z).
n. ’stroke of luck,’ 324. C ON happ; cf. OB adj. 
geh_3ep_. ]
n. ’affliction,’ 235; pi. harmes 3. £ OE hearm.1 
adj. ’hate-filled, malicious,’ 141. [ OE hete
+ ful.l 
see haue.
harnes, harneys, n. ’harness,’ 278; ’armour,’ 337. £_0P harneis.]
haue.
hawberke,
he.
vb. ’have,’ infin. 164; ’take,’ 120; pres. Isg. 
70 168 213 353; 2sg. hast(e) 78 194 251 310 
312; 3sg. hath 126 128 163 etc.; pi. haue 79; 
pret. hadde 2sg. 53; 3sg. 16 31 44 47 etc., 
’felt,’ 102; pret. subj. Isg. ’would have,’ 
181; pp. 79. [ OE habban. 1
n. ’hauberk, mail-coat,’ 296. [ OP hauberc.l
pers. pron. 3sg. masc. nom.’he ’ 2. 13 14 etc.; 
’it,’ 217 218 218; acc./dat. hym(m) ’him, to 
him, himself,’ 4 28 49 etc.. L OE he.1
4hed(d)e, heede. n. ’head,* 217 257 295 337 311; j?at dare I my
hedde wedde *1 dare stake my life on that,* 
27. C OE heafod.] 
see holden.heelde, 
heete.
hele, 
helle, 
helm(e), 
helpe,
helpe,
hem,
hemselfen,
hente,
her(e j 
her(e),^
her(e)
here,
hares,
vb. ‘promise,* pres. Isg. 18; 3sg. hette
* is called,* 232; pret. 3sg. hette, hygte
*was called,» 7 9 368. L OE hatan. 1
n. * assistance,* 324. COE h%lu.3
n. 'hell,' 10. [ OE hel(l).3
n. 'helmet,' 296 306 338. [ OE helm. 3
vb. ’help,* infin. 50; ’remedy, prevent,* 3;
pres. subj. 3sg. 70. [ OE helpan.1
n. *help, succour, remedy,* 118 247 273*
[OE help.] 
see £e(x) •
pron. * themselves,* 20. £ OE dat. him, heom 
+ self.3
vb. ’seized,* pret. pi. 85; pp. ’suffered,* 3. 
[ OE hentan.3 
see she.
poss. pron. ’her,* 10 32 65 etc.; ‘their,* 105
126 199 etc. £ OE M(£)re, h i (e )r a .3
adv. ’here,’ 77 252. [ OE hgr. ]
vb. ’hear,* infin. 57 295; pret. 3sg. herde
55 58 108; pp. 213. £ OA hiran.3
n.pl. ‘hairs,’ 255. £ OE sg. tÆr, her.3
her(e)myte,
herseluen, 
herte, 
hette, 
heuene, 
heuy,
hyed,
A m }
h£^(e), h£e,
hysnes,
hyste.
hym.
hymself(e),
hynde,
Ais, ,
éèt
t^o
n. ’hermit,* 109 115 143 etc.. [ O P  hermite;
Med. Lat. heremita. 1
pron. ’herself,’ 47. C O E  dat. hi(e)re 4- self.] 
n. ’heart,’ 18 189 263 354. L OE heorte.l 
see heete,.
n. ’heaven,’ 4 201 256. £ OE heofon.]
adj. ’heavy,’ 294. £ OE hefig.1
2see hyse. 
see next.
vb. ’hurry,* pres. subj. 2sg. 139; pret. 3sg. 
hyed 141. L O E  higian. 1 
adj. ’tall,* 224 280; ’long,* 217; (up)on 
h y (3 e ) ’loudly, out loud,* 25 64 81 106 346; 
’publicly,* 234; ’upright,’ 326. £ OE heah.l
n. ’majesty,’ 4. £ OE heahnes.3 I
see heete.
vb. ’covered,’ pret. 3sg. 102. [ cf. ON hylja,
OE behylian.3 
see h e .
pron. ’himself, ’ 360; by hym selfe * on its own’j
6. £ OE dat. him -v self .3
n. ’hind,’ 113 116. £ OE hind.3
poss. pron. ’his,* 1 2  2 8 etc.; ’its’ 278 325;
lordeles of his ’left without a ruler of his
family,’ 17. £ OE his.3
/" I/
hit,
hytte,
holden
hole,
holes,
holy,
hollye,
holowe,
honde,
hondredde, 
honged,
hors, 
houe ,
how,
howndes,
see it .
vb. 'strike,' pres. subj. 2sg. 300. CLOE 
hittan <. ON hitta.3
vb. 'keep,* infin. 169; imp. sg. holde 127; 
pret. 3sg. heelde 152; pp. holde 'considered,'
70. C OA haldan.3
adj. 'unharmed,*; fysh hole 'quite unharmed,
right as rain,* 353. C OE hal.3
n.pl. 'holes,' 294. £ OE sg. hoi.3
adj.. 'holy,' 109 265. £ OE halig.3
adv. 'entirely,' 160 168 181. £ From OE adj.hill
adj. as n. 'hollow thing,* 295. (See Note).
[OE holg.l
n. 'hand,* 2 152 158 etc.; pi. hondes 315; 
brow3te..to honde '(safely) delivered, ' 41 370. 
[OE hand.]
adj. 'hundred,' 255. £ OE hundred.]
vb. 'hung,* pret. 3sg. 281; 'lay heavy,* 18.
£ OE hongian.3
n. 'horse,' 213 278 289; pi. horses 321.[OB hoi^ 
vb. *sit,* infin. 288. C Obsc.; cf. OE hebban, 
pret. hof.]
adv. 'how, * 95 124 202; 'that,* 347; how j>at 
'how,* 26 212; how.... so 'however, ' 31. [OE h u .] 
n.pl. 'dogs,' 79 234. C OE sg. hund.3
I.
zen, 
if, :wf,
Zi£,
in,
into,
ioye,
yren,
18,
it, hit, 
iuge.
pers. pron. Isg. nom. *1* 5 18 27 etc.; acc/dat* 
me ’me, to me, myself, ’ 30 70 99 etc.. COE ic.l 
n.pl. ’eyes,’ 135 323 332. C OE pi. ejgan.3 
conj. ’if,’ 54 100 112 etc.; ? ’wondering 
whether, ’ 302. (See Introduction, p.6f'Z,)[0E gif.3 
n. ’island,’ [OP i(s)le.3
prep, ’in’ 4 10 15 etc.;" ’on,’ 5 45; ’on to,’ 
319; ’into,’ 63 86 331; in his sygte see sy^te; 
in good feyth ’upon his honour.’ COS in.] 
prep, ’into,’ 12 143 334. COE into.] 
n. ’joy,’; ioye he hygynneth ’he begins to be 
hopeful’ 246. (See Introduction p.51-'^ ) [OP joie.] 
n. ’iron,’ 290. [OE iren.l 
see be.
pers. pron. 3sg. neut. ’it,’ 1 12 28 etc..[OE hi"^ 
n. ’judge,’ vpon ryste juge 236, See Note^
[OP juge.]
kalle. vb. ’call,’ imp.sg. 204; pres. pi. kallen, 
callen 292 296 366; pret. pi. kallede 270; pp. 
kalled, called 6 46 231 289. [ ON kalla;
(bOE ceallian. )]
193
kan,
kaw3 te,
keene,
kenely,
kepe.
keste,
kylled,
kynde.
kynge,
kyrtell, 
knees, 
knewe, 
knyfe, 
kny^te,
knowe,
vb. ’can, know,’ pres. Isg. 311 313; 2sg. kanste 
212; pret. Isg. kowthe 313. LOE cunnan.1 
vb. ’caught, seized,’ pret. 3sg. 62 254; ’took’ 
287. £ AN cachier.]
adv. ’bitterly, ’ 183. C OE cene, adj..] 
adv. ’fiercely,’ 309. COE cinllce.] 
vb. ’keep,’ infin. kepe counsell ’keep this 
quiet’ 50; imp. sg. 328; pret. 3sg. kepte 
’cared for,’ 117; ’kept, guarded,’ 174.
[LOE cepan. 2 
see caste.
vb. ’killed, ’ pret. 3sg. 62. [ Obsc.; cf. OE cwellaij 
n. ’family,’ 11; ’natural state,’ 357; kowarde 
of kynde ’born coward,’ 71; as his kynde wolde 
’as his rank demanded,’ 276. £ OE (ge)cynd.]
n. ’king,’ 7 20 21 etc.; poss. kynges 195 279.
[OE cyning. ]
n. ’coat,’ 294. [OE cyrtel. 3
n.pi. ’knees,’ 110. £ OE sg. cneow. 1
see knowe.
n. ’knife,’ 62. £ LOE cnif. ]
n. ’knight,’ 258 276 287 etc.; pi. knyjtes 554.
[OE cniht.3
vb. ’know’; infin. ’see’ 97; pres. Isg. 309 
352; 2sg. knoweste 251; pret. 3sg. knewe 49.
£OE cnawan. ]
kome, 
kowarde, 
kowthe,
see come.
n. ’coward,’ 71. II OP adj. inflected coarde. ] 
see kan.
ladde.
lafte,
lay(e),
langour,
lappe,
lappede,
lasscheth,
laste,
lasted,
launce,
launces,
leeue,
lefe,
lefte,
legges.
vh. ’led,’ pret. 3sg. 287. '[ OE l%dan.] 
n. ’lady,’ 82 89 92 191. COE hlifdige.l 
see leue.^ 
see lye.
n. ’distress, misery,’ 57 92; all in langour 
’in great dejection’ 15. COP langour. 1 
s e e = ^ .
n. ’lap,’ 257. [ OE lappa.]
vh. ’wrapped,’ pret. 3sg. 102; pp. lapped(de)
101 132. [ Oh sc.; cf. OE n. lappa.1
vh. ’strikes,’ 3sg. 323. C Ohsc.; cf. OP laschienj
adj. ’final,’ 240. [ OE latest.]
vh. ’ lasted, ’ pret. 3sg. 273. [ OE la&stan.]
n. ’lance,’ 300. COP lance. 1
vh. ’flings/ pres. 3sg. 323. L OP lancier.]
2
see leue.
adj. ’precious,’ 82. [ OE leof.1
see lift, leue}
n.pl. ’legs,’ 105. [ ON sg. leggr.]
iêz»
leyde,
lendeth,
leyne,
lene,
lengeth,
lenger(e)
lente,
lepte,
lette.
leue.
leue,
leued, 
leues, .
see lye.
vh. ’laid, put,’ pret. Isg. 165; 3sg. 45 101
159 338; 3pl. 87. LOE lecgan. 1
see lene.
vh. ’ EE55533EêL, ’ 3sg. suhj. pres. 99. COE 
/ U-âënian. (See Note). 3
vh. ’give, grant,’ infin. 277 284; pres. 3sg. 
lendeth, 99; pret. 3sg. lente 339; pp. 112.
COE la.nan. 1
vh. ’remains, dwells,’ pres. 3sg. 4. L O E  lenganj
adv. comp, ’longer,’ 77 112 303 364. COE comp,
adj. lengra.l
pp.; was lente lived, ’ 5. L OE vh. lendan.]
vh. ’leaped,’ pret. 3sg. 254. U OE hleapan.] 
vh. ’let, allow,’ imp.sg. 68 187; lete 307;
2sg. pres. suhj. lete 52; pret. 3sg. lette 
24 190. [ OE latan, litan. 1
vh. ’leave,’ pres. pi. 92, leuen 87; pret. Isg. 
lafte 133; 3sg. ’departed from,’ 17 221, lefte 
’remained,’ 175, leued ’remained’ 255.
LOE iG^fan.]
vh. ’helieve,’ infin. 28; imp. sg. 133; leeue 
242. COA lifan.] 
see leue^
n. pi. ’leaves,’ 119. L OE leaf.1
rm
Ige, vh. 'lie.* infin. 257; pres. part, lyynge 133; 
pret. 382. lay(e)57 76 207,’lived,’ 15; pi. 
ley 98. COE licgan.]
lyf(e), lyue. n. ’life,’ 17 112 140 335. C OE lîf.l
lyfe, vh. ’live.* infin. 54; pres. part, lyuynge 
201 256; pret. 3sg. lyuede 89. COE lifian.l
lyfte. vh. ’lift.’ infin. 299; pret. 3sg. lefte 45. 
C o n  lypta.]
ly^tly. adv. ’quickly.’ 303. COE leohtllce.1
lyynge. see lye.
lyke, vh. impers, ’please, satisfy,’ infin. 140; 
pres. 3sg. lyketh 73, lykes 134; intrans. 
infin. pou shalt lyke full wele ’you will he 
well satisfied ’ 54. COE lician.l
lykyA&e, n. ’desire,’ 13. COE licung. 1
lymes. n.pl. ’legs,’ 217. LOE lim. 1
lyonys. n.pi. ’lions,’ 214. CoP bon.]
lytull. adj. ’small,’ 242. COE lytel. 1
lyue, lyuede. see lyf(e), lyfe.
lyuyng_e, see lyfe.
lofe, loue. n. ’love,’ 15 36. COB lufu.]
loke. vh. ’look,’ infin. 364; imp. sg. looke, loke 
(tat), ’see that,’ 52 203 300; pret. 3sg. 
loked 21. [ OE locian.]
»
lokke. n. ’lock, padlock’ 87. LOE loc.3
lokke. n. ’hair, forelock, ’ 254; pi. lokkes 338. COE loa^
loncle ,
longe,
looke,
lorde,
lordeles,
losse,
loth,
lone,
loue,
louelye,
lowde,
lowely,
lowje.
‘97
n. ’land, country, ’ 6 181 231; pi. londls 16.
COE lond. 1
adj. ’long,’ 95 299;
adv. ’for a long time,’ 47 185, C O Elong.3 
see loke.
n. ’lord, king,’ 5 36 70 117 539. COE hlaford.] 
ourfj.:lordeles of his ’left v/ithout a ruler of his 
family.’ 17. - C OE hlafordlias.l
n. ’loss,’ 358. Ccf. OE vh. losian, and 
dative phrase to lose.3
adj. ’disinclined,’ 48; ’repulsive,’ 249.
Coe laoT.l
see lofe.
vh. ’love,’ infin. 14. COE lufian.3
adj. ’lovahle, appealing,’ 98. C OE lufelic.l
adj. ’loud,’ 225. COE hlud.3
adv. ’humhly,’ 36 339. L Prom ON adj. lagr.l
vh. ’chuckled,’ pret. 3pl. 98. COE hliehhan.3
made,
ma^;.
see maketh,.
vh. ’may, can, am able to,’ pres. Isg. 74 295; 
2sg. mayste ’may well,’ 249; may 50 54; 3sg. 171 
204; pret. Isg. my3te 134; 3sg. 14 247; pi. 3 
363. £ OE magan. ]
mayden, 
maketh.
man( ne)
mange, mony,
maime,
mantell,
marre,
mater,
me,
men(ne), 
menede, 
mengynge, 
merueyle, 
meruelows, 
mesure, 
mete, 
my, myne.
n. 'girl', 568. [ OB m w d e n .3
vh. 'makes;' pres. 5sg. 'sets up,' 267; 
pret. 3sg. made 'caused,' 9 83 160, 'offered,' 
90, 'showed,' 359, made here all preste 
'started up,' 135 ; ‘ . pi. maden * set
'marked out,* 314; pp. made 155 168 237;
'completed,' 171. c OE macian.i
n. 'man,' 29 46 94 etc.; poss. mannes 273;
pi. men(ne) 79 292 296 etc.; hare be to man
' gave you your manhood, ' 211. [ OE mann. 1
adj. 'many,' 31 34 90 124 271. L O E  manig,
moni£.l
see man(ne).
n. 'cloak,' 101 105 132. C OP mantel.1
vh. 'mangle,' infin. 261. C OE mearrian. 3
n. ; hy jpe mater of hokes ' in the pages of
hooks,* 216. C OP matere. 3
see I.
see manCne;.
vh. 'declared,' pret. 3sg. 124. C O E  mânan. 3
n. 'entangling,' 105. L OE mengung.3
adj. 'wonderful, ' 125. H O P  merveille.3
adv. ' incredibly, * 185. L_ OP merveillous.l
n. 'full order, ' 171. ‘  ^ . C OP mesure.]
n. 'food,' 88 144. [ OE mete.]
poss. pron. 27 69 78 etc.# £ OE min.]
mydday,
my ate,
myle,
myne,
mysfare,
myskarye,
myssede, 
moche,
moder,
mone,
mony,
more,
morn, 
morne, 
morwe, 
most( e),1
moste,^
mote,
mowth,
multyplyeth.
n. 'midday, ' 205. £ OE m i d d ^ . ] 
see may.
n. 'miles,* 95. C OE sg. mil. 3 
see 2 .^
vh. ' go astray,’ infin. 238. £ OE misfaran. ] 
vh. 'come to grief,' infin. 260.
£cf. OP meskarier.1 
vh. 'found missing,' pret. 3sg. 83. £ OE missan.7 
adj. 'much, great,' 9 39 102 136 184.
[OE mycel.l 
n. 'mother,' 9 39 59 etc.. £ OE modor. ] 
n. 'lamentation,' 83 136. £ cf. OE vh. mZnan. ] 
see manye.
adj. 'more,'(as n.) 88 313; adv. 125 171 228.
Co e  mara.3
n.* at morn 'in the morning,* 183. £ OE morgen. 1 
vh. 'grieve, ' infin. 66. [ OE murnan.l 
n.i; at morwe 'in the morning, ' 172. C O E  morgen.] 
vh. 'must,* pres. 2sg. 50 206; 3sg. 206,
'jpe fende mote hym haue 'the devil take him,'
120; pret. 3sg. moste 'was allowed, could,* 38
136. C OE mot.3
adv. 'most,' 285. £ OE ma&st. ]
I
see moste.
n. 'mouth,' 292. C OE mût.3
vh. 'increases,' pres. 3sg. 158.£OP multiplier.]
M9
>CTO
murther. vTd. ’murder,’ inf in. 94 129; pp. murdered 640. 
COE -myrj>rian, or perh. OE n. merger; 
cf. OP murdrir. J
najr.
name
ne
neyther
nekke,
nere,^
nere,^
neuer,
ny3e,
nyste,
nykked.
no
no3t(e), 
no3 th, now3 te, 
noyse.
adv. ’no,’ 292; nykked hym with nay
’contradicted him,’ 28. {   . ‘ \  CON nei.1
n. ’name,’ 204 270. C OB nama. 3
adv. ’not,’ 3 147 177; conj. ’nor,’ 363.
[OE ne.l
pron. ’neither,’ 253 306. C OE ne_^gSer. 1 
n. ’neck,’ 297 337. [ OE hnecca.l
vh. (neg. of were, see ^ , )  pret. sub j. 3sg. 
’if it had not "been for,’ 4. [ OE nire.j
prep, ’near,’ 38. C OE adj. comp, near; 
cf. ON nacr.3
adv. ’never,’ 202 216. L OE n ^ r e . 3  
adj. ’near,’ 100. [ OE nêah. 1
n. ’night,’ 33 34 161 191. L OE niht.l 
vb. pret. 3sg. nykked hym with nay ’contra­
dicted him,’ 28, C- ^  . '. I: : Lcf. ONorw. neka,
OE adv. nic. 3
adj. ’no,’ 16 38 136; adv. 77 303 311.
C O E  nan adj., na, adv..3 
see not.
n. ’nothing, ’ 53 290. C O E  nawiht.3 
n. ’noise,’ 225. COP noise.3
ZlOi
none. pron. ’none,* 127 202 216; adj. ’no,’ 250. 
[ OE nan. 1
nor. conn, ’nor,’ 306. [ OE no^er.3
noryscheth (vp) , vb. ’rears,’ pres. 3sg. 118. [ OP vb. stem 
noriss-. ]
not* no3 t(e), adv. ’not, ’ 28 56 74 etc.. L OE riawiht. 3
nother. adv. ’nor, ’ 253. C OE no<^er. 3
now( e), adv. ’now,’ 92 175 182 etc.. C OE m .  3
now3te. see no5th.
of. prep, ’of,’ 4 10 11 etc.; ’for,’ 36;
’concerning,’ 193; ’out of,’ 287; ’in,’ 48; 
of her ’from her body,’ 211; of (her) byrthe, 
of kynde, "t^owste skorne of, see the ns. ;
fell of, rekke of, see the vbs.;
adv. ’off,’ 146 311. C OE of.3
of te. adv. ’ often, ’ 3 111. C O E  oft.3
olde* adj. ’old,’ 163 227 243 248. C OA aid.3
on. prep, ’on, upon,’ 87 110 132 etc.; ’by,’ 34; 
’at,’ 98 184 364; (vp) on hy(3e) ’loudly, 
out loud,’ 25 64 81 106 346; ’publicly,’ 234; 
’upright,’ 326; 
adv. ’on,’ 291. C OE on. 3
on(e), oon. adj. ’one,’ 29 29 44 etc.; ’thing,’ 297 299
(See note); suehe on(e) ’such a person.’ 249 
264. L OE ^ 3
one,
ones.
on^,
oo-lyuynge
oon,
or.
orysoun, 
other,1
other,2
oner,
our,
out, owte,
owne,
owte.
adv. ’alone,’ 15 19. C OE an. 3 
adv.; (all) at ones ’all together,’ 98, ’at 
the same time,’ 196 272 348. L OE anes.3 
see any.
adj* ’ ever-living, ’ 201. t OE a + lyuynge. 3 
see on( e).
conj. ’or,’ 30 170 215 215 291. £ cf.OE o££e, 
adj. oàer.3
n. ’prayer,’ 90. [ OP orison. 3
adj. ’other,’ 144 159 167 179 347;
pron. 296 318 322; pi. ’others,’ 145 316.
COE oj>er.3
adv. ’or,’ 324. C cf. OE oâ'à'e, adj. O’ber.3 
adv. ’over,’ 175. [ OE ofer.3
poss. pron. ’our,’ 36 70 93 117 339. COE ure.3 
adv. ’out,’ 45 62 108 etc.. [ OE ut.3 
adj. ’own,’ 2 14. L OE agen. 3 
see out.
paye,
pappes,
peces,
pele.
vh. ; imp. sg. paye -be ’do as you please, ’ 65. 
[OP payer. 1 
n. pi. ’teats,’ 114. C Obscure; cf. Swed. 
Norw. dial, pappe. 3 
n. pi. ’pieces,’ 315. [ OP pece.3 
vb. ’shower blows,’ imp. sg. 304. C Obsc;
See note. 3
2€> ?
pyne,
pyned,
pytte.
place,
pleynge,
plesed,
plulcke,
pore,
posse,
prayeth,
preste,
prestly,
preue,
price,
prisoun,
prowde,
pulledde,
putte.
n. ’anguish,’ 92. L cf. OE vh. pTnian, 
n. pTnung.3
pp. ’burdened, ’ 26. [ OE vb. pi ni an. 3
n. ’pit, well,’ 63. COE pytt.l
n.’place,’ 12. [ OP place.3
vb. ref1. pres. part., pleynge hem ’amusing
themselves, ’ 19. [ OE plegan. 3
pp. ’contented,’ 274. C OP vb. plaisir.3
vb. ’snatch,’ imp. sg. 304. £ OE pluccian.]
adj. ’poor,’ 22 26 363. [ OP povre.3
n. ’post,’ 281. L OE, OP post.(See note.) ]
vb. ’begs,’ pres.3sg. 277; pret. 3sg. prayede
284. C o p  preier.l
adj.; made here all preste ’started up,’ 
r. r l' 135. [ OP prest.3 
adv. ’eagerly,’ 277. [ From preste. 3 
vb. ’prove,’ infin. 252. L OP prover, preuv-.1 
adj. ’finest,’ 279. [ OP n. pris.3 
n. ’prison,’ 80 86. C OP prison. 3 
adj. ’overjoyed,’ 115. L  OP prud; cf. OE prud. 1 
'vb. ’pulled,’ pret. pi. 327. Ç OE pullian.] 
vb. ’put, lay,’ ; infin. I woll putte my body 
to better & to worse ’ I ’ll go through thick 
and thin,’ 244; pret. 3sg. putte 115.
[cf. OE vbl. n. putung, vb. pytan.3
quoth.
qwene,
rapte,
raunges,
rawste(n), 
rehukede, 
recheth.
rede,
redresse,
rekke.
rennenne
reredde,
resonahullye,
reste.
vb. ’said,’ pret. 3sg. 71 99 169 etc.. 
C o e  cwet>an.3 
n. ’queen,’ 8 14 20 etc.. COE cwen. 3
vb. ’struck,’ pret* 3sg. 332. C Obsc.; perh. 
onomatopoeic. 3
n. pi. Stilting course, ’ 314 321.
[AN raunge.l 
see recheth.
vb. ’ reproved, ’ pret. 3sg. 32. L OF rebukier. 3 
vb. ’hands, offers,’; recheth ... forth 
’holds out,’ pres. 3sg. 176; pret. 3sg. rawste 
177; pi. raw3ten 316. [ OE r^can.l
vb. ’guide,’ infin. 222; pres Isg. ’advise,’
169. [ OE rSdan. 3
vb. ’restore, save,’ infin. 205. C OF redrecierg 
vb. ’care,’ ; rekke tou of imp. sg. ’pay 
heed to,’ 306; pret.3sg. rowste 177. £ OE
reccan. 1
vb. ’run, ’ infin. 316; pres. part, rennynge 113; 
pret. pi. ronnen 314 321. C ON renna ; 
cf. OE gerennan. 3
vb. ’raised,’ pret. 3sg. 311. [ OE r^ran.3
adv.; resonabullye manye ’quite a large 
number,’ 34. C OF adj. resonable. 3 
vb. ’remain,lie,’ imp. sg. 77 303. [ q e  restan.3
rewede,
rewfull, 
rewthe,
ryche,
rydeth,
ryste, rygth.
rystlye
ryaere,
rongen,
ronnen,
rowste,
rowte.
sadde,
sadell.
vb. impers, hym rewede pret. ’he regretted,’
55. £ OE hreowan. ~1
adj. ’pitiful,’ 149. C From OE n. hreow.3  
n. ’distress,’ 102; ’compassion,’ 363.
Ccf. OE hreow, ON hryggë>.3 
adj. ’rich, costly,’ 271 306 363. C OE rice.1 
vb. ’rides,’ pres. 3sg. 341; pres. part. 
rydynge 228. L OE ridan.]
adv. ’very,’ 140 352; ’utterly,’ 249; ’just, 
exactly,’ 205 336; ryste j?ere ’on the spot, ’
32. :
j
adj. ’right,’ 222; vpon ry^te iuge 236 (See note}
n. ’truth,’ 259; to all his ry^tes ’at all [
:
points,’ 283. [ OE n. riht.l i
adv. ’honestly, righteously,’ 236.(See note).
L o e  Ÿihtlice.3 
n. ’river,’ 149 198 350; poss. ryueres 132.
LOF rivere.l 
vb. ’rang,’ pret. pi. 272. C O E  hringan. ] 
see rennenne. 
see rekke.
n. ’throng,’ 287. C OF route.1
adj. ’dark,’ 119. C OE S3td.3 
n. ’saddle,’ 293. C OE sadol.3
safe,
sayde, saye,
same,
saue,
sauynge,
sawe,
sawe,
scharpelye,
schyuered,
schreden,
se.
seche, 
sey(e)
seyg(e)
seyth.
adj. ’safe,* 43. COP sauf.3 
see seye.
adj. ’same,’ 34. CON sami.3
vb. ’save,’ infin, 91; pret. 3sg. saued 91.
[OP sauver.3 
n. ’saving, rescue,’ 194. C Prom saue.1 
vb. see se.
n. ’speech,’ 162; pl. sawes ’words,’ 253.
[OE sagu.3 
adv. ’quickly,’ 301. L OE scearplice.l 
see shyuereden.
vb. ’shred, eut up,’ infin. 307.
C OE scrêadian.3 
vb. ’see,’ infin. 359; près. Isg. 74; 3sg 
seeth 223; imp. sg. se of ’look at 65; imp. pl. 
se ’look at,’ 26; pret. Isg. seyse 216; 3sg. 
seys 22, syse 202, sawe 61 340; pp. sene 53.
COE seon.l 
see seke.
vb. ’say, tell, speak,’ infin. 74 213 311; 
près. Isg. saye 5; 3sg. seyth 12 162 245 252; 
pl. seyn 217; pret. 3sg. sayde, seyde, 25 28 
50 64 67 etc.. [ OE secgan.3
see se. 
see sey(e).
seke.
seluer(e), 
semelye, 
sende.
sene,
sente,
serue,
serued.
^ 7
vb. ’look for,’ infin. 144; imp. sg. seche 
’come,* 53; pret. 3sg. sowjte ’went,’ 60.
C OE secan.1 
adj. ’silver,’ 43 125. COE seolfor.3 
adj. ’handsome,’ 42. C ON similigr. 
vb. ’ send', ’ infin. Ill; pres. 3sg. sendeth 88 
118 193; pret. 3sg. sente 46 129 153.
Co e  sendan.] 
see se. 
see sende.
vb. ’serve, suffice,’ infin. 202; pres. 3sg. 
serueth 218; pret. 3sg. serued 47. COP servir.! 
see serue.
serued,^ serueth, pp. ’ deserved, ’ 186 194. C OP vb. deservir.3
seruyse,
sethen,
sette,
seueneth,
seuenne, 
sex, six, 
shafts, 
shall.
n. ’payment,’ 178. C OP servise.3 
see sythen.
vb. ’put,’ imp. sg. 73; pret. 3sg. 10.
C OE settan.3 
adj. ’seventh,’ 42. [ Prom seuenne; cf. OS
seofoba.3
adj. ’seven,’ 61. L  OE seofon.3
adj. ’six,’ 42 144 164 193 347. C OE six, sex.]
n. ’lance,’ 301. C OE sceaft.l
vb. ’shall, will; must, ought to, have to;
am (about) to ; pres. Isg. 139 212 288 etc.;
2sg. Shalt 54 238 260 293, ’must go,’ 80;
3sg. shall 75 78 140 etc.; pi. 182; pret. 3sg.
shankes,
Sharpe,
she.
she(e)ne,
shelde, 
shene, 
shy 1 de, 
shyuereden.
shaken, 
sholde, 
sholder, 
shrykede,
shulde,
syde.
3 6 ^
sholde, shulde 37 94 96; ’was to he given,’
282; pi. ’had to go,’ 12. [ OE sceal. ]
n. pi. ’legs,’ 326. L OE sg. sc(e)anca. 1
adj. as n. ’edge,’ 307. C OE scearp. 3
pers. pron. 3sg. fern. nom. ’she,’ 10 26 37 etc.;
acc./dat. her(e) ’her, to her, herself,’ 15 23
32 etc.. r OE heo, perh. also dem. pron. fern.
seo. ]
adj. ’radiant, shining, ’ 8 298. E OE scene, 
sciene. 3
n. ’shield,’ 281 298 331. f OE sceld, scyld. 3 
see she(e)ne.
vh. ’ shield, ’ infin. 298. C OE scildan, scyldan.1 
vh. ’shivered, shattered,’ pret. pi. 315; 
pp. schyuered 301. C of. OHG n. scivero,
MHG schiverf e), vh. schiveren, etc..
vh. ’shook,’ pret. pi. 356. [ OE sceacan. 3
see shall.
n. ’shoulder,’ 222 334. L OE sculdor.3
vh. ’ screamed, ’ pret. 3sg. 81. Ccf. ON skrikja,
OE n. scric.3
see shall.
n. ; vpon eche a syde ’in every direction,’ 187. 
COE sTde.~3 
see se.
2 ütf
sy^te, n. ’sight,’; in his sy3te syker ’before his
very eyes,’ 122; at t y  syste ’in your presence’ 
188. C OE gesiht. 3 
syketh, vb. ’sighs,’ pres. 3sg. 66; pret. 5sg. sykede 25.
[OE slcan.3
syker, adv. ’without doubt,’; in his syste syker ’before
his very eyes,’ 122. L OE adj. sicor. ] 
synne, n. ’sin, shame,’ 250. [ OE syn(n). 3
sythen, sethen,adv. ’then’ 15 25 55 etc.;
conj. ’since,’ 199 351. C OE s y ^ ^ n . 3 
vb. ’sit,’ infin. 22 293. [OE sittan.1 
see sex.
adj. ’sixth,’ 160 168 369. C OE sixta.1 
v b ; pres, subj. 3sg. skape ferther ’slip out,’ 
127. [ ONE escaper.3
adv. ’reasonably, quite,’ 47. [. Prom ON n. ski 1.3 
sklawnndered, pp. ’accused,’ 234. L  OP vb. esclandrer. 1 
skorne, n; gret skorne he 4?ow3te (of) ’he held in great
contempt,’ 264. L OP escarn. 3 
slepte, vb. ’was asleep,’ pret. 3sg. 192.L OE slæpan,
slêpan. 3
slyppe, vb. ’slip, slide,’ infin. 52. Ccf. ON sleppa,
OE adj. slip-or etc.«3 
slongen, vb. ’threw,’ pret. pi. 86. [ ON slyngya.3
small, adv. ’into pieces,’ 307 330. C OE srmcle, smale.3
smerte, n. ’pain,’ 308. C OE adj. smeart. ]
sytte,
six,
sixte,
skape,
skylfully
ViO
smertlye,
smyte.
so
sokour5 
somme, sum,
sommene, 
sonde, 
son( n)e, 
so(o)ne,
sorowe, sorwe, 
sorowefull, 
sorwe, 
sothe.
SQunde,
sow3te,
sowke.
adv. ’hard, ’ 318. C Prom smerte. ] 
vh. ’strike, hit,’ infin. 308; imp. sg. 311; 
pret. 3sg. smote 146 318; pi. smoten 327.
L OE smitan. 3
adv. ’so, thus, in this way, ’ 70 103 166 etc; 
semi-pron. ’such, such a thing, that,’ 285 239 
260; how manye so ’however many,’ 31; so ^at 
’so long as’ 74. [ OE swa. ]
n. ’help,’ 111. C OP socorse. 1 
adj. ’some,’ 111; sum gladdenes ’something 
cheerful,’ 57; COE sum.1 
vh. ’summon,’ infin. 187. C OP somondre. 3 
n. ’gift,’ 36. [ OE sand. 3 
n. ’son,’ 65 78 184 etc; pi. sonnes 42. C OE sunuj 
adv. ’soon, quickly, before long,’ 105 128 208 
260 261. COE sona. 3
n. ’distress, misery,’ 9 39 78 99 359. L OE sorg.l 
adj. ’miserable,’ 91. [ OE sorgfull.3
see sorowe.
n. ’truth,’ 131 251; for sothe ’truly,’ 18 133 
195 242.
adj. ’true,’ 67. COE sot.] 
adj. ’sound,’ 43. C OE gesund.] 
see seke.
vb. ’suck,’ infin. 115; pres. part, sowkynge 61.
[ OE suean. 3
speche,
speke,
spere,
spynneth,
spronge,
staffe,
staloworth,
stede,
stere,
sterten.
steuenne,
styffe,
styked,
stylle,
styrte,
8tOden, 
straw ate, 
stryketh,
stroke.
n. ; a speche whyle ’ long enough for a conversattcn, 
a short while,’ 286. £ OE sp(r)étc.3
vh. ’speaks,’ infin. 249 286; Isg 252. COE 
sp(r)ecan. ]
n. ’spear,’ 265; pi. speres 515. L OE spere.3
vh. ’darts,* pres. 5sg. 331. C O E  spinnan. 1 •
vh. ’sprang,’ pret. 3sg. 331. C OE springan.3
ru ’staff, stick,’ 220. C OE stG^.l
adj. ’firm, ’ 326. £ OE st9J.wyr^e. 3
n. ’charger, horse,’ 279. C OE steda.1
vh. ’stir,’ infin. 147. C OE styrian. 3
vh. ’come hastening,’ ? pres. pi. 356; 2 pret. pi.
styrte ’leaped,’ 326. (See Note to 1. 326.)
C OE styrtan.3 !
n. ’sound, cry,’ 106 149. £ OE stefn.3 
adv. ’hard,’ 241. I cf. OE adj. stif.J 
vh. ’thrust,’ pret. 3sg. 241. £ OE stician. 3 
adj. ’motionless,’ 147; 
adv. ’secretly,’ 152 169. C OE stille.3 
see sterten.
vh. ’stood,’ pret. pi. 147. [ OE standan. ]
vh. ’went, stepped out, ’ pret.pl. 220. £ OE streccaij
vh. ’goes,’ pres. 3sg. 229; ’strikes,’ 333.
£ OE strican.3
n. ’stroke, hlov/, ’ 333; pi. strokes 298. € cf.
OE vh. stMcan. pret. strac.3
suche, swych(e). adj. ’such, 49 105 139 202 249 264. 
r OE swiIc, swyIc•3
sveth, suv/ethe, vh. ’follows,’ pres. 3sg. 221 230. L A N  suer.3
sum. see somme.
suwethe. see sveth.
- swanne. n. ’swan.’ 358 362; pl. swannes 148 198 350  ^
356. r OE swan. ]
swerde. n. ’sword.’ 138 146 304 etc.; pl. swerdes 327.
■ Co e  sweord.l
swete. adn. ’lovely.’ 44. £ OE swete. 1
swych(e), see suche.
swyde. adv. ’enormously.’ 158. LOE swi^e.l
swyfte. adv. ’fast, swiftly. ’ 113. C O E  adj. swift.]
swymmeth. vh. ’swims.’ pres. 3sg. 362; pi. swymmen 198 
350. C OE swimman.1 I
swyre. n. ’neck,’ 44 126. COE swi(o)ra.]
sworne, pp. ’sworn,’ 236. £ OE vh. swerian.1
tahers. n.pl. ’drums,’ 226. C OP s^. tahour.]
take. vh. ’take, take up, seize,’ infin. 262; pres.
1
3sg. taketh 63 116 150; ’commits,’ 104; imp.sg. 
take 73 300 301; pret Isg. toke 167; 2sg. tokest 
237; 3sg. toke 152 159 174 229 338; pi. 335; 
vp token ’seized upon,’ 226; pp. taken ’lain
tale,
taw5te,
telle,
teres,
terme,
-ÿanke,
3)ankede,
4>aime,
■ P e ,
m 3>
with, ’ 254. I'LOE tacan <  ON taka. J 
n. ’speech,’ 55; ’news,’ 58; ’story,’ 93.
C OE talu. 3
vh. ’taught,’ pret. 3sg. 336; pp. 312.
[ OE t£can. 3
vh. ’tell, relate,’ pres. Isg. 162; 3sg. telleth 
7 370; pret. 3sg. tolde 123 347. C O E  tellan. 1 
n.pi. ’tears,’ 24. C OE sg. têar.3 
n. ’length,’ 140. [ OF terme.0
n. ’thanks,’ 194. C OE t>anc.]
vh. ’thanked,’ pret. 3sg. 36 339. C OE ^ancian.3 
see 3>enne.
rel. pron. ’who, whom; that, which,’ 3 4 6 8 9
etc.; ’on which, ’ 191; whome f>at ’whoever, ’ 245.
dem.pron. ’that,’ 18 27 68 103 etc.; hy -jbat 
see hy.
dem. adj. ’that,’ 34 40 55 76 etc.; ’the,’ 322
366; pi. ’those,’ 159.
conj. ’that,’ 167 188 203 234 etc.; ’that, 
because,’ 16 103 185; ’so that,’ 127 255 315 
360; so f?at ’so long as,’ 74; how -t?at ’how, ’ 26
212; whenne -pat ’when,’ 325^ COE 1
def. art. ’the,’ 4 7 7 11 etc.. [ OE se seo,
(LOE i?eo,) 'jpict, 1 
see pon.
fee»
teder,
thefe,
^ e ( y ).
-benke,^
thenke
jperme, i?anne.
feer(e),
terljy, 
therfore, 
1?erin( ne) 
^erof, 
t>ervpon, 
ÿese,
fez» fezs»
thykke,
t e »
see fee(%).
adv. 'thither, there,' 265. % 0 A  i»^der.^
n. 'thief,' 141 199 551. C OE -t>ëof.3 
pers. pron. 3pl. nom. 'they,' 12 19 33 41 etc.; 
acc./dat. hem, ham, 'them, to them, themselves,' 
19 44 45 45 etc.. C O N  feeir; OE dat. him, heom.1 
vh. 'seem,' infin. 30. C OK ^fincan.oV oE
b t j  w n t K  fVSntCtr .
vh. ’think, consider, intend,’ infin. 249; 
pret. 3sg. thowste 40 207 264; pi. 250.
C o e  f)encan.]
adv. ’then,’ 24 41 46 63 etc ;
conj. ’than,’ 125 313; ere tienne ’before, ’ 330. 
CO E  i?3fenne, j>anne.l
adv. ’there,’ 13 31 32 38 etc.; ’where,’ 76 121
142 362; p e r ......in ’in which, ’ 96. COE j^ âtr.]
adv. ’in that place, ’ 265. C O E  j>£rhig.l 
adv. ’because of that,’ 136. I Prom ]^ere, for.] 
adv. ’into it,’ 52; ’in this,’ 247. C OE t)âTrin.3 
adv. ’at that, because of that,’ 115.LOE ^aêrof.] 
adv. ’on it,’ 282. C OE fo&ruppan.3 
see j>is.
poss. pron. 2sg. ’thy,’ 65 127 138 140 etc.; 
for thy see for. COE P In.3 
adj. ’full,’ 294. [ OE Hcce.]
conj. ’till,’ 96 310. C ON, 0 Northumb. til.3 
see i?y.
i-ZSSÊ»
this.
f>yselfe, 
thoo, 
i?orow( e), 
i?ou, thow.
thowgh,
thowate, 
thrydde,
lus»
tydynge(s) ,
tyll.
tymhere,
tyme,
tyrauntes,
tyte,
tytlye,
to.
n. 'affair,* 30; 'deed,' 202. C OE f>ing.3
dem.pron. 'this,' 5 11 70 288 etc.;
dem. adj. 'this,' 92 112 180 181 etc.; pi. >es_e
'these,' 93 179 193 354. [ OE ±es, peos,
pron. 'thyself,' 73. C P r o m O E  self.3
adv. 'then,' 339; C OE, ON f?a.3
prep. ' through, ' 95 170. C OE f>ur(u)h. 3
pers. pron. 2sg. 'thou,' 50 50 51 52 etc.;
acc./dat. ^  'thee, thyself, to thee, etc.' 18
65 73 77 etc.. C OE 3
conj. ' even though,* 100. f ON ^  ( c  * i> oh) ;
OE ->eah. 3 
see thenke. ^
adj. 'third,* 367. [ OE ÿridda.3
adv. 'thus, in this way,* 89 118 162 370.[0Ejusj
n. sg. and pi. 'news,' 58 59. COE pi. tidunge,
ON ti^indi.3 
see t(h)yll,.
n. 'wood, ' 317. C OE timber.3
n. 'time, moment,’ 37 55 243. [ OE tima.3
n.pl. ’ ruffians, ’ 84. C AN sg. tiraunt.3
adv. ’quickly,’ 139. C ON titt.3
adv. ’quickly,’ 84. [ Prom tyte.]
prep, ’to, towards,’ 25 33 37 40 etc.; ’by, as,’
204 270; ’at,’ 181; with infin. 16 17 28 40 etcj
bare p>e to man, to honde, to all his rygtes, see 
the ns. ; to better & to worse see put. £ OE to.]
today, 
togeder( e), 
toke(n), tokest, 
tolde, 
topseyle,
towarde,
towne, 
towre, 
trewe,
tryfull, 
triste, truste,
trowthe,
trumpes,
trusseth,
truste,
tumbledde,
turneth.
adv. 'today,' 100. [ OE to + d ^ . 3
adv. 'together,' 20 314 327.t4’.0K togedoteteJ 
see take, 
see tell.
adv. ’head over heels,’ 320. L OE n. topp + 
seg( e)l. 1
prep, ’towards, to,’ 33 109 341; ’concerning,’
93. LOE toweard. 1
n. ’town, city,’ 341. [ OE tun.3
n. ’tower,’ 280. L OF tour.1
adj. ’constant, faithful,’ 48 69.[OE treowe,
triewe. 3
vb. ’play false,’ infin. 48. C OP tru(i)ffler.3 
vb. ’trusted,’ pret. 3sg. 49 285. C cf. ON 
treysta, n. traust.l
n. ’loyalty,’; by p>e better trowthe ’on your 
honest word, ’ 175. C OE treowj^, trlewj?.! 
n.pi. ’trumpets,’ 226. C OP trompe* »3 
vb. ’ ? unties,’ 337. (See Note).COP trusser.3 
see triste.
vb. ’fell,’ pret. 3sg. 320. L cf. OE tumbian. 3 
vb. ’turns, returns,’ pres. 3sg. 104 150 262; 
pi. turne 93, turnen 355 357; pret. 3sg. 
turned(e)24 123 341. C OE turnian, tyrnan.3
I
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turne,
tweyne, 
twelfe, 
two(o), 
twynlenges,
n. ’service,’ 139; pl. turnes ’tricks, wiles,’ 
257; [ A N  turn.perh. with infl. of vb. (see 
turneth. )]
adj. ’two,’ 29 84. L OE twêgen. 1
adj. ’twelve,’ 243. [ OE twelf. 1
adj. ’two,’ 23 27 29 334. [ OE twâ. 3
n.pl. ’twins,’ 27. C From OS sg. ( ge)twin. 3
valwe, 
vnbounnden, 
vnb rente, 
vnder, 
vndo,
vnsemelye,
vnto*
vnwerketh,
V£,
vpon.
n. ’value, worth,’ 329. C OP value. 3
pp. ’unbound,’ 345. [ OE vb. unbindan. 3
pp. ’ unburnt, ’ 185. [ From brenne. ]
adv. ’below, ’ 21. [ OE under. 3 ^
pp. ’unwrapped, ’ 105; C OE vb. undôn. J
adj. ’improper,’ 30. C From semelye.3
prep, ’to,’ 90. C Obsc.; ? ON und, OE to. 3 ]
pp. ’unwrought,’ 175. £ Prom OE vb. wyrcan.~3
adv. ’up,’ 97 116 118 148 etc.; ’into view,’
356; vp on hy(’5 e) ’ aloud, loudly, ’ 64 81 106;
’upright,’ 326. [ OE up. 3
prep, ’on, upon,’ 111 213 281; ’at,’ 222;
’with,’ 361; vpdn Goddes halfe ’in God’s name,’ 
219; vpon eche a side ’in every direction,’ 187; 
vpon all wyse ’in every detail,’ 156. [ OE up 
+ on. 3
wakynge,
wall(e),
ware,
warne,
was,
water,
we,
wedde,
wedes,
wey,
weystes, 
wele, well, 
wellede, 
welpes, 
wende,
wene,
wente,
were,
wereth.
pres. part. ’awake,’ 207. [ OS vb. wacian. ]
n. ’rampart,’ 19 197 349. £ OA wall.!
adj. ’ aware, ’ 122. L OS wser. 1
vb. ’ summon, ’ infin. 190. C OS war( e)nian. ]
see be.
n. ’water,’ 215 362 355; ’stretch of water,’
51 96. £ OE waeter. 3
pers. pron. Ipl. ’we,’ 3 92 219 302. L OE we.] 
vb. ’marry’; infin. ’stake,’ 27; pp. wedded 
69. £ OE weddian. 3
n.pi. ’clothes,’ 119. £ OE sg. w^d.3
n. ’way,’ 220. £ OE weg. ]
n.pl. ’set quantity,’ 156. COE sg. (ge)wiht.3 
adv. ’well, ’ 2 12 54 67 etc.. £ OE wel. 1 
vb. ’boiled,’ pret. 3sg. 166. C OA we11an. 3 
see w(h)elpes. j
vb. ’go,’ infin. 206; pres. 3sg. wendes 156 176;
wendeth 161 190; pi. wenden 302 364; imp. sg. I
wende 137; pret. 3sg. wente 75 95; pi. 19
went en 33. £ OE wendan. J
vb. ’think, believe,’ pres. Isg. 69; pret. 3sg. j 
wente 67. £ OE wenan. ]
see wende, wene. ij
l!
see be. i!
Vb. ’defends, ’ pres. 3sg. 2. [ OE werian. J '
7 ^
werke.
werke.
-we m e , 
wessell, 
wexeth.
what.
w(h)elpes, 
whenne,
wher(e),
wherefore,
whjr,
whyle.
vb. ’cause,’ infin. 78; pres. Isg. 182; pret. 
3sg. wrowste ’made,’ 119. C OE wyrcan, we ore an.] 
n. ’creation,’ 2; ’action, business,’ 170 330.
[ OE weorc.3
vb, ’ refuse, deny, ’ infin. 56 72. C OE wiernan* ,
O f  O A  ^  uae-r-r>0Lx\ . 3
n. ’vessel,’ 155. L OP vessel.1
vb. ’increases,’ pres. 3sg. 158; pret. 3sg.
wexedde 166. C OE weaxan. ]
pron. ’what,’ interrog. 74 130 171 etc.; rel.
56; indef. ’what, whatever,’ 134.
adj. interrog. 214 230 288 etc.
conj. ’as much as,’ 50. L OE hw^tt.l
n.pi. ’puppies,’ 61 63. COE hwelp.3
adv. ’when, ’ 1 12 17 33 etc.; whenne ;^ at
’ when, ’ 325. £ c^ .O A hwenne. ]
adv. ’where,’ interrog. 12 82; rel. 73.
£ OE hwâêr.l
adv. ’by which,’ 274. C Prom where, for.1 
adv. ’why,’ 290. £ OE hwy. 1
n; a speche whyle ’long enough for a convers­
ation, a short while,’ 286. [ OE hwil. ]
whyle(s), why11, conj. ’while, for as long as,’ 117 273; ’and
in the meantime,’ 145. £ Prom OE hwll. 3 
adj. ’white, shining,’ 281. £ OE hwit. 3 
pron. interrog. ’who,’ 230; indef. acc./dat. 
whome pat ’whoever,’ 245. £ OE hwa.3
whyte,
who.
wyfe,
wylde;
wyles
wyll>
wyll(e)
wymmen,
wynneth,
wyse, 
wys(s)te 
wit, 
wyte.
with,
withoute,
witty,
wo,
wode, woode.
2 -^
n. ’wife,’ 69 162 169 196. [OE wif. 1 
adj. ’wild,’ 214. [ OE wilde. 3 
n.pi. ’stratagems,’ 182. L cf. ON vel. 1 
vb. ’will, wish, want,’ pres. Isg. 128 261; 
woll 244; 2sg. wylt 260, wolt 72; 5sg. wyll 
290, woll 252 508; pret. 3sg. wolde 30 41 56; 
as his kynde wolde ’as his rank demanded,’ 276; 
pi. 317. [ OE willan. 1
n. ’will,’ 1 206; to myne wyll ’at ray command,’ 
181; a wylle ’at their pleasure,’ 79, (See 
Note.) [ OE willa.l 
see womman.
vb. ’seizes,’ pres. 3sg. 337; pp. wronge wonnen 
’ill-gotten,’ 170. C OE winnan.] 
n; vpon all wyse ’in every detail,’ 155.LOE 
see wyte,
n. ’understanding,’ 99. C OE wit. 3 
vb. ’know,’ infin. 136; imp. sg. wytte 195; 
pret. 2sg. wyste ’recognised, ’ 186; 3sg. wysste 
35; pi. wyste 274. [ OE witan. 3 
prep, ’with,’ 2 14 23 27 etc.; ’with, by,’ 105 
138; ’with, against,’ 245 259. [ OE wi#.] 
prep, ’without, ’ 273. C OE wij^utan. ] 
adj. ’wise, prudent,’ 35. (See Note)^COE witti^ 
n. ’torment,’ 343. [ OE wea, interj. wa.3
n. ’wood,’ 113 119 143 215. C OE wudu. 3
wolde, woll, 
womman,
wondreth, 
wonnen, 
woode, 
worde.
worlde,
worse,
wor1?es,
wrake,
wrecche,
wrecched,
wryten,
wronge.
wrowste.
wolt, see wyll(e).
n. ’woman,* 22 26 58 211; pi. wymmen 29.
£ OE wifmann. 3
vb. ’is astonished,’ 184. [ OE wundrian. 1
see Wynneth. 
see wode.
n. ’word, news,’ 193; pi. wordes 127 207; 
woH?es 32; a worde ’some words,’ 197 349.
£ OE word. 3
n. ’world,’ 112 180; moche of +is worlde ’many 
people,’ 184. C OE weorold. 1
adj; to better & to worse see put. £ OE wyrsa.3 
see worde,
n, ’retribution, vengeance,’ 72. £ OE wi%c.3
n. ’wretch,’ 71. £ OE wrecca.3
adj. ’vile,’ 77; £ From wrecche.3
pp. ’inscribed,’ 282. C OE vb. writan.3
adv. ’unjustly, amiss,’ 197 349; wronge wonnen
’ill-gotten,’ 170;
n. ’injustice, mischief, ’ 245. C LOE wrang ^  ON
vrangr.l
see werke.^
LIST OP PROPER NAMES
Assakarye,
Aunnthepas, Erie of, 
Betryce, Bewtrys,
’Zachariah’, 367.
268.
’Beatrice’, 8, 196, 232, 048.
Cheuelere, Cheualere Assigne, ’Knight of the Swan’, 11, 333,369
Cheuelrye Assigne, 
Criste,
Enyàs,
PerannCn)ce,
Gadyfere,
Lyor,
Malkedras, Malkadras, 
Markus,
Matahryne,
Oryens,
Rose,
Salamere, Comités of, 
Sathanas,
Susanne,
Vryens >
328, see Note.
’Christ’, 104, 111, 118, 179, 193, 
200, 209, 274.
204, 270, 282.
279, 322, 333.
367.
6,
120, 137, 199, 262, 329, 351.
46, 94, 129.
9, 39, 59, 85, 124, 238, 340.
7, 195, 231, 366.
368.
269.
* Satan', 10.
91.
366.
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